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GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION WELL PROGRAM 
The following well program is designed to drill and complete 
a nominal 10,000' geothermal exploration well in the KMERZ. 
(See Figure 001) Based on the results of prior drilling, a 
large degree of flexibility is built into the program. It 
should be clear that being an exploration well, the casing 
setting depths and drilling procedures are subject to change 
at any time. DLNR will be notified and updated as drilling 
progresses on any changes. 
1. Install 30 11 conductor pipe in 42 11 hole to 60' to 100' or as 
deep as possible below ground level prior to rotary rig 
moving onto location. Cement conductor from total depth back 
to surface with redi-mix cement. If a burial cave or lava 
tube is encountered when setting the conductor pipe, further 
investigation is required prior to proceeding. Notify DLNR 
and consult with archaeologist. If conditions warrant, 
conductor installation may also be performed with rotary rig. 
2. Construct 10' x 10' x 9' deep cellar around conductor pipe 
with a cemented bottom and stairway exit toward front of rig. 
See attached Figure 002. 
3. Move in rotary drilling rig to drill well. Center rig over 
conductor pipe and rig up. Drill 42 11 hole with bucket bit 
and install 30 11 conductor, if not installed prior to moving 
in. Add 30 11 OD extension to conductor pipe to bring it up 
under rotary table. Install flow line on conductor pipe to 
return mud to pits. 
4. Notify DLNR upon startup of drilling of a pilot hole. Pick 
up an 8-1/2 11 bit on a 26 11 hole opener or reamer and run into 
the bottom of the conductor pipe. Center punch 8-1/2 11 hole 
and drill 8-10'. Pull out of hole and remove 26" hole opener 
or reamer. Run 8-1/2" bit and drill to 100'+/-. During the 
drilling of this 8-1/2 11 pilot hole progress should be 
monitored constantly to determine if a lava tube which may 
contain archaeological artifacts might be encountered 
directly under the rig. If the bit drops free for more than 
eight (8) feet then drilling will stop. If this drop occurs 
the hole will be flushed with clear water and a light source 
with video camera lowered into the hole to investigate the 
possibility of any archaeological value. If archaeological 
value is determined then drilling will stop and the rig 
moved. If no archaeological value is determined then 
prov1s1ons would be made to continue drilling. Drilling 
supervisor shall be on drill rig floor throughout complete 
pilot hole drilling operations. 
5. Open 8-1/2" hole to 26 11 with 26 11 bit and drill with mud to 
800-1000' depending on geology. Maintain hole as straight as 
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possible, take drift shots every 100'. Maximum rate of 
change 1 degree per 100'. Install mud loggers at surface to 
log entire well from 0' to total depth. Catch three clean 
and dry samples every 10'. 
6. Rig up and run 20 11 casing to total depth as per attached 20 11 
casing program with 20" stab-in float collar and float shoe 
on bottom. 
7. Once 20 11 casing has been run to 
stab-in tool on bottom of drill 
collar. Circulate hole clean 
circulations. 
bottom, 
pipe and 
with at 
run in 
stab 
least 
hole with 
into float 
two full 
8. Cement 20 11 casing through drill pipe as per attached program. 
Circulate cement back to surface between 20" and 30" casing. 
Observe cement level. If cement falls back in annulus, bring 
same back to surface with 1 11 pipe. 
9. Wait on cement 8 hours. 
10. Land 20 11 casing. Cut off and remove 30 11 conductor drilling 
nipple. Cut off 20" casing and weld on 20" s.o.w. x 21-1/4" 
2000 psi wellhead. Install two 3 11 valves and diverter. 
Install 20 11 blow out preventer equipment as per attached 
Figure 003. 
11. Test 20 11 casing and blow out preventer equipment to 1000 psi 
for 30 minutes. 
12. Drill out cement and float collar and float shoe from 20 11 
casing with 17-1/2" bit using mud. Drill 30' of formation 
and trip to pick up stabilization. 
13. Continue to drill 17-1/2" hole as vertical as possible with 
mud to 3500'+/- as indicated by formation. Directionally 
survey well at least every 100'. If lost circulation 
presents severe problems, an aerated mud system may be 
utilized. Severe loss circulation zones should be cemented 
off prior to drilling ahead. 
14. Once 17-1/2 11 hole has been completed to casing point, rig up 
and run logs if indicated by geologic staff. 
15. Upon completion of logging program, run in hole with bit and 
circulate to condition hole for casing. 
16. Rig up and run 13-3/8" casing as per attached 13-3/8 11 casing 
program and running procedure. If lost circulation presents 
severe problems during drilling it may be necessary to set 
13-3/8 11 pipe as a liner then tie it back to the surface 
rather than a full string of casing. See running procedure 
for alternative options. 
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casing program with 20" stab-in float collar and float shoe 
on bottom. 
7. once 20" casing has been run to 
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8. Cement 20" casing through drill pipe as per attached program. 
Circulate cement back to surface between 20" and 30" casing. 
Observe cement level. If cement falls back in annulus, bring 
same back to surface with 1" pipe. 
9. Wait on cement 8 hours. 
10. Land 20 11 casing. Cut off and remove 30 11 conductor drilling 
nipple. Cut off 20 11 casing and weld on 20" s.o.w. x 21-1/4" 
2000 psi wellhead. Install two 3 11 valves. Install 20" blow 
out preventer equipment as per attached Figure 003. 
11. Test 20 11 casing and blow out preventer equipment to 1500 psi 
for 30 minutes. 
12. Drill out cement and float collar and float shoe from 20" 
casing with 17-1/2" bit using mud. Drill 30' of formation 
and trip to pick up stabilization. 
13. Continue to drill 17-1/2" hole as vertical as possible with 
mud to 3500'+/- as indicated by formation. Directionally 
survey well at least every 100'. If lost circulation 
presents severe problems, an aerated mud system may be 
utilized. Severe loss circulation zones should be cemented 
off prior to drilling ahead. 
14. Once 17-1/2" hole has been completed to casing point, rig up 
and run logs if indicated by geologic staff. 
15. Upon completion of logging program, run in hole with bit and 
circulate to condition hole for casing. 
16. Rig up and run 13-3/8" casing as per attached 13-3/8" casing 
program and running procedure. If lost circulation presents 
severe problems during drilling it may be necessary to set 
13-3/8" pipe as a liner then tie it back to the surface 
rather than a full string of casing. See running procedure 
for alternative options. 
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17. Cement 13-3/8" casing as per attached program. circulate 
cement back to surface between 13-3/8" and 20" casings. 
Observe cement, if it falls back, bring level back to surface 
using 1" pipe. 
18. Wait on cement 12 hours or until samples are set. 
19. Land 13-3/8 11 casing. Remove 20 11 blow out preventer stack. 
Cut off 13-3/8 11 casing and install 12" x 21-1/4 11 900 ANSI 
expansion spool wellhead with two 3 11 flanged outlets equipped 
with 3 11 2000 psi wing valves. Install 12" 900 series blow 
out preventer stack with 12-1/4 11 bore as per attached Figure 
004. 
20. Test 13-3/8 11 blow out preventer stack to 1500 psi for 30 
minutes. 
21. Drill out all cement, float collar and shoe from the 13-3/8" 
casing with a 12-1/4 11 bit using mud. Drill 30' of formation 
and trip to pick up stabilization. 
22. Drill 12-1/4 11 hole with mud or aerated mud as required by 
hole conditions to 6000-8000', the 9-5/8 11 casing point, as 
indicated by geologic staff. Lock up drilling assembly to 
maintain direction and angle as straight as possible to 
casing point. 
23. Once 12-1/4 11 hole has been completed to casing point, rig up 
and run logs if indicated by geologic staff. 
24. Upon completion of logging program, run in hole with bit and 
circulate to condition hole for casing. 
25. Rig up and run 9-5/8" casing as a liner equipped as required 
with external casing packer located 200-300' from bottom. 
Hang same using a double slip liner hanger with tie-back 
sleeve. Run 9-5/8" liner from total depth to hanger located 
200' up inside of 13-3/8" casing as per attached 9-5/8" liner 
program and running procedure. 
26. Once liner is hung, circulate hole clean through drill pipe 
with at least two full circulations. 
27. Cement 9-5/8" liner and external casing packer from total 
depth back up to top of liner lap as per attached cementing 
program. 
28. Once cement is in place, disengage from liner hanger and pull 
up 60' and circulate out excess cement. 
29. Pull out of hole with liner hanging tool and run in hole with 
12-1/4 11 bit and drill out cement from 13-3/8" casing to top 
of 9-5/8 11 liner lap. Test lap to 1000 psi only after cement 
has been in place 12 hours. Squeeze lap area if necessary to 
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obtain a 1000 psi squeeze pressure. 
30. Trip for 8-1/2" bit and drill out excess cement from 9-5/8" 
liner down to top of float collar. Pressure up and retest 
13-3/8" casing, liner lap and 9-5/8" casing to 1000 psi. 
31. Drill out cement, float collar and float shoe from 9-5/8" 
casing using 8-1/2" bit and mud. Drill 30' of formation and 
circulate to change out mud for water. Re-install rotating 
head on blow out preventer stack for air drilling if not 
already installed for the drilling of the 12-1/4" hole. 
32. Trip to pick up 8-1/2" stabilization. Drill 8-1/2" hole 
through production zone to total depth of 9,000'-12,000' 
using air or aerated water as a drilling medium. 
33. Pull out of hole with drill pipe and test well for short term 
with rig on location. 
34. If results appear commercial, pull out of hole and release 
rig for long production test or proceed ahead with attached 
9-5/8" tie-back procedure to complete well with 9-5/8" 
tie-back, if 13-3/8" casing shows damage or excessive wear. 
If well test results prove that the flow rate from the well 
is not commercial then either deepen or redrill to obtain 
production. 
35. Evaluate well and complete with either open hole or 7" 
slotted liner. 
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SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS 
AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT THAT SHOULD BE MAINTAINED WITH THE RIG 
1. Six pen drilling recorders on drill 
weight; b) rpm; c) rotary torque; d) 
pump pressure; f) exit pressure. 
monitoring of drilling parameters 
consultation with DLNR Staff. 
floor with: a) string 
rate of penetration; e) 
Additional real time 
to be considered upon 
2. Special rotating head with rubbers, capable of stripping 
17-1/2", 12-1/4" and 8-1/2" bottomhole assemblies. Complete 
with spare rotating head stripper drive bushing assembly. 
Rotating head should be installed on top of hydril or at 
least on location, available for installation if necessary. 
Run cold water continuously on head while producing 
geothermal fluids. 
3. Use tong torque assembly with torque gauge for making up 
collars to API torque requirements. 
4. Temperature should be taken with every directional survey by 
running a maximum recording thermometer in the survey 
instrument. 
5. Catch drill cutting samples (3 sets) every 10', to be cleaned 
and sacked. 
6. In and out temperatures, both of mud, air or aerated water, 
shall be recorded in the Tour Reports every 30'. All 
steamfwater entries shall be recorded in the Tour Reports. 
7. All lost circulation zones encountered shall be recorded in 
Tour Book recording both the depth at which the loss 
occurred, as well as the amount of fluid lost. All flows 
shall also be recorded giving depth and the amount of 
increase. 
8. Periodic tests may be conducted to determine well potential. 
Drilling will be stopped and the hole evacuated to check for 
flow at lost circulation zones. 
9. Upon completion, the well will be shut in by closing the 
lower master valve. The remainder of the blow out preventer 
equipment will then be removed. 
10. Rotary table will be equipped with a torque gauge with visual 
display for driller. 
HYDROGEN SULFIDE MONITORING AND ABATEMENT 
Hydrogen sulfide monitoring should be maintained during the 
drilling of the well. Detectors should be placed on the rig 
floor, cellar area, and flowline region to detect and 
announce (with alarms and lights) the presence of hydrogen 
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sulfide. These monitors are typically 
maintained daily by the geothermal data 
functioning of these monitors is essential 
safe working environment. 
provided by and 
loggers. Proper 
in maintaining a 
Hydrogen sulfide abatement equipment and materials, i.e. 
pumps and caustic soda, should be maintained on location when 
drilling with lighter than water drilling fluids, i.e. air or 
aerated mud systems. 
Escape breathing equipment, as well as resuscitators shall be 
available on site with mud logging unit. Fans should also be 
available on the rig floor to clear H2S contaminated floor 
areas, making it safer to work. 
PIPE AND BLOW OUT PREVENTER INSPECTION 
The initial acceptance of drill pipe should be based on an 
IODC-API Class II specification inspection. All subsequent 
inspections should discard pipe with 30% wear or greater; 
i.e., use 30% where Class II states 20%. 
The drill pipe should include: 
1. Electromagnetic inspection of tubes (Sonoscope or 
Scanalog). 
2. Wall thickness and cross sectional area (ultrasonic 
or gamma ray) . 
3. End area inspection (electronic or magnetic 
particle) . 
All drill collar end areas should be magnetic particle 
inspected every 14 days or every 9 days while drilling with 
production or drilling with air or aerated mud systems. 
All BOPs should be inspected for wear by the manufacturer or 
an authorized agent prior to installation. All BOPs should 
be tested after installation prior to drilling out cement. 
Remind service companies furnishing bottomhole 
that their equipment should be magna-fluxed 
delivery. 
AIR EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS 
assemblies 
prior to 
Minimum air and pressure requirements are 4500 SCFM at 1000 
psig for rotary drilling 12-1/4" hole below 13-3/8" casing. 
Minimum air and pressure requirements are 3000 SCFM at 1000 
psig for rotary drilling below 9-5/8" casing. 
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Hook-up lines, air meter, and scrubber, misting pump with 
m1n1mum capacity of 10 gpm, and operating personnel will be 
furnished by the air contractor. Use Union Oil's Unisteam 
corrosion inhibitor while drilling in steam, to be injected 
into the drill pipe. The mixture for UniSteam is as follows: 
Steam lbsfhr 
0-20,000 
20,000-40,000 
40,000-150,000 
150,000+ 
Injection 
5 gal UniSteam-10/BBl water 
10-15 gal unisteam-10/BBl water 
20-35 gal UniSteam-10/BBl water 
40 gal Unisteam-10/BBl water 
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PROCEDURE FOR RUNNING AND CEMENTING 13-3/8" CASING 
1. Drill to casing depth. 
2. Circulate for 2-3 hours, two complete circulations to clean 
hole of cuttings. 
3. Pick up excess drill pipe needed to stab into float collar 
for cementing the 13-3/8" casing. 
4. Make short trip and circulate for 1-2 hours. 
5. Pull out of hole and rig up to run 13-3/8 11 casing. Run 
multi-shot survey while pulling out of hole if necessary. If 
loss circulation has not been a severe problem in drilling 
the 17-1/2 11 hole, then proceed ahead to step 8 and run 
13-3/8" casing as a full string. If loss circulation has 
presented problems, then proceed to step 23 and run 13-3/8" 
as a liner with tie-back string. 
6. Run 13-3/8 11 casing grades, weights and thread design as 
indicated on attached detailed sheet with stab-in collar 40' 
from float shoe on bottom with centralizers located one in 
middle of bottom two joints and then one every other collar 
upward omitting any from the top 200'. 
7. Set casing in elevators on spider. Do not set casing slips. 
Drop centralizing ring of 13-3/8 11 casing inside 20 11 wellhead. 
Install return hoses from 20" wellhead to mud pits. 
8. Rig up with landing plate on top of 13-3/8 11 casing. Run 
drill pipe into 13-3/8" with stab-in sub on bottom. Stab 
into collar and rig up to circulate. Tie down drill pipe. 
9. Circulate for 3 hours, or at least two full circulations, to 
clean up and cool down hole. 
10. Rig up to cement. 
11. If loss circulation 
10 BBls fresh water, 
BBls viscous Gee-Gel 
is a problem, pump 20 BBls CaC12 water, 
20 BBls sodium silicate, followed by 20 
mud spacer. 
12. Pump cement without any additional spacers. Pump stage 1 
consisting of Class G perlite blended 1:1 with 40% silica 
flour, 3% gel and 0.5% CFR-2. Retard as needed. Pump this 
cement until you see returns of cement at the surface. If 
loss circulation has been a problem, the cement may have to 
be changed to a spherelite blended cement, see Note below. 
13. Pump stage 2 cement: Class G cement with 40% silica flour, 3% 
gel and 0.5% CFR-2. Retard as needed. Pump 200 cu ft of 
this stage 2 cement. The last 100 cu ft should be staged in: 
Pump 35 cu ft and shut down for 5-10 minutes, then pump 35 cu 
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ft and shut down again for 5-10 minutes before pumping last 
30 cu ft. Check for fall back in annulus each time. Pull out 
of stab-in shoe and clear drill pipe, dropping all excess 
cement from drill pipe on top of float collar. 
14. Rig down circulating equipment and pull out of hole with 
drill pipe. 
15. Hook up to 13-3/8" casing elevators and pick up slightly to 
remove spider, then center 13-3/8" casing in stack. 
16. Drain blow out preventer equipment after 30 minutes from the 
time cement was in place. 
17. Wait on cement 12 
cement fall back in 
to surface using 1" 
hours before landing casing. 
annulus periodically. Bring 
pipe if necessary. 
Check for 
cement back 
18. cut off 13-3/8" casing. 
equipment. Install 21-1/4" 
12 11 master valve and nipple 
as in attached Figure 004. 
Remove 20" blow out preventer 
x 12" 900 ANSI expansion spool, 
up blow out preventer equipment 
19. Test blow out preventer equipment to 1000 psi. 
20. Change out bottom hole drilling assembly for 12-1/4" tools 
and run in hole. 
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PROCEDURE FOR RUNNING & CEMENTING 13-3/8 11 AS A LINER 
AND TIE-BACK STRING 
1. Follow steps 1-4 above. 
2. Pick up 13-3/8" liner. If circulation was never achieved, 
then a stage collar should be installed at approximately 
2000'. Install cement basket type centralizers in the middle 
of the bottom two joints and one just below stage collar. 
Install one cement basket type centralizer to be located 20' 
up inside 20 11 casing shoe. 
3. Run liner in hole and hang same 100' up inside of 20 11 casing 
with shoe just off bottom. 
4. Attempt to circulate with two times total volume of fresh 
water. If unsuccessful, then proceed with cement job. 
5. Pump 20 BBls CaC12 water and 10 BBls fresh water, followed by 
20 BBls sodium silicate, 20 BBls Geo-Gel flush, then cement 
slurries for stage 1. Follow stage 1 cement with 200 cu ft 
of stage 2 cement. 
6. Release plugs after stage 2 cement and open cementing ports 
if stage collar is run. 
7. circulate through stage collar. Repeat preflush prior to 
pumping cement. Pump stage 1 and stage 2 cement as in prior 
cement job on bottom section of 13-3/8" liner. 
8. Release plugs and displace cement and plugs down hole to 
close stage collar. 
9. Release hanger and pull out of hole with setting tool. Wait 
on cement for 6 hours. 
10. Run in hole with 17-1/2" bit and clean out excess cement, if 
any, from the top of the 13-3/8" liner. 
11. Test lap to 750 psi. If unable to get a test, trip to lay 
down bit, run in open ended. Squeeze lap with Class G cement 
blended with 40% silica flour and 0.5% CFR-2 using pipe rams. 
12. Re-squeeze until a squeeze pressure is achieved. Fill hole 
with water. 
13. Drill out excess cement with 17-1/2" bit and retest lap to 
750 psi. 
14. If successful in testing lap, run in hole with 12-1/4" bit 
and 13-3/8" casing scraper to clean out tie-back sleeve. 
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15. Pick up 13-3/8" tie-back with float collar located 40' above 
tie-back stinger on bottom. 
16. Run tie-back string in hole and land same in sleeve at 
hanger. 
17. circulate around with fresh water, then run cement slurry. 
Use top plug only. 
18. Wait on cement 6 hours. 
surface level in 13-3/8" 
bring it back to surface 
If after 6 hours cement 
x 20" annulus, insert 1 11 
with cement. 
is not to 
tubing and 
19. Cut off 13-3/8 11 casing. 
equipment. Install 21-1/4 11 
12 11 master valve, and nipple 
as in attached Figure 004. 
Remove 20" blow out preventer 
x 12 11 900 ANSI expansion spool, 
up blow out preventer equipment 
20. Test blow out preventer equipment to 1000 psi for 30 minutes. 
21. Change out bottom hole drilling assembly for 12-1/4" tools 
and run in hole. 
NOTE: Spherelite cement should be blended as follows: 
Class G cement blended with 40% silica flour, 50 
lbs per sack of cement of spherelite, 4% gel, 5% lime, 1.25% 
CFR-2, and 0.5% Halad-22A. 
Cement should be mixed at 82.2#/cu ft (11 ppg). 
Slurry yield is 3.21 cu ftfsack. 
Mixing water requirements are 1.50 cu ftfsack 
(11.22 galfsack). 
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9-5/8 11 LINER RUNNING PROCEDURE 
The drilling program for Well KA2-1 has been written in such 
a way as to handle all situations that occur during the 
drilling. Due to the remote location and shipping 
requirements we must consider all possible hole conditions. 
These conditions that should be anticipated are listed in 
order of increasing severity as follows: 
1. The 12-1/4" hole is 
circulation encountered. 
in drilling it would 
circulation may occur 
liner. 
drilled with little or no loss 
Due to lost circulation encountered 
be highly probable that loss of 
during the cementing of the 9-5/8" 
In this situation where lost circulation has not presented a 
significant problem during drilling, I feel that a 
conventional method should be employed in the running and 
cementing procedure for the 9-5/8" liner. The attached 
program "PROCEDURE FOR RUNNING AND CEMENTING 9-5/8" LINER 
WITHOUT EXTERNAL CASING PACKER AND MULTI-STAGE CEMENTER" 
should be used. 
2. The 12-1/4" hole is drilled with air, aerated water or mud, 
with moderate loss circulation, that is loss circulation 
encountered in several zones which could be sealed with 
cement or LCM, or partial loss circulation zones which may 
take fluid periodically during drilling operations. 
Probability of lost circulation during cementing is high and 
should be anticipated. 
In this situation a certain amount of caution should be used 
in running and cementing the 9-5/8" liner to insure a 
competent cement job. A 9-5/8" liner utilizing a multi-stage 
cement collar strategically located could assist in obtaining 
an adequate cement job. The attached program "PROCEDURE FOR 
RUNNING AND CEMENTING 9-5/8" LINER WITH MULTI-STAGE CEMENTER" 
should be used. 
3. The 12-1/4" hole is drilled using air or aerated water 
because of complete loss of circulation during the drilling. 
Sealing of these loss circulation zones prove to be 
unsuccessful or extensive causing a great loss of time 
therefore air or aerated fluid is used to drill the well. 
Probability of loss circulation during the cement job is 
high, therefore extreme methods of cementing the liner should 
be used. 
In this situation where major problems exist in the well, 
extreme procedures and technologies should be employed to 
insure an adequate cement job. The attached program 
"PROCEDURE FOR RUNNING AND CEMENTING 9-5/8" LINER EQUIPPED 
WITH EXTERNAL CASING PACKER AND HYDRAULIC CEMENTER" should be 
used. 
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PROCEDURE FOR RUNNING AND CEMENTING 9-5/8 11 LINER 
WITHOUT EXTERNAL CASING PACKER AND MULTI-STAGE CEMENTER 
1. Drill to casing depth at approximately 6000-7000' dependent 
on temperature and geology. 
2. circulate for 2-3 hours to clean and cool hole. 
3. Pull out of hole. 
4. Rig up and run logs as 
bottom with temperature 
of hole. 
indicated by geologic staff. Wait on 
log for 30 minutes before pulling out 
5. Rig down loggers and run in hole with bit and monel to total 
depth. 
6. Circulate for 2 hours and make short trip. Circulate for 1-2 
hours after short trip. 
7. Pull out of hole and 
additional directional 
necessary. 
rig up to run 9-5/8" liner. Run 
surveys while pulling out of hole if 
8. Run 9-5/8" liner grades, weights and thread design as 
indicated in detail sheet with float shoe on bottom and float 
collar two joints up. Centralizers should be located one in 
the middle of the bottom two joints and then one every to 
every other collar upward to within 60' of the hanger. Use 
T-Bar rigid centralizers totally in bottom portion of the 
string and then as required in the upper portion. Run casing 
adjusters at 600', 1800' and 3400' above shoe joint if 
required. 
9. Circulate two full circulations to clean up and cool down 
well prior to cementing. 
Note: If casing can still be moved after running to bottom 
then move casing throughout circulation and cementing job and 
hang after cement is in place. If casing will not move after 
running to bottom, then hang liner before circulating and 
cementing job. 
10. If loss circulation is encountered, pump 
water and 10 BBls of fresh water ahead of 
silicate. 
20 BBls of CaC12 
20 BBls of sodium 
11. Pump in 20 BBls of viscous Geo-Gel mud preflush. 
12. Pump cement without any water spacers. Pump stage 1: Class G 
cement and perlite blended at a ratio of 1:1 with 40% silica 
flour, 3% gel and friction reducer. Retard to give 2-3 hours 
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pumping time at 350 degrees F. Use 100% excess. 
circulation is a problem, cement may be required 
changed to a spherelite blend. See note at bottom 
procedure. Pump stage 1 as per precalculated volumes. 
If lost 
to be 
of this 
13. Pump stage 2: Class G cement blended with 40% silica flour, 
3% gel and friction reducer. Retard to give 2-3 hours 
pumping time at 350 degrees F. Pump 200 cu ft of this stage 2 
cement. The last 100 cu ft should be staged in: Pump 35 cu 
ft and shut down for 5-10 minutes, then pump 35 cu ft and 
shut down again for 5-10 minutes before pumping the last 30 
cu ft. 
14. Once all cement has 
equipment, hang liner 
pipe and pull up 90' 
of liner top. 
been pumped then rig down circulating 
and pull out of liner hanger with drill 
and circulate out excess cement on top 
15. wait on cement 12 hours. Run in hole with 12-1/4" bit to top 
of cement, drill out cement to liner top. Wait a full 24 
hours from the time cement was in place or until samples have 
set before pressure testing lap to 1000 psi surface pressure. 
Squeeze lap if necessary to obtain a pressure test. 
16. Trip to change bits to 8-1/2" and clean out cement from 
inside of the 9-5/8" liner top. 
17. Retest liner lap to 1000 psi surface pressure. Squeeze if 
necessary to obtain a pressure test. 
18. Drill out cement, float collar and float shoe with 8-1/2" 
bit. Drill 60' of formation with mud. 
19. Circulate to clean hole and then displace mud in hole for 
water. 
20. Trip out of hole to pick up stabilization. 
21. Run back in hole and aerate water. Drill ahead with aerated 
water to commercial production or total depth. 
NOTE: Spherelite cement should be blended as follows: 
Class G cement blended with 40% silica flour, 50 
lbs per sack of cement of spherelite, 4% gel, 1.25% friction 
reducer and fluid loss agent. 
Cement should be mixed at 88.3 lbs per cu ft (11.8 
ppg). Slurry yield is 3.16 cu ft per sack of cement. 
Mixing water requirements are 1.5 cu ft per sack 
(11.22 galjsack). 
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9-5/8 11 CASING PROPERTIES 
L-80, 47 ppf, Buttress, Burst: 6870 psi, Collapse: 4760 psi, 
Tension: 1,122,000 lbs. 
L-80, 53.5 ppf, Buttress, Burst: 6330 psi, Collapse: 3810 psi 
Tension: 1,038,000 lbs. 
L-80, 40 ppf, Buttress, Burst: 5750 psi, Collapse: 3090 psi, 
Tension: 947,000 lbs. 
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PROCEDURE FOR RUNNING AND CEMENTING 9-5/8 11 LINER 
WITH MULTI-STAGE CEMENTER 
1. Drill to casing depth at approximately 
dependent on temperature and geology. 
2. circulate for 2-3 hours to clean and cool hole. 
3. Pull out of hole. 
6000 8000' 
4. Rig up and run logs as 
bottom with temperature 
of hole. 
indicated by geologic staff. Wait on 
log for 30 minutes before pulling out 
5. Rig down loggers and run in hole with bit and monel to total 
depth. 
6. circulate for 2 hours and make short trip. circulate for 1-2 
hours after short trip. 
7. Pull out of hole and 
additional directional 
necessary. 
rig up to run 9-5/8" liner. Run 
surveys while pulling out of hole if 
8. Run 9-5/8 11 liner grades, weights and thread design as 
indicated in detail sheet with float shoe on bottom and float 
collar two joints up. Centralizers should be located one in 
the middle of the bottom two joints and then one every to 
every other collar upward to within 60' of the hanger. 
Install multi-stage cementer in a strategic location in the 
liner string. The location of the multi-stage cementer 
should be such that the bottom portion can be cemented 
successfully without loss circulation. The upper portion can 
then be cemented after the bottom has had time to set without 
any loss circulation during cementing. A probable location 
is just above the loss circulation zones. If the hole was 
air drilled a good location would be approximately 1200' 
above the casing shoe. Use 12" T-bar rigid centralizers 
totally in the bottom portion of the string and then as 
required in the upper portion. Run casing adjusters at 600', 
1800', and 3400' above shoe joint as required. 
9. Circulate two full circulations to clean up and cool down 
well prior to cementing. 
Note: If casing can still be moved after running to bottom 
then move casing throughout circulation and cementing job and 
hang after stage 1 cement is in place. If casing will not 
move after running to bottom, then hang liner before 
circulating and cementing job. 
10. If loss circulation is a problem then pump 20 BBls of CaC12 
water and 10 BBls of fresh water ahead of 20 BBls of sodium 
16 
silicate. 
11. Pump in 20 BBls of viscous Gee-Gel mud preflush. 
12. Pump cement without any water spacers. Pump stage 1: Class G 
cement and perlite blended at a ratio of 1:1 with 40% silica 
flour, 3% gel and friction reducer. Retard to give 4-5 hours 
pumping time at 350 degrees F. Pump in calculated volume to 
fill the annulus of the 12-1/4" hole x 9-5/8" liner from the 
liner shoe to the stage collar with 100% excess, with 
approximately 200 cu ft of tail cement consisting of Class G 
cement blended with 40% silica flour, 3% gel and friction 
reducer. If loss circulation is a problem, cement may be 
changed to a spherelite blend. See note at the bottom of 
this procedure. 
13. Pump stage 1 cement and drop dart for wiper plug. Displace 
cement with water. Bump plug and open multi-stage cementer. 
14. After the stage collar has been opened then circulate out 
excess cement. Circulate and cool hole for 2 hours prior to 
pumping stage 2 cement. Hang liner at this point. 
15. Pump in 20 BBls of CaC12 water and 10 BBls of fresh water 
ahead of 20 BBls of sodium silicate. 
16. Pump in 220 BBls of viscous Gee-Gel mud preflush. 
17. Pump in stage 2 cement without any water spacers. Pump Class 
G cement and perlite blended at a ratio of 1:1 with 40% 
silica flour, 3% gel and friction reducer. Retard to give 
2-3 hours pumping time at 350 degress F. Pump in calculated 
volume of cement to fill 12-1/4" hole x 9-5/8" liner to lap 
area without excess. Calculated volume should include a 200 
cu ft tail slurry of Class G cement blended with 40% silica 
flour, 3% gel and friction reducer. Retard to give 2-3 hours 
of pumping time at 350 degrees F. Displace cement with water. 
18. Once all cement has been 
equipment and pull out of 
pull up 90' and circulate 
top. 
pumped then rig down circulating 
liner hanger with drill pipe and 
out excess cement on top of liner 
19. Wait on cement 12 hours. Run in hole with 12-1/4 11 bit to top 
of cement, drill out cement to liner top. Wait a full 24 
hours from the time cement was in place or until samples have 
set before pressure testing lap to 1000 psi surface pressure. 
Squeeze lap if necessary to obtain a pressure test. 
20. Trip to change bits to 8-1/2" and clean out cement from 
inside of 9-5/8" liner top. 
21. Retest liner lap to 1000 psi surface pressure. 
necessary to obtain a pressure test. 
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Squeeze if 
22. Drill out cement, float collar and float shoe with 8-1/2" 
bit. Drill 60' of formation with mud or water. 
23. Circulate to clean hole and then displace mud in hole for 
water if necessary. 
24. Trip out of hole to pick up stabilization. 
25. Run back in hole and aerate water. Drill ahead with aerated 
water to commercial production or total depth. 
NOTE: Spherelite cement should be blended as follows: 
Class G cement blended with 40% silica flour, 50 
lbs per sack of cement of spherelite, 4% gel, 1.25% friction 
reducer and fluid loss agent. 
Cement should be mixed at 88.3 lbs per sack of 
cement. Slurry yield is 3.16 cu ft per sack of cement. 
Mixing water requirements are 1.5 cu ft per sack 
(11.22 gal/sack). 
9-5/8 11 CASING PROPERTIES 
L-BO, 47 ppf, Buttress, Burst: 6870 psi, Collapse: 4760 psi, 
Tension: 1,122,000 lbs. 
L-BO, 43.5 ppf, Buttress, Burst 6330 psi, Collapse: 3810 psi, 
Tension: 1,038,000 lbs. 
L-80, 40 ppf, Buttress, Burst: 5750 psi, Collapse: 3090 psi, 
Tension: 947,000 lbs. 
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PROCEDURE FOR RUNNING AND CEMENTING 9-5/8 11 LINER 
EQUIPPED WITH EXTERNAL CASING PACKER AND HYDRAULIC CEMENTER 
1. Drill to casing depth at approximately 
dependent on temperature and geology. 
2. Circulate for 2-3 hours. 
3. Pull out of hole. 
6000 8000' 
4. Rig up and run logs as 
bottom with temperature 
of hole. 
indicated by geologic staff. Wait on 
log for 30 minutes before pulling out 
5. Rig down loggers and run in hole with bit and monel to total 
depth. 
6. Circulate for 2 hours and short trip. 
hours after short trip. 
Circulate for 1-2 
7. Pull out of hole and 
additional directional 
necessary. 
rig up to run 9-5/8" liner. Run 
surveys while pulling out of hole if 
8. Run 9-5/8" liner grades, weights and thread design as 
indicated in attached detail sheet with float shoe on bottom 
and float collar two joints up. Centralizers should be 
located one in the middle of bottom two joints and then one 
every other collar upward to within 60' of hanger. Use T-Bar 
rigid centralizers in the bottom portion of the string and 
then as required in the upper portion. If lost circulation 
is a problem or the hole has been drilled with air or aerated 
water then CTC external casing packer should be positioned in 
string 200-300' from bottom with Halliburton hydraulic stage 
cementer located above packer. Run casing adjuster at 600', 
1800', and 3400' from shoe joint as required. A T-Bar 
centralizer should be located above and below packer. 
9. Run liner equipment. See attached Pre-Job Recommendations. 
Check all equipment to be run on 9-5/8" liner. 
a. Use Instructions & Operations Sheet TE 7.00381. 
Measure all parts OD and ID. 
b. Check threads on all tools. 
c. Midway liner hanger running tool. Stinger must be 
reduced down to 3 11 OD 2.75 ID and run 10-12.5" 
below bottom of liner hanger as shown on print TE 
7.00378. This is when the liner hanger string is 
at the bottom of its travel. 
d. Part numbers are given on print TE 7.00377 for 
tools. ID and OD for SR Plug set is given on print 
TE 7.00379 OD and OD for HOS Cementer are given on 
print TE 7.00380. 
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e. All parts and number should check with prints. 
f. HOS Tool has four shear pins that will take 2880 
psi over Hydrostatic pressure to open it, two other 
pins are with the tool. Each pin adds 712.5 psi 
pressure to shear. Open pressure may be adjusted 
as needed. 
10. Installing equipment onto casing strings. See attached 
Recommendations During Job for further details. 
a. Guide shoe. 
b. Centralizers on two joints. 
c. Float collar. 
d. Centralizers as per program. 
e. Casing. 
f. CTC Packers 200' off bottom. 
g. One joint with centralizer in middle. 
h. HOS Cementer. 
i. Centralizers as per program - run casing adjusters 
located 1500' and 3000' from shoe. 
j. Casing to top of liner. Fill liner as going in 
hole. 
k. Make up SR Baffle Collar on bottom of liner 
hanger.* 
1. Take o-ring off SR plug set and put on SR Baffle 
Collar. 
m. Make up SR plug set on Baffle Collar and tighten at 
plug set to Baffle Collar. Be sure all parts are 
tight. 
n. Circulate the liner at 3-4 BPM. Stop and circulate 
2-3 times while running in hole with liner assembly 
on drill pipe. 
*Be sure there are no areas of drill pipe on liner 
hanger less than 2.75 ID. 
11. Cement liner in three stages. 
a. Calculate volume of cement for bottom stage. (200 
ft of 12-1/4'' hole and 9-5/8" annulus plus shoe 
joint volume and volume to inflate CTC Packer). 
b. Mix cement for above. 
c. Pump cement for 200' annulus and shoe joint. 
Release first stage dart 809.81266 and pump cement 
for inflated CTC. (Cement to inflate packer 
should be Class G with 40% silica flour and 
friction reducer, no perlite.) 
d. Pump 10 BBls spacer then displace with mud at 3-4 
BPM until 10 BBls before dart should land in SR 
lower plug - slow rate to 2 BPM. Pressure should go 
to 1800 psi and plug release. 
e. Displace shut off plug at 5-6 BPM until 30 BBls 
before plug lands. Then pump at 1-2 BPM. 
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f. When shut off plug lands in shut off baffle, 
pressure up to 500 psi and shut down. 
12. Inflate CTC Packer with cement. See attached Recommendations 
During Inflation Sequence for further details. 
a. Check volume of displacement tank. 
b. Increase pressure slowly to 700 psi and shut down. 
c. Increase pressure slowly to 800 psi. 
d. Increase pressure slowly to 900 psi or until tool 
opens. 
e. Pump in 2-5 cu ft of cement per stage until CTC 
packer is inflated. 
f. Increase pressure to 1000 psi to close CTC packer. 
g. With pressure at 500 psi, check volume of cement 
needed to inflate tools. 
h. Pressure up to 2800 psi and open HOS. 
i. Circulate well as needed. 
j. Cement liner as per program. Pump spacer. Pump 
cement. 
k. Release dart for shut off plug. Pump at 4-5 BPM. 
Pump 10 BBls spacer - then mud. 
1. Displace to within 10 BBls of plug, slow to 2 BPM. 
m. Pressure to 1950-2000 psi to release plug. 
n. Displace at 4-5 BPM. 
o. When plug lands in HOS, pressure up to 3000 psi to 
close tool. You may have to go to 3500 psi. Hold 
pressure for 2 minutes. 
p. Release pressure if holding; back off liner hanger 
tool. 
q. Come out of hole with tools. 
r. Wait 24 hrs and drill out. 
13. Rig down circulating equipment, pull out of hanger with drill 
pipe and pull up 90' and circulate out excess cement leaving 
90 linear ft of cement on top of liner top. 
14. Wait on cement for 12 hrs. Run in hole with 12-1/4 11 bit to 
top of liner and circulate to clean out excess cement. Wait 
24 hrs from the time cement was in place and pressure test 
lap to 1000 psi. Squeeze if necessary. 
15. Trip to change bits to 8-1/2" and clean out cement from 
inside the 9-5/8" liner top. 
16. Retest liner lap to 1000 psi surface pressure. 
necessary. 
Squeeze if 
17. Drill out cement, float collar and float shoe with 8-1/2" 
bit. Drill 30' of formation. 
18. Circulate and change out mud system for water. 
19. Trip to pick up stabilization. 
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NOTE: Spherelite cement should be blended as follows: 
Class G cement blended with 40% silica flour, 50 
lbs per sack of cement of spherelite, 4% gel, 1.25% CFR-2, 
and 0.5% Halad-22A. 
Cement should 
Slurry yield is 3.16 cu 
Mixing water 
(11.22 gal/sack). 
be mixed at 88.3lbsfcu ft 
ft/sack. 
requirements are 1.50 
CASING PROPERTIES 
(11.8 ppg). 
cu ftjsack 
L-BO, 47ppf, Buttress, Burst: 6870 psi, Collapse: 4760 psi, 
Tension: 1,122,000 lbs. 
L-BO, 43.5ppf, Buttress, Burst: 7930 psi, Collapse: 6620 psi, 
Tension: 1,286,000 lbs. 
L-BO, 40 ppf, Buttress, Burst: 5750 psi, Collapse: 3090 psi, 
Tension: 947,000 lbs. 
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PRE-JOB RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. In close clearance (1/2"-1") installations: 
a. Run a casing scraper. 
b. Drill open hole section with a stabilized packed 
hole assembly if possible. 
2. In liner installations, notify CTC of type of liner equipment 
before packers are shipped. 
3. Insure that everyone involved understands the Payzone Packer 
system and specific duties they are to perform. 
4. Obtain all pertinent well data, including: 
a. Minimum wellbore restriction (should be 1/2" 
greater than packer OD). 
b. If casing damage is suspected, run a microscopic 
caliper andjor casing scraper. 
c. Calipered hole size in zone of interest should not 
exceed maximum recommended hole size. Use "Hole 
Size vs. Recommended Inflation Pressure Chart" to 
set pressure control valve. 
d. If junk has been lost in hole it should be fished 
or driven to below Payzone setting depth. 
e. Clients maximum allowable surface pressure (burst 
strength of casing with a safety factor), should be 
obtained prior to setting shear pin. 
f. If hole size adjacent to end assemblies is more 
than 1" larger than packer OD run one centralizer 
above and below each packer. 
5. Inspect auxiliary equipment. 
a. Float shoe. 
b. Float collar. 
c. Bottom cement wiper plug (proper size, rupture 
diaphragm) . 
d. Two top cement wiper plugs (proper size, no rupture 
diaphragm) . 
e. Pressure recorder (5000 psi scale if possible). 
f. Chicksan lines. 
g. Cementing head. 
h. Verify that adequate inflation cement is available. 
i. Obtain a dry sample of all cements used on the job. 
6. Review primary cementing plans and calculate theoretical 
bottom hole pressure during cementing operations. If 
expected pressures approach fracture gradient, pressure 
anomalies are probable and bottom wiper plug should not be 
run so that knockoff rod protection stays intact. 
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7. Calculate displacement volumes. Know at what displacement 
the following events should take place: 
a. Bottom wiper passes packers (knockoff rods). 
b. Bottom wiper lands in float collar. 
c. First top wiper passes packer. 
d. First top wiper lands in float collar, and 
e. Top of inflation cement (second top wiper plug) 
relative to upper packer. 
8. Total inflation pressure is critical to Payzone Packer 
performance. Before starting a job know and/or calculate: 1. 
hydrostatic pressure inside and outside the casing at packer 
setting depth, 2. pore pressure, 3. fracture pressure, 4. 
maximum recommended differential inflation pressure from hole 
size vs pressure chart, 5. resultant effective stress. 
a. Total inflation pressure equals: 
1. Hydrostatic pressure inside casing (packer 
depth) + Applied surface pressure 
OR 
2. Hydrostatic pressure outside casing (packer 
depth) + Differential inflation pressure 
b. Differential inflation pressure equals: 
1. Total inflation pressure minus Pressure 
outside casing (packer depth) 
OR 
2. Applied surface pressure minus Balance 
pressure 
c. Balance pressure equals: 
1. Surface pressure required to offset "U" tube 
pressure 
2. Approximated by surface pressure (pumping at 
1/4-1/2 BBl/min) just prior to plug bump. 
d. Radial effective stress (Seal Load, Wellbore 
Support) equals: 
Total inflation pressure minus pore pressure. 
-In all cases the differential inflation pressure 
must be within the hole size vs differential 
pressure capabilities of the equipment. 
-For zone isolation the radial effective stress 
(seal load) should be at least 500 psi and total 
inflation pressure must be less than fracture 
pressure. 
9. Review casing tally. Re-tally casing during run-in if 
necessary. This is critical if positioning log is not to be 
run. 
10. Make up casing according to API specifications with proper 
torque and API pipe dope. 
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Note: It is extremely difficult to properly inflate 
packers with a casing leak. 
11. Epoxy thread lock should be used on 
connections, float collar, and float shoe. 
packerjcasing 
12. A minimum number of only high quality (API approved) 
centralizers be run below packer(s). If p~pe is to be 
reciprocated, and hole size adjacent to end assemblies does 
not exceed packer OD plus 2 11 , spacing between packers and 
centralizers should be greater than reciprocation stroke. Do 
not place scratchers in this area. 
13. If positioning is critical, packers should be logged into 
position. 
14. Insure that cement has adequate pump time. 
15. Inflation cement should 
150 cc. Inflation cement 
material. 
have an API water loss of less than 
must not contain lost circulation 
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RECOMMENDATIONS DURING JOB 
1. Verify that external cementing aids (centralizers, 
scratchers, etc.) are properly installed. 
2. Run-in speed 1 ftjsec (may be prudently increased to 2 ftjsec 
per Steps 3 and 4 below). 
3. Monitor returns, if more than 30' of casing is run before 
receiving full returns - SLOW DOWN. 
4. Monitor weight indicator - excessive weight loss during run 
indicates that run-in speed may be too fast. 
5. Pressure test lines before beginning cement job. Repair all 
leaks no matter how small. 
6. Verify that wiper plugs are dropped at proper time in proper 
sequence. 
7. Monitor returns during entire job. 
8. Monitor mixing and 
volume and weight 
possible. 
pumping of inflation 
of inflation cement. 
cement. 
Batch 
Verify 
mix if 
Note: If inflation cement is not batch mixed, monitor 
BBl counter, but do not rely on its accuracy. Insist that 
mix water be accurately measured from tanks and that cement 
density remains constant and proper. (If cement is mixed at 
proper weight, mix water volume is an accurate indicator of 
cement volume.) 
9. Insist that plug drop be verified via tattle-tale, flag or 
radioactive techniques. 
10. Monitor displacement volume, pump rate and surface pressure 
during entire displacement process. 
11. Determine balance pressure during last 5 BBl of displacement. 
(Slow displacement to 1/4-1/2 BBljmin and record pressure.) 
12. Required displacement volume will normally exceed theoretical 
casing volume. If mud is used for displacement, expect up to 
6%. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS DURING INFLATION SEQUENCE 
1. When first plug lands in float collar: 
2. Open shear valve in first or bottom packer by rapidly 
applying appropriate surface pressure, i.e. balance pressure 
plus pressure rating of shear valve. (Monitor volume 
displaced.) stop pumps and monitor pressure decline, increase 
pressure by 200 psi or as needed to open valve. Record 
volume in displacement tanks. 
NOTES: 
a. Flow rate into Payzone packers is relatively slow 
(1/4 BBl/min). Therefore, it is generally 
impractical and not advisable to pump continuously 
during inflation. The preferred procedure is to 
rapidly increase surface pressure, stop pumping and 
monitor pressure decline. When the packer is full, 
the pressure decline will stop. 
b. The expected pressure response during inflation is 
a function of several variables. In general the 
following reduce the distinctiveness of the 
pressure response. 
1. Increased well depth. 
2. Compressability and volume of fluid within the 
casing string. 
3. Large diameter casing. 
4. Viscosity of inflation cement. 
5. Small inflation volume. 
For example, the pressure response during inflation 
of a 9-5/8" packer at 12,000' with 3/4 BBl of 16.4 
lbsjgal cement may be non-distinct while inflation 
of a 5-1/2" packer with 1 BBl at 6000' would be 
very distinct. 
3. When packer is completely inflated (surface pressure remains 
constant), apply final desired inflation pressure. 
a. Record volume pumped and hold pressure for 5-10 
min. 
b. Bleed surface pressure slowly back to balance 
pressure (and/or point la above and record 
flowback volume. 
c. Release pressure slowly. 
Note: In shallow (less than 7000') unconsolidated sands, 
the hole size often enlarges as the packer re-stresses the 
sand. In these installations, final inflation pressure 
should be adjusted or reduced in accordance with hole size. 
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This may be done by converting inflation volume to equivalent 
hole diameter and using "Hole size vs Recommended Inflation 
Pressure Chart" . 
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THINGS TO AVOID 
1. Avoid using bottom wiper plugs whenever possible. 
critical if bottomhole pressures during the cement 
are likely to exceed frac pressure. 
This is 
operation 
2. Avoid using spacer fluids below 
volumetric error andjor pressure 
mud-filled packers. 
inflation cement because 
anomalies may result in 
Note: The use of lightweight spacer fluids below the 
inflation cement imposes a hydrostatic differential 
pressure across the valve collar equal to [Weight of cement 
in annulus (lbsfgal) minus weight of spacer fluid below 
packer (lbsfgal)] multiplied by .052 times height of spacer 
fluid below packer. 
3. Do not exceed fracture pressure in isolation installations. 
4. If spacer fluids are used as substitues for wiper plugs above 
inflation cement, increase cement volume to compensate for 
contamination of the upper 100' of inflation cement. 
5. Do not use differential fill equipment because debris may 
enter casing. Some varieties of differential fill equipment 
must be opened via applied casing pressure prior to 
circulation. This is not compatible with our valve system. 
6. Insist that liner hanger packoffs not be set prior to packer 
inflation. 
7. Do not spud casing - circulate through bridges. 
8. Do not use cement with more than 6% Plaster of Paris or 
Calseal cement. 
9. Do not use loss circulation material in inflation cement. 
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PROCEDURE FOR RUNNING 9-5/8 11 TIE-BACK CASING 
OPTIONAL 
1. Kill well with 
cement retainer 
liner top. Set 
cold water. Pick up Halliburton 9-5/8" EZSV 
on drill pipe and run in hole to 300' below 
EZSV at this point. 
2. Spot a 50 linear foot thick viscous gel pill on top of EZSV 
and 50 linear feet of cement on top of gel. Fill hole with 
water and circulate to cool and clean hole. Make appropriate 
changes to wellhead assembly. 
3. Run 9-5/8" casing scraper to clean out liner tie-back sleeve. 
4. Rig up and run 9-5/8" tie-back string to top of liner with 
float collar 40' (1 joint) above stab-in tool on bottom. 
Stab-in tool will be equipped with slip. Stab into liner, 
engage slips on the 13-3/8" and pull up on tie-back to 
200,000 lbs to pretension tie-back. 
5. Cement 
cement 
setting 
tie-back as per attached cementing program. Bring 
back to surface between 9-5/8" and 13-3/8" casing, 
centralizer in 13-3/8" casing head before cementing. 
6. Wait on cement 12 hours, then release tension. 
7. Land 9-5/8" casing. Pick up 12" blow out preventer stack and 
install expansion spool (12" 900 x 10" 900) equipped with two 
3 11 flanged outlets with 3 11 2000 psi wing valves. Install 10 11 
900 Master Valve and 10 11 900 x 12" 1500 adaptor spool and 
reinstall blow out preventer stack. 
8. Test blow out preventer stack, 10" master valve, expansion 
spool and 9-5/8" tie-back to 1500 psi. 
9. Pick up 8-1/2" bit and drill 
collar. Work bit through lap 
Squeeze if necessary. 
out excess cement 
area and retest to 
10. Drill out cement and clean out gel to top of EZSV. 
11. Trip for EZSV picking tool and remove EZSV. 
and float 
1000 psi. 
12. Return well to production and retest if necessary, using air 
to induce well to flow. 
13. Lay down drill pipe, remove blow out preventer equipment,and 
move rig off, releasing rig. 
14. Prepare for long term test. 
15. Test well. 
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9-5/8" CASING PROPERTIES 
L-80, 40 ppf, Buttress, Burst: 5750 psi, Collapse: 3090 psi, 
Tension: 947,000 lbs. 
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Two 12" single roM-type IIXXXXXX I XXXXXII 
BOP lXXX XXX XXXXXI 
---------- -----
ANSI seal 12" 900 pow-r ~ I ::::::::::--Mosi;er valve 20"x 21-1/4" 2000 ANSI c::::= p expansion spool 
20"x21-1/ 4" 2000 ANSI I choke & kill lines 
SOw wellhead 
13-3/8" casing 
FIGURE 004 
TABLES 
ThermaSource Inc. CASING CEMENTING AND BOP PROGRAM' PO Bo•12J6 • Santo r<oso. CA 95402 
CASING PROGRAM 
I SIZE 
20" 
I OEPTH 
1000' I IWEL.I.. KA2-l 
WE.IGHT GRADE JOINT TYPE C.t.L.CUL.ATEC SAFETY FACTORS INTERVAL 
LB/FT TOP l!oUI'tST BOT. ltUI'IST COLI.., TENSION 
~- 0 1000' 106.5 K 55 Buttress 3.31 9.21 1.64 9.99+ 
Casing Properties: 
I CollApse 770 psi 
f 
Burst-2320 psi 
Tension-1,683,000 lbs. 
I DESIGN CONDITIONS 
]suRFACE BURST PRESSURE 
- 2000 PSI OUTSIDE MUD WT, (COLLAPSE) - 9.95 PPG 
INSIDE MUD WEIGHT (BURST) 
- 9.5 PPG INSIDE MUD WT. ICOLLAF='SE.l - 0 PPG 
OUTSIDE MUD WEIGHT !BURST) 
- 9.5 PPG FORM. PRESS. GRAD. AT SHOE ICOLLAPSEI - 9."i PPG 
FRAC. GRAD. AT SHOE (BURST\ 
- 14.5 PPG BIAXIAL LOAD: COLL. D BUF!ST D BOUYANCY: YES D NO IXJ 
CEMENTING PROGRAM 
SLURRY DESCRIPTION AND PROPERTIES 
SLUI'II'lY OE:SCFIIPTION•J>."'D NUMBERI 
2690 cu ft ( 838 sx) of Class G cement blended with 50 lbs of spherelite per sack of cement 
I 
40% silica flour. 4% gel, 5% hydrated lime, 1. 25% CFR-·2 and 0. 5% Halad-·22A tailed with 
400 ft (252 sx) of Class G cement blended with 40% silica flour and 3% CaC12 cu l DESII'IED TOP 
Surface 
J EXCESS 
100% 
SLURRY VOL. - CU FT /(SLURRY NO.) 2690 400 
SLURRY YIELD- CUBIC FEET/SACK 3.21 cu ft/sx 1.59 cu ft/sx 
SLURRY DENSITY- PPG 82.2#/cu ft(ll ow~ 118#/cu ft05.8 oD< 
. THICKENING TIME· DEPTH SCK/HRS, MIN, 2-3 hrs 2·-3 hrs 
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH· PSI/HOURS 
RUNNING AND CEMENTING INSTRUCTIONS 
SHOE. §OLL.t.RI!il:C"'O ..JOI,.,.~T 1E,.,.CTe;tmC 1. tab in f oat col ocat ' (1 joint) above float moe on bottom. 
2. Weld bottom of collars on bottom 4 joints. 
3. Clean and Paker lac threads on float collar and moe as """11 as bottom 4 joints. 
4. Tac """ld top of collars on bottom 2 joints. 
CENTI'I.t.L.IZERS .t.NQ SCFI.t.TCHIEFU • NU~BER, TYI='~,I,NO SP.t.CINC 
1. Run rigid centralizer in middle of ttom 2 joints, then one every other tool joint to within 100' of surface. 
2. Use centralizer cement baskets as required due to lost circulation. 
PI'IEFLUSH, 015PL.t.C£,....ENT Fl.t.TE,, PL.UCS, RE.CIPI'I.OC:ATION, ETC. 
I. Stab into float collar with drill pipe. Att61lpt to circulate with ;.ater. 
2. Punp 200 cu ft CaC12 ;.ater folla..ed by 100 cu ft of fresh ;.ater, 200 cu ft Flo-chek, 200 cu ft Geo-gel, then 
cement slurries. 
P,:I£5SUR£ TEST INC .t.,.,.D L..t.NOINC 
I. Use 1" pipe in annulus of 20" AND 26'' hole to bring cement back to surface if recessary. 
2. Wait on cement 8 hours. 
BOP PROGRAM 
I .&.PI ST .t.C><. ! WOFI KIN C. ~lNI~U~ TEST PRESSURES • PSI 
ARRANGEMENT COO£ PFIESSUFIE SOFIE TYPE ... INC l-IES IIIAit.l TYPE A.NNUI..,I,FI TYPE ~TATI NG j.jfi:J.O 
I 
2000 20" See I attached drawing 1500 1500 
ThermaSource Inc. 
PO Sox 2J Sont ~ CA 95402 CASING CEMENTING AND BOP PROGRAI 1 6. 0 010, . 
CASIHG PROGRAM 1 "';3-3/8" 
I OEPTH 
.. ?300 1 I Ful:!. ~tring I WI.!..!. KA:· -1 
WEIGHT GRADE JOINT TYPE CALCULATED S~_I&-TY ~.-.CTOJIIS INTERVAL LB/FT TOP BURST •oT. eu.fs \-;-.-CJ)LL. TENSION 
0 3000'* 68 L-80 Buttress 2.03 1. 95 1. 51 6.44 
3000-3500'*" 72 L 80 Buttress 2.08 2.0S 1 ss 4S.R1 
Casing Properties:* Cas ·ng Prope tires:** 
Collapse 2260 psi Col apse 267 ) psi 
Burst-5020 psi Bur st-5380 o i 
T"nQinn -1.545.000 lbs DESIGN CONDITIONS TPn,;ion-1 .n'iO.OOO lbs 
SURFACE BURST FIRESSURE 
- 3000 PSI OUTSIDE MUD WT, (COLLAPSE) - 9.5 PPG 
INSIDE MUD WEIGHT (BURST) 
- 9.5 PPG INSIDE MUD WT, !COLLAPSE) - 0 ""G 
OUTSIDE MUD WEIGHT IBUASTl 
- 9.5 PPG FORM. PRESS. GRAD, AT SHOE (COl-LAF='SEI - 9.5 PPG 
FRAC. GRAD. AT SHOE (BURSTI 
- 14.5 PPG BIAXIAL LOAD: COLL. (X] BURST (X] BOUYANCY' YES D NO IYJ 
CEMENTING PROGRAM 
SLURRY DESCRIPTION AND PROPERTIES 
SLURI'I.V OESCRI,.TION lA. NO NUM!IEI'tl 
4257 cu ft (1723 sx) Class G cemetn blended l: 1 with perlite and 40% silica flour 4% _llel and 
0.65% CRF-2. Tailed with 300 cu ft (192 sx2 of Class G cement blended with 40% silica flour 
and friction reducer. Both slurries to be blended with retardant to give 2-3 hours pumping 
OESIREO TOP I £)(CESS 
time at reservoir temperature. Surface 100% 
SLURRY VOL.· CU FT /\SLURRY NO,) 4257 300 
SLURRY YIELD- CUSIC FEET/SACK 2.47 1. 56 
SLURRY DENSITY- PPG 97.2511/cu ft(13.0 01 Ill) 118#/cu ft (15.8 PD :) 
THICKENING TIME· DEPTH SCt-1./HRS, MIN, / .. 'J hr,; 2 -'l hrs 
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH· PSI/HOURS 
RUNNING AND CEMENTING INSTRUCTIONS 
iHOE, CO\..L&RIS! .... NO JOINT STI'I:ENGT!-IE,..,.ING 
1. Run stab in float collar 40 1 (1 jc?int) above float shoe on bottan. 
2. \o.hld bot tan of collars on bot tan 4 joints. 
3. Clean and l'aker loc threads on flcat collar and shoe as ..ell as bot tan 4 joints. 
4. Tac-~>eld top of collars on bottan 2 joints. 
5. Run 13-3/8" as full string or liner with tie-OOck as hole conditions dictate. See attached procedure. 
CENTI't .... \...IZERS ,O.NO SCI't,o.TC:HERS • NU~6ER, TYPE .... NO SP,O.C:!NG 
Then turbo-type centralizer on every other collar fran l. Run rigid centralizer in middle of bot tan 8 joints. 
bot tan to within 2JJ 1 of surface. 
PRF.FLUSH, OISPL .... Cl.~ENT I'I,O.TE.. P\..UGS, I'I:&:CIPI'I:OC:I>.'T'ION I[Tcfi:r 
l. If lost circulation is aproblemrun casing 8s · ected in attached procedure. Use sodium silicate preflush as 
directoed. 
2. Carent through drill pipe. 
3. Punp cement of Stage 1 until cement app2&S at surface, then pump stage 2 cement. 
PRESSURE TESTING I>.NO \..I>.NOING 
l. Wait on carent 12 hrs or until samples have set. 
2. Cut & rEmJve 20" casing. Install 12" x 20" exp311Sion spool and blow out preventer stack as in attached drawing. 
BOP PROGRAM 
"'PI ST ... CK WORKING MINIMUM TE.ST PRESSURES • PSI 
ARR .... NGEMENT CODE PRESSURE BORE TYPE 
., INC~ES ,_AM TYPE .t.NNULAR TYPE ~TATING !-lEAD 
3000 12-3/8" Rotl'!ting head & ram 1500 1500 1000 
- ' 
~ASING CEMENTING AND BOP PROGRAMS 
LASING PROGRAM 
I Sl ZE 
13--3/8' 
I DEPTH 
3500'+ I L~.ner I WELL KA2--l 
I WEIGHT JOINT TYPE CALCULATED SAFETY FACTORS INTERVAL 
LB/FT 
G~ADE 
TOP BURST BOT. BU~ST COLL. TENSION 
I 900--3000' 68. L·-80 Buttress ? .01 ].q~ 1.4q R FoR 
I 3000--3500' 72 L--RO Buttress ?1:7 ? 0') l.~~ lt.c, R~ 
I 
I DESIGN CONDITIONS 
iURFACE BURST PRESSURE 
- 3000 PSI OUTSIDE MUD WT. !COLLAPSE) - 0 "' PPG 
I INSIDE MUD WEIGHT (BURST) 9.5 PPG INSIDE MUD WT. ICOLLAPSEl - n PPG 
I 
)UTSIDE MUD WEIGHT (BURST\ 
- 9.5 PPG FORM. PRESS. GRAD. AT SHOE (COLLAPSE\ - 9.5 PPG 
I FRAC. GRAD. AT SHOE (BURST) 
-
14.5 PPG BIAXIAL LOAD: COLL. (X] BURST W BOUYANCY: YES 0 NO CiJ 
:EMENTINC PROGRAM 
I SLURRY DESC RIPTIO NA NO PROPERTIES I SLURRY DESCI'li"'TION lAND NUMBERI 
3340 cu ft (1041 sx) Class G cement blended with 50# per sack of cement of soherelite 40% 
I silica flour, 5% hydrated lime, 4% gel, 1.25% CFR-2, and 0.5% Ha lad-··22A 0 tailed with 300 Cll ft 
I ( 189 sx) of ClASS G cement hlcnclccl wi Lh 40% silicn flour nn<l frinion reducer. nolll sl urr i<-'R 
I retarded to give 2--3 hrs pumping time at reservoir temperature. 
l DESIRED TOP 
900'+ 
l EXCESS 
100% 
I 
LURRY VOL. - CU FT /(SLURRY NO.) 3340 300 
I SLURRY YIELD- CUBIC FEET/SACK 3. 2l 1. 59 
I LURRY DENSITY- PPG 82.2 118 
I (HICKENING TIME- DEPTH SCH./HRS, MIN. 2 3 hrs 2 3 hrs 
I "":OMPRESSIVE STRENGTH- PSI/HOURS 
RUNNING AND CEMENTING INSTRUCTIONS 
I SHOE, COLL..ARISI AND JOINT STRENGTHENING 
1. Run flm.t collar j'k_above flm.t ~-
2. Weld bottom of col s on bottom joints. 
3. Clean and Eaker loc threads on bottom 4 joints. 
I 4. Tac-;..eld top of collars on last 2 joints. 
ENTRALIZERS AND SCRATCHERS· NUMBER, TYPE AND SPACING 
I 
l. Hang liner 100' up inside 2D" casing on drill pipe. 
2. Rtm rigid centralizer carent baskets in !:!idclle of bottan 2 joints and one 10' up inside 2D'' casing and one just 
below stage collar if a stage is indicated. 
3. RLm centralizers· every ot.'1er tool joint to bottcrre of 20" casing. 
1 PRE FLUSH, OISPL..ACE~ENT FIAT£: PLUGS, RECIPROCATION, ETC. 
1. Atta"Pt to Clrculflte 1;:oth W3ter. 
2. l't!np 2D cu ft CaC12 ~o.ater and 100 cu ft W3ter 
0 follov.ecl by 200 cu ft Flo-01ek the 200 cu ft of Geo-gel, then CE!lEOt slurries. 
I 3. See attached program for l!l)re detail. 
RESSURE TESTING AND LANDIN~ 
I 
l. Wait on cement 8 hrs. Clean out cement fran top of l3 -3/8" liner. Test lap to 10J) psi. Squeeze lap if fk.<>ces-· 
sary. Clean out and retest tmtil a test is obtaned. 
l 
~OP PROGRAM 
API STACK WORKING MINIMUM TEST PRESSURES • PSI 
ARRANGEMENT CODE PRESSURE BORE TYPE 
"" 
INCHES l'tAM TYPE ANNUL..AA TYPE ROT A Tl NG HEAD 
. No chang e until tie--bac-k run 
CASING CEMENTING AND BOP PROGRAMS 
CASING PROGRAM 
I SIZE 
13--3/8" 
I OEP TH 
900'± l Tie--Back I WELL KA2--1 
r WEIGHT JOINT TYPE C.4.LCUL.&.Tit0 SAFETY "ACTORS INTERVAL 
LB/FT 
GRADE 
TOP I!IURST BOT. BURST COLL. TENSION 
I 0--900' 68 K-55 Buttress 1. 76 1.67 ~-()4 2~.2~ 
I 
I 
--
I DESIGN CONDITIONS 
SURFACE BURST PRESSURE 
-
3000 PSI OUTSIDE MUD WT. {COLLAPSE) - 9.5 PPG 
j INSIDE MUD WEIGHT {BURST) 
- 9.5 PPG INSIDE MUD WT. {COLLAPSE) - 0 PPG 
r 
OUTSIDE MUD WEIGHT !BURST) 
- 9.5 PPG FORM. PRESS. GRAD. AT SHOE (COLLAPSE) - 9.5 PPG 
I FRAC. GRAD. AT SHOE (BURST) 
-
14.5 PPG BIAXIAL LOAD: COLL. [X] BURST [j[] BOUYANCY: YES D NO CXJ 
:EMENTING PROGRAM 
I SLURRY DESCRIPTION AND PROPERTIES I 5LU FIR y DESCRIPTION lAND NUMBERI 
1059.8 cu ft (666 sx) Class G cement blended with 40% silica flour and 0.5% CFR 2. 
I 
I 
I 
I DESIRED TOP 
Surface 
I EXCESS 
30% 
I 
)LURAY VOL. - CU FT /(SLURRY NO.) 1059.8 
I SLURRY YIELD· CUBIC FEET/SACK 1.59 
I )LURAY DENSITY- PPG 118 
1 THICKENING TIME- DEPTH SCH/HRS, MIN. 2--3 hrs 
I COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH- PSI/HOURS +2323/8 hrs 
RUNNING AND CEMENTING INSTRUCTIONS I SHOE, COLLAFIIS! AND .JOINT STRENGTHENING 
1. Run floot colhr 40' above tie-back sleeve on botton. 
2. Clean and Eeker loc threads on botton 4 joi.'lts. 
3. Tac-;.eld top and bottan of collars on botton 2 joints. 
I 
:ENTFI,Io.LiZEFIS AND SCRATCHERS· NUMSER, TYPE .4.ND SF'ACING 
I 
1. Rtm rigid centralizer in mddle of botta;1 joint and one every other tool joint to surface except for top 100'. 
rPFIEFL.USH, DISPLACEMENT RATE, PLUGS, RECIPROCATION, ETC, 
1. Circulate with fresh \£ter. 
2. Rtm top plug only. 
3. See attached proeram for nore detail. 
I 
'FIESSUFI£ TESTING ANC LANCING 
I 1. Wait on cment 6 hrs before landing and cutting off 13---3/8" for 1-elL'lead. 
~OP PROGRAM 
I API STACK WORKING MINIMUM TEST PRESSURES • PSI 
.4.RFIANGEMENT CODE PRESSURE BORE TYPE 
PSI INCHES "AM TYPE ANNULAR TYPE ROT A Tl NG HEAD 
I 3000 12--3/8" See attached drawing 1500 1500 
. . . -ASING CEMENTING AND BOP PROGRAM' 
CASING PROGRAM f'"" . 9--5/8" ! Oll~TH 7000' I Liner I WELL KA2·-l 
WEIGHT JOINT TYPE CAI..CULATEO S.t.FETY F..t.CTORS INTERVAL 
LB/FT 
GRADE 
TOP BURST BOT. BURST COLL. TENSION 
I 3300--5300' 40 L--80 Butt-roQQ 2.04 l.'rL 1 nl'l r; nl'l 
I 
5300--6500' 43.5 L--80 Buttress 2.17 2.30 1 1 h n 71 
I 6500-7000' 47 L-80 Buttress 2.30 2.29 I . 3(, 47.74 
I 
I DESIGN CONDITIONS 
iUAFACE BURST PRESSURE 3000 PSI OUTSIDE MUD WT. (COLLAPSE) - a ~ PI"G 
I INSIDE MUD WEIGHT (BURST) 
- 9._5_ PPG INSIDE MUD WT. (COLLAPSE) - n PPG 
JUTSIDE MUD WEIGHT (BURST) 
- 9.5 PPG FORM, PRESS. GRAD. AT SHOE (COLLAPSE) - 9.5 PPG 
I FRAC. GRAD. AT SHOE (9URSTl 
- 14.5 PPG BIAXIAL LOAD: COLL. W. BURST [JJ BOUYANCY: YES D NO [X] 
:EMEtHING PROGRAM 
I SLURRY DESCRIPTION AND PROPERTIES I SL.UARY DESCFIIPTION I ANO NUMBE;RI 
7000 rn ft- (RlO .QY) nf rlA'lQ " rPmPnl" h1onno<l 1-1 •. dt-h norHt-o on.< l>n'l' ci Hr" f],-, ·- !."! ,] 
I and Q.65% frictiQn reduc~r- Iail.:d l<ith 3QQ Cll ft (]92 sxl Qf Class G ce,..ueot blended b:j tb I!Q% 
silica flour and friction reducer. Both slurries to be blended with retardant to ivc 2-l hrs 
lrOoESIRED TOP 
E ;o:;.C ESS 
I nur:Jnino til!le at reservoir temoerature. linPr ·,-,n 1nn'l' 
)LURAY VOL.· CU FT I (SLURRY NO.) 2000 300 
jSLURRY YIELD· CUBIC FEET/SACK 2.47 1.56 
I )LURRY DENSITY- PPG 97.2511/cu ft (13.0 ioo) 118#/cu ft (15.8 nc ~) 
1 THICKENING TIME- DEPTH SCH./HRS, MIN. 2-3 hrs 2-3 hrs ~ SOMPRESS!VE STRENGTH· PSI/HOURS 
RUNNING AND CEMENTING INSTRUCTIONS 
/SHOE, COLLAR IS! AND JOINT STRENGTHENING 
1. Run flcat collar ffi' (2 joints) above flcat shoe on bottan. 
2. \-leld bottan of collars on bot tan 4 joints. 
3. Clean and Baker lex:: threads on bottan 4 joints as ;.ell as threads on flcat collar and s.l-Joe. 
I 4. Tac '.eld top of collars on bottao 2 joints. 
:ENTRA-.IZERS AND SCRATCHERS· NUMBER, TYI"'E ..t.ND SP..t.CING 
I 
1. fEnd liner 200' UJ;l inside 13--3/8" casing with drill pir:e. 
2. Run rigid centrahzers in middle of bottao 4 jonts aild then 1 turbo type centralizer every collar to within 200' 
of top. 
3. Run stage collars and external casi.'lg [BCker as in attached procedures. 
~ PAEF-.USH, DISP"-..t.CEMENT A..t.TE, PLUGS, RECIPROC..t.TION, ETC, 
1. AttE!lljlt to circulate WLth .ater. 
2. Pump cerent and preflush as in attached procedures. 
I 
'RESSURE TESTING AND LANDING 
I 
l. 1-lait on ce:rnt 12 hrs. Clean out cernt frao top of '}-5/8" liner. Test lap to 1000 psi. Squeeze lap if neces--
sary to obtain good pressure test. 
tlOP PROGRAM 
I API ST..t.CK. WORKING MINIMUM TEST PRESSURES • PSI 
ARRANGEMENT CODE PRESSURE BORE TYPE p" INCHES R..t.M TYPE 
..t.NNULAR TYPE ROTATING ~-(£AD 
I No cha ge until tie- back run 
. 
' 
-ASING CEMENTING AND BOP PROGRAMS 
CASING PROGRAM 
I SIZE 
9--5/8" 
I OEF'TH 
3300'± I Tie--Back [WECC KA2- l 
I WEIGHT JOINT TYPE CA~CU\..ATED SAFETY FACTORS INTERVAL GRADE 
LB/FT TOP BURST BOT. BURST COLL. TENSION 
I 0--3300' 40 L--80 Buttress 2.10 1.92 2.34 7.17 
r 
I 
I DESIGN CONDITIONS 
iURFACE BURST PRESSURE 
- 3000 PSI OUTSIDE MUD WT, (COLLAPSE} - Q <; PPG 
I INSIDE MUD WEIGHT (BURST) 
- Q <; PPG INSIDE MUD WT. (COLLAPSE) - n PPG 
)UTSIDE MUD WEIGHT (BURST) 
- 9.5 PPG FORM. PRESS. GRAD. AT SHOE !COLLAPSE) - 9 <; PPG 
I FRAC. GRAD. AT SHOE (BURST) 
- 14.5 PPG BIAXIAL LOAD: COLL. LxJ BURST [XJ BOUYANCY: YES n NO IX] 
:EMENTING PROGRAM 
I SLURRY DESCRIPTION AND PROPERTIES 
I SLURRY DESCRIPTION lAND NUMBERI 
1140 cu ft (704 sx) Class G cement blended with 40% silica flour and 0.5% CFR-2. 
I 
I 
I 
j DESIRED TOP 
Surface l EXCE;~% 
iLURRY VOL. - CU FT /!SLURRY NO.) 1140 
I SLURRY YIELD- CUBIC FEET/SACK 1.62 
1 
oLURRY DENSITY- PPG 116 
1 rHICKENING TIME- DEPTH SCH/HRS, MIN. 2 3 hrs 
j '":OMPRESSIVE STRENGTH- PSI/HOURS ±2323/8 hrs 
RUNNING AND CEMENTING INSTRUCTIONS 
! SHOE, COLLARI'S! AND JOINT STRENGTHENING 
l. Run float <:ollar 40' above tie--back sleeve on bottm. 
2. Clean and fuker lee threads on bottan 4 joints. 
I 
3. TacA,eld top and bottan of collars on bottan 2 joints. 
:ENTRALIZERS ANO SCRATCHERS· NUMBER, TYPE AND SPACING 
I 
l. Hm centralizers in middle of bottm joint and one every other tool joint to surface except for top lCO' . 
!PREFLUSH, DISPLACEMENT RATE, ,:>LUGS, RECI,:>ROCATION, ETC. 
l. Circulate with fresh water. 
2. i<m top plug only. 
I 3. See attached prcwa'll for r.ore detail. 
RESSURE TESTING .AND LANDING 
I 
l. Wa:i.t on CffiEDt 6 hrs before la'ld:L'lg and cutting off 9--5/8" for expa"l.Sion spool and blo-• out preventers. 
.,op PROGRAM 
I API Si ACK WORKING MINIMUM TEST PRESSURES- PSI 
ARRANGEMENi CODE PRESSURE BORE TYPE 
"" 
INCHES lltAM TYPE A,NNUL AR TYPE ROTA.TI NG HEA.O 
I 1500 8-1/2" See attached drawing 1500 1500 1000 
ThermaSource Inc • 
P.O.Box1236 • SontaRoso.CA95402 IWEL;., 1 MUD MUD, LOGGING, WELLHEAD & DIRECTIONAL PROGRAMS 
WEIGHT API YIELD PH DEPTH INTERVAL MUD TYPE FLUID LOSS POINT 
0 100' Gel and water 65#/ft' 15 a n 
100 1000' Gel and water or air* 70#/ft' 10cc 15 a n 
1000 3500' Gel and water or air* 70#/ft' 10cc 15 1n.n 
3500 7000'+ Gel and water or air* 70#/ft' 1 2r:c 1 ~ 1n n 
7000 T.D. Water or air* n~#/fr' lor 1000 r: f 
""IC"-1 r..'l ><. ~ 
lfi£ unable to maintain ci.rculation due to lost circulation, first attempt to aerate system, 
r llC'n uttempt to driJ 1 with nir with rotary bit or njr l1nmmcr (sec n t tnchcd). Ir mi.sL i ng is 
ref}uired, it may be necessary to increase air volume 30%. Misting mix should be fresh water 
mixed with 2-6 gal/lOBBls of Magcobar Foamer. Maintain a solution pH above 10.0 to inhibit 
corrosion. Use Unisteam as outlined in special considerations. 
LOGGING 
DEPTH INTERVAL LOG TYPES LOG SCALES 
100 1000'* Temperature log & loQs as directed 1" and ~" 1nn• 
1000 3500 1* Temperature lOQ & loos as rlirPrtPrl 1" Ann S" 1nn• 
3500 7000' Temperature loQ & loos as directed 1" and S" 1nn• 
7000-T.D. Temperature log & lOQS as directed 1" and ~" - 1nn• 
0 T.D. Samples everv 10' 
"'-EMA.RKS 
All logs to be determined by geologist. 
"Apply for waiver requiring E-log on these sections of the well. 
WELLHEAD 
API WORKING PRESSURE TYPE MAKE NOMINAL SIZE PSI 
26" 100 psi 
?il' 1 c;,n.w X ?1--1 /4" ?mn 2000 n<:i lfWp 1 rl nn WP 11 hPArl WKM 
21 1/4" a:co X 12" 9)J 3000 osi ~~-!/fu &,tt~~ion spool with two WKM 
12tt X 12" 3000 psi 12" 9)J Ansi WKM Pow-R-Seal master valVE WKM 
~EM,..R><S 
DIRECTIONAL OR STRAIGHT-HOLE 
Drill hole as straight as possible, taking directional shots every 100'± from 0-7000' and on 
dull bits after 7000'. 0-3500' maximum deviation to be sa, maximum rate of change to be 11a 
per 100'. 3500-7000' maximum deviation to be sa, maximum rate of change to be I1a per 100'. 
7000-T.D. monitor without control. 
Thermasource,Nc. 
GEOTHERMAL CONSULTING SERVICES 
TRUE GEOTHERMAL ENERGY COMPANY 
KMERZ WELL NO. KA2-1 
GEOTHERMAL DRILLING PROGRAM 
COUNTY OF HAWAII 
Submitted to: 
Department of Land and Natural Resources 
State of Hawaii 
October 1993 
725 Farmers Lane • P.O. Box 1236 • Santa Rosa, California 95402 • (707) 523-2960 • FAX (7071 523-1029 
TRUE GEOTHERMAL ENERGY COMPANY 
KMERZ WELL NO. KA2-1 
GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION WELL PROGRAM 
The following well program is designed to drill and complete 
a nominal 10,000' geothermal exploration well in the KMERZ. 
(See Figure 001) Based on the results of prior drilling, a 
large degree of flexibility is built into the program. It 
should be clear that being an exploration well, the casing 
setting depths and drilling procedures are subject to change 
at any time. DLNR will be notified and updated as drilling 
progresses on any changes. 
1. Install 30" conductor pipe in 42" hole to 60' to 100' or as 
deep as possible below ground level prior to rotary rig 
moving onto location. Cement conductor from total depth back 
to surface with redi-mix cement. If a burial cave or lava 
tube is encountered when setting the conductor pipe, further 
investigation is required prior to proceeding. Notify DLNR 
and consult with archaeologist. If conditions warrant, 
conductor installation may also be performed with rotary rig. 
2. Construct 10' x 10' x 9' deep cellar around conductor pipe 
with a cemented bottom and stairway exit toward front of rig. 
See attached Figure 002. 
3. Move in rotary drilling rig to drill well. Center rig over 
conductor pipe and rig up. Drill 42" hole with bucket bit 
and install 30'' conductor, if not installed prior to moving 
in. Add 30" OD extension to conductor pipe to bring it up 
under rotary table. Install flow line on conductor pipe to 
return mud to pits. 
4. Notify DLNR upon startup of drilling of a pilot hole. Pick 
up an 8-1/2" bit on a 26" hole opener or reamer and run into 
the bottom of the conductor pipe. Center punch 8-1/2" hole 
and drill 8-10'. Pull out of hole and remove 26" hole opener 
or reamer. Run 8-1/2" bit and drill to 100'+/-. During the 
drilling of this 8-1/2 11 pilot hole progress should be 
monitored constantly to determine if a lava tube which may 
contain archaeological artifacts might be encountered 
directlv under the rig. If the bit drops free for more than 
eight (8) feet then drilling will stop. If this drop occurs 
the hole w.ill be flushed with clear water and a light source 
with video camera lowered into the hole to investigate the 
possibility of any archaeological value. If archaeological 
value is determined then drilling will stop and the rig 
moved. If no archaeological value is determined then 
provisions would be made to continue drilling. Drilling 
supervisor shall be on drill rig floor throughout complete 
pilot hqle drilling operations. 
5. Open 8-1/2" hole to 26'' with 26" bit and drill with mud to 
800-1000' depending on geology. Maintain hole as straight as 
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possible, take drift shots every 100'. Maximum rate of 
change 1 degree per 100'. Install mud loggers at surface to 
log entire well from 0' to total depth. Catch three clean 
and dry samples every 10'. 
6. Rig up and run 20" casing to total depth as per attached 20" 
casing program with 20" stab-in float collar and float shoe 
on bottom. 
7. once 20 11 casing has been run to 
stab-in tool on bottom of drill 
collar. Circulate hole clean 
circulations. 
bottom, run in 
pipe and stab 
with at least 
hole with 
into float 
two full 
B. Cement 20 11 casing through drill pipe as per attached program. 
Circulate cement back to surface between 20 11 and 30" casing. 
Observe cement level. If cement falls back in annulus, bring 
same back to surface with 1 11 pipe. 
9. Wait on cement B hours. 
10. Land 20 11 casing. cut off and remove 30 11 conductor drilling 
nipple. Cut off 20'' casing and weld on 20 11 S.O.W. x 21-1/4" 
2000 psi wellhead. Install two 3" valves and diverter. 
Install 20" blow out preventer equipment as per attached 
Figure 003. 
11. Test 20 11 casing and blow out preventer equipment to 1000 psi 
for 30 minutes. 
12. Drill out cement and float collar and float shoe from 20 11 
casing with 17-1/2 11 bit using mud. Drill 30' of formation 
and trip to pick up stabilization . •. 
13. Continue to drill 17-1/2 11 hole as vertical as possible with 
mud to 3500'+/- as indicated by formation. Directionally 
survey well at least every 100'. If lost circulation 
presents severe problems, an aerated mud system may be 
utilized. Severe loss circulation zones should be cemented 
off prior to drilling ahead. 
14. once 17-1/2 11 hole has been completed to casing point, rig up 
and run logs if indicated by geologic staff. 
15. Upon completion of logging program, run in hole with bit and 
circulate to condition hole for casing. 
16. Rig up and run 13-3/B" casing as per attached 13-3/B" casing 
program and running procedure. If lost circulation presents 
severe problems during drilling it may be necessary to set 
13-3/8" pipe as a liner then tie it back to the surface 
rather than a full string of casing. See running procedure 
for alternative options. 
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17. cement 13-3/8" casing as per attached program. Circulate 
cement back to surface between 13-3/8 11 and 20" casings. 
Observe cement, if it falls back, bring level back to surface 
using 1" pipe. 
18. wait on cement 12 hours or until samples are set. 
19. Land 13-3/8 11 casing. Remove 20" blow out preventer stack. 
cut off 13-3/8" casing and install 12" x 21-1/4" 900 ANSI 
expansion spool wellhead with two 3 11 flanged outlets equipped 
with 3 11 2000 psi wing valves. Install 12 11 900 series blow 
out preventer stack with 12-1/4" bore as per attached Figure 
004. 
20. Test 13-3/8" blow out preventer stack to 1500 psi for 30 
minutes. 
21. Drill out all cement, float collar and shoe from the 13-3/8" 
casing with a 12-1/4" bit using mud. Drill 30' of formation 
and trip to pick up stabilization. 
22. Drill 12-1/4 11 hole with mud or aerated mud as required by 
hole conditions to 6000-8000', the 9-5/8 11 casing point, as 
indicated by geologic staff. Lock up drilling assembly to 
maintain direction and angle as straight as possible to 
casing point. 
23. Once 12-1/4 11 hole has been completed to casing point, rig up 
and run logs if indicated by geologic staff. 
24. Upon completion of logging program, run in hole with bit and 
circulate to condition hole for casing. 
25. Rig up and run 9-5/8 11 casing as a liner equipped as required 
with external casing packer located 200-300' from bottom. 
Hang same using a double slip liner hanger with tie-back 
sleeve. Run 9-5/8" liner from total depth to hanger located 
200' up inside of 13-3/8" casing as per attached 9-5/8" liner 
program and running procedure. 
26. once liner is hung, circulate hole clean through drill pipe 
with at least two full circulations. 
27. Cement 9-5/8" liner and external casing packer from total 
depth back up to top of liner lap as per attached cementing 
program. 
28. Once cement is in place, disengage from liner hanger and pull 
up 60' and circulate out excess cement. 
29. Pull out of hole with liner hanging tool and run in hole with 
12-1/4" bit and drill out cement from 13-3/8" casing to top 
of 9-5/8" liner lap. Test lap to 1000 psi only after cement 
has been in place 12 hours. squeeze lap area if necessary to 
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obtain a 1000 psi squeeze pressure. 
30. Trip for 8-1/2" bit and drill out excess cement from 9-5/8" 
liner down to top of float collar. Pressure up and retest 
13-3/8" casing, liner lap and 9-5/8" casing to 1000 psi. 
31. Drill out cement, float collar and float shoe from 9-5/8" 
casing using 8-1/2" bit and mud. Drill 30' of formation and 
circulate to change out mud for water. Re-install rotating 
head on blow out preventer stack for air drilling if not 
already installed for the drilling of the 12-1/4" hole. 
32. Trip to pick up 8-1/2" stabilization. Drill 8-1/2" hole 
through production zone to total depth of 9,000'-12,000' 
using air or aerated water as a drilling medium. 
33. Pull out of hole with drill pipe and test well for short term 
with rig on location. 
34. If results appear commercial, pull out of hole and release 
rig for long production test or proceed ahead with attached 
9-5/8" tie-back procedure to complete well with 9-5/8" 
tie-back, if 13-3/8 11 casing shows damage or excessive wear. 
If well test results prove that the flow rate from the well 
is not commercial then either deepen or redrill to obtain 
production. 
35. Evaluate well and complete with either open hole or 7 11 
slotted liner. 
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SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS 
AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT THAT SHOULD BE MAINTAINED WITH THE RIG 
1. six pen drilling recorders on drill floor with: a) string 
weight; b) rpm; c) rotary torque; d) rate of penetration; e) 
pump pressure; f) exit pressure. Additional real time 
monitoring of drilling parameters to be considered upon 
consultation with DLNR Staff. 
2. Special rotating head with rubbers, capable of stripping 
17-1/2", 12-1/4" and 8-1/2" bottomhole assemblies. Complete 
with spare rotating head stripper drive bushing assembly. 
Rotating head should be installed on top of hydril or at 
least on location, available for installation if necessary. 
Run cold water continuously on head while producing 
geothermal fluids. 
3. Use tong torque assembly with torque gauge for making up 
collars to API torque requirements. 
4. Temperature 
running a 
instrument. 
should be taken with every directional survey by 
maximum recording thermometer in the survey 
5. Catch drill cutting samples (3 sets) every 10', to be cleaned 
and sacked. 
6. In and out temperatures, both of mud, air or aerated water, 
shall be recorded in the Tour Reports every 30'. All 
steamjwater entries shall be recorded in the Tour Reports. 
7. All lost circulation zones encountered shall be recorded in 
Tour Book recording both the depth at which the loss 
occurred, as well as the amount of fluid lost. All flows 
shall also be recorded giving depth and the amount of 
increase. 
8. Periodic tests may be conducted to determine well potential. 
Drilling will be stopped and the hole evacuated to check for 
flow at lost circulation zones. 
9. Upon completion, the well will be shut in by closing the 
lower master valve. The remainder of the blow out preventer 
equipment will then be removed. 
10. Rotary table will be equipped with a torque gauge with visual 
display for driller. 
HYDROGEN SULFIDE MONITORING AND ABATEMENT 
Hydrogen sulfide monitoring should be maintained during the 
drilling of the well. Detectors should be placed on the rig 
floor, cellar area, and flowline region to detect and 
announce (with alarms and lights) the presence of hydrogen 
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sulfide. These monitors are typically 
maintained daily by the geothermal data 
functioning of these monitors is essential 
safe working environment. 
provided by and 
loggers. Proper 
in maintaining a 
Hydrogen sulfide abatement equipment and materials, i.e. 
pumps and caustic soda, should be maintained on location when 
drilling with lighter than water drilling fluids, i.e. air or 
aerated mud systems. 
Escape breathing equipment, as well as resuscitators shall be 
available on site with mud logging unit. Fans should also be 
available on the rig floor to clear H2S contaminated floor 
areas, making it safer to work. 
PIPE AND BLOW OUT PREVENTER INSPECTION 
The initial acceptance of drill pipe should be based on an 
IODC-API Class II specification inspection. All subsequent 
inspections should discard pipe with 30% wear or greater; 
i.e., use 30% where Class II states 20%. 
The drill pipe should include: 
1. Electromagnetic inspection of tubes (Sonoscope or 
Scanalog). 
2. Wall thickness and cross sectional area (ultrasonic 
or gamma ray) . 
3. End area inspection (electronic or magnetic 
particle) . 
All drill collar end areas should be magnetic particle 
inspected every 14 days or every 9 days while drilling with 
production or drilling with air or aerated mud systems. 
All BOPs should be inspected for wear by the manufacturer or 
an authorized agent prior to installation. All BOPs should 
be tested after installation prior to drilling out cement. 
Remind service companies furnishing bottomhole 
that their equipment should be magna-fluxed 
delivery. 
AIR EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS 
assemblies 
prior to 
Minimum air and pressure requirements are 4500 SCFM at 1000 
psig for rotary drilling 12-1/4" hole below 13-3/8" casing. 
Minimum air and pressure requirements are 3000 SCFM at 1000 
psig for rotary drilling below 9-5/8" casing. 
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Hook-up lines, air meter, and scrubber, misting pump with 
m~n~mum capacity of 10 gpm, and operating personnel will be 
furnished by the air contractor. Use Union Oil's Unisteam 
corrosion inhibitor while drilling in steam, to be injected 
into the drill pipe. The mixture for Unisteam is as follows: 
Steam lbs/hr 
0-20,000 
20,000-40,000 
40,000-150,000 
150,000+ 
Injection 
5 gal Unisteam-10/BBl water 
10-15 gal Unisteam-10/BBl water 
20-35 gal UniSteam-10/BBl water 
40 gal UniSteam-10/BBl water 
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PROCEDURE FOR RUNNING AND CEMENTING 13-3/8 11 CASING 
1. Drill to casing depth. 
2. circulate for 2-3 hours, two complete circulations to clean 
hole of cuttings. 
3. Pick up excess drill pipe needed to stab into float collar 
for cementing the 13-3/8" casing. 
4. Make short trip and circulate for 1-2 hours. 
5. Pull out of hole and rig up to run 13-3/8" casing. Run 
multi-shot survey while pulling out of hole if necessary. If 
loss circulation has not been a severe problem in drilling 
the 17-1/2" hole, then proceed ahead to step 8 and run 
13-3/8" casing as a full string. If loss circulation has 
presented problems, then proceed to step 23 and run 13-3/8" 
as a liner with tie-back string. 
6. Run 13-3/8" casing grades, weights and thread design as 
indicated on attached detailed sheet with stab-in collar 40' 
from float shoe on bottom with centralizers located one in 
middle of bottom two joints and then one every other collar 
upward omitting any from the top 200'. 
7. Set casing in elevators on spider. Do not set casing slips. 
Drop centralizing ring of 13-3/8" casing _inside 20" wellhead. 
Install return hoses from 20" wellhead to mud pits. 
8. Rig up with landing plate on top of 13-3/8" casing. Run 
drill pipe into 13-3/8" with stab-in sub on bottom. Stab 
into collar and rig up to circulate. Tie down drill pipe. 
9. Circulate for 3 hours, or at least two full circulations, to 
clean up and cool down hole. 
10. Rig up to cement. 
11. If loss circulation 
10 BBls fresh water, 
BBls viscous Gee-Gel 
is a problem, pump 20 BBls CaCl2 water, 
20 BBls sodium silicate, followed by 20 
mud spacer. 
12. Pump cement without any additional spacers. Pump stage 1 
consisting of Class G perlite blended 1:1 with 40% silica 
flour, 3% gel and 0.5% CFR-2. Retard as needed. Pump this 
cement until you see returns of cement at the surface. If 
loss circulation has been a problem, the cement may have to 
be changed to a spherelite blended cement, see Note below. 
13. Pump stage 2 cement: Class G cement with 40% silica flour, 3% 
gel and 0.5% CFR-2. Retard as needed. Pump 200 cu ft of 
this stage 2 cement. The last 100 cu ft should be staged in: 
Pump 35 cu ft and shut down for 5-10 minutes, then pump 35 cu 
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ft and shut down again for 5-10 minutes before pumping last 
30 cu ft. Check for fall back in annulus each time. Pull out 
of stab-in shoe and clear drill pipe, dropping all excess 
cement from drill pipe on top of float collar. 
14. Rig down circulating equipment and pull out of hole with 
drill pipe. 
15. Hook up to 13-3/8 11 casing elevators and pick up slightly to 
remove spider, then center 13-3/8" casing in stack. 
16. Drain blow out preventer equipment after 30 minutes from the 
time cement was in place. 
17. Wait on cement 12 
cement fall back in 
to surface using 1 11 
hours before landing casing. Check for 
annulus periodically. Bring cement back 
pipe if necessary. 
18. Cut off 13-3/8 11 casing. 
equipment. Install 21-1/4 11 
12" master valve and nipple 
as in attached Figure 004. 
Remove 20 11 blow out preventer 
x 12 11 900 ANSI expansion spool, 
up blow out preventer equipment 
19. Test blow out preventer equipment to 1000 psi. 
20. Change out bottom hole drilling assembly for 12-1/4" tools 
and run in hole. 
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PROCEDURE FOR RUNNING & CEMENTING 13-3/8" AS A LINER 
AND TIE-BACK STRING 
1. Follow steps 1-4 above. 
2. Pick up 13-3/8 11 liner. If circulation was never achieved, 
then a stage collar should be installed at approximately 
2000'. Install cement basket type centralizers in the middle 
of the bottom two joints and one just below stage collar. 
Install one cement basket type centralizer to be located 20' 
up inside 20" casing shoe. 
3. Run liner in hole and hang same 100' up inside of 20" casing 
with shoe just off bottom. 
4. Attempt to circulate with two times total volume of fresh 
water. If unsuccessful, then proceed with cement job. 
5. Pump 20 BBls CaCl2 water and 10 BBls fresh water, followed by 
20 BBls sodium silicate, 20 BBls Gee-Gel flush, then cement 
slurries for stage 1. Follow stage 1 cement with 200 cu ft 
of stage 2 cement. 
6. Release plugs after stage 2 cement and open cementing ports 
if stage collar is run. 
7. Circulate through stage collar. Repeat .. preflush prior to 
pumping cement. Pump stage 1 and stage 2 cement as in prior 
cement job on bottom section of 13-3/8" liner. 
8. Release plugs and displace cement and plugs down hole to 
close stage collar. 
9. Release hanger and pull out of hole with setting tool. wait 
on cement for 6 hours. 
10. Run in hole with 17-1/2" bit and clean out excess cement, if 
any, from the top of the 13-3/8" liner. 
11. Test lap to 750 psi. If unable to get a test, trip to lay 
down bit, run in open ended. Squeeze lap with Class G cement 
blended with 40% silica flour and 0.5% CFR-2 using pipe rams. 
12. Re-squeeze until a squeeze pressure is achieved. Fill hole 
with water. 
13. Drill out excess cement with 17-1/2" bit and retest lap to 
750 psi. 
14. If successful in testing lap, run in hole with 12-1/4'' bit 
and 13-3/8" casing scraper to clean out tie-back sleeve. 
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15. Pick up 13-3/8" tie-back with float collar located 40' above 
tie-back stinger on bottom. 
16. Run tie-back string in hole and land same in sleeve at 
hanger. 
17. Circulate around with fresh water, then run cement slurry. 
Use top plug only. 
18. Wait on cement 6 hours. 
surface level in 13-3/8 11 
bring it back to surface 
If after 6 hours cement is not to 
x 20 11 annulus, insert 1" tubing and 
with cement. 
19. cut off 13-3/8" casing. 
equipment. Install 21-1/4 11 
12" master valve, and nipple 
as in attached Figure 004. 
Remove 20" blow out preventer 
x 12" 900 ANSI expansion spool, 
up blow out preventer equipment 
20. Test blow out preventer equipment to 1000 psi for 30 minutes. 
21. Change out bottom hole drilling assembly for 12-1/4" tools 
and run in hole. 
NOTE: Spherelite cement should be blended as follows: 
Class G cement blended with 40% silica flour, 50 
lbs per sack of cement of spherelite, 4%.gel, 5% lime, 1.25% 
CFR-2, and 0.5% Halad-22A. 
Cement should be mixed at 82.2#/CU ft (11 ppg). 
Slurry yield is 3.21 cu ftjsack. 
Mixing water requirements are 1.50 cu ftjsack 
(11.22 galfsack). 
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9-5/8 11 LINER RUNNING PROCEDURE 
The drilling program for Well KA2-1 has been written in such 
a way as to handle all situations that occur during the 
drilling. Due to the remote location and shipping 
requirements we must consider all possible hole conditions. 
These conditions that should be anticipated are listed in 
order of increasing severity as follows: 
1. The 12-1/4 11 hole is 
circulation encountered. 
in drilling it would 
circulation may occur 
liner. 
drilled with little or no loss 
Due to lost circulation encountered 
be highly probable that loss of 
during the cementing of the 9-5/8" 
In this situation where lost circulation has not presented a 
significant problem during drilling., I feel that a 
conventional method should be employed in the running and 
cementing procedure for the 9-5/8 11 liner. The attached 
program "PROCEDURE FOR RUNNING AND CEMENTING 9-5/8 11 LINER 
WITHOUT EXTERNAL CASING PACKER AND MULTI-STAGE CEMENTER" 
should be used. 
2. The 12-1/4" hole is drilled with air, aerated water or mud, 
with moderate loss circulation, that is loss circulation 
encountered in several zones which could be sealed with 
cement or LCM, or partial loss circulation zones which may 
take fluid periodically during drilling operations. 
Probability of lost circulation during cementing is high and 
should be anticipated. 
In this situation a certain amount of caution should be used 
in running and cementing the 9-5/8" liner to insure a 
competent cement job. A 9-5/8" liner utilizing a multi-stage 
cement collar strategically located could assist in obtaining 
an adequate cement job. The attached program "PROCEDURE FOR 
RUNNING AND CEMENTING 9-5/8 11 LINER WITH MULTI-STAGE CEMENTER" 
should be used. 
3. The 12-1/4" hole is drilled using air or aerated water 
because of complete loss of circulation during the drilling. 
Sealing of these loss circulation zones prove to be 
unsuccessful or extensive causing a great loss of time 
therefore air or aerated fluid is used to drill the well. 
Probability of loss circulation during the cement job is 
high, therefore extreme methods of cementing the liner should 
be used. 
In this situation where major problems exist in the well, 
extreme procedures and technologies should be employed to 
insure an adequate cement job. The attached program 
"PROCEDURE FOR RUNNING AND CEMENTING 9-5/8" LINER EQUIPPED 
WITH EXTERNAL CASING PACKER AND HYDRAULIC CEMENTER" should be 
used. 
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PROCEDURE FOR RUNNING AND CEMENTING 9-5/8" LINER 
WITHOUT EXTERNAL CASING PACKER AND MULTI-STAGE CEMENTER 
1. Drill to casing depth at approximately 6000-7000' dependent 
on temperature and geology. 
2. circulate for 2-3 hours to clean and cool hole. 
3. Pull out of hole. 
4. Rig up and run logs as 
bottom with temperature 
of hole. 
indicated by geologic staff. Wait on 
log for 30 minutes before pulling out 
5. Rig down loggers and run in hole with bit and monel to total 
depth. 
6. Circulate for 2 hours and make short trip. Circulate for 1-2 
hours after short trip. 
7. Pull out of hole and 
additional directional 
necessary. 
rig up to run 9-5/8'' liner. Run 
surveys while pulling out of hole if 
8. Run 9-5/8" liner grades, weights and thread design as 
indicated in detail sheet with float shoe on bottom and float 
collar two joints up. Centralizers should be located one in 
the middle of the bottom two joints and then one every to 
every other collar upward to within 60' of the hanger. use 
T-Bar rigid centralizers totally in bottom portion of the 
string and then as required in the upper portion. Run casing 
adjusters at 600', 1800' and 3400' above shoe joint if 
required. 
9. Circulate two full circulations to clean up and cool down 
well prior to cementing. 
Note: If casing can still be moved after running to bottom 
then move casing throughout circulation and cementing job and 
hang after cement is in place. If casing will not move after 
running to bottom, then hang liner before circulating and 
cementing job. 
10. If loss circulation is encountered, pump 
water and 10 BBls of fresh water ahead of 
silicate. 
20 BBls of CaC12 
20 BBls of sodium 
11. Pump in 20 BBls of viscous Geo-Gel mud preflush. 
12. Pump cement without any water spacers. Pump stage 1: Class G 
cement and perlite blended at a ratio of 1:1 with 40% silica 
flour, 3% gel and friction reducer. Retard to give 2-3 hours 
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pumping time at 350 degrees F. Use 100% excess. If lost 
circulation is a problem, cement may be required to be 
changed to a spherelite blend. See note at bottom of this 
procedure. Pump stage 1 as per precalculated volumes. 
13. Pump stage 2: Class G cement blended with 40% silica flour, 
3% gel and friction reducer. Retard to give 2-3 hours 
pumping time at 350 degrees F. Pump 200 cu ft of this stage 2 
cement. The last 100 cu ft should be staged in: Pump 35 cu 
ft and shut down for 5-10 minutes, then pump 35 cu ft and 
shut down again for 5-10 minutes before pumping the last 30 
cu ft. 
14. Once all cement has 
equipment, hang liner 
pipe and pull up 90' 
of liner top. 
been pumped then rig down circulating 
and pull out of liner hanger with drill 
and circulate out excess cement on top 
15. Wait on cement 12 hours. Run in hole with 12-1/4 11 bit to top 
of cement, drill out cement to liner top. Wait a full 24 
hours from the time cement was in place or until samples have 
set before pressure testing lap to 1000 psi surface pressure. 
Squeeze lap if necessary to obtain a pressure test. 
16. Trip to change bits to 8-1/2" and clean out cement from 
inside of the 9-5/8" liner top. 
17. Retest liner lap to 1000 psi surface pressure. Squeeze if 
necessary to obtain a pressure test. 
18. Drill out cement, float collar and float shoe with 8-1/2" 
bit. Drill 60' of formation with mud. 
19. Circulate to clean hole and then displace mud in hole for 
water. 
20. Trip out of hole to pick up stabilization. 
21. Run back in hole and aerate water. Drill ahead with aerated 
water to commercial production or total depth. 
NOTE: 
lbs per 
reducer 
ppg). 
Spherelite cement should be blended as follows: 
Class G cement blended with 40% silica flour, 50 
sack of cement of spherelite, 4% gel, 1.25% friction 
and fluid loss agent. 
Cement should be mixed at 88.3 lbs per cu ft (11.8 
Slurry yield is 3.16 cu ft per sack of cement. 
Mixing water requirements are 1.5 cu ft per sack 
(11.22 gal/sack). 
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9-5/B" CASING PROPERTIES 
L-BO, 47 ppf, Buttress, Burst: 6B70 psi, Collapse: 4760 psi, 
Tension: 1,122,000 lbs. 
L-BO, 53.5 ppf, Buttress, Burst: 6330 psi, Collapse: 3B10 psi 
Tension: 1,03B,OOO lbs. 
L-BO, 40 ppf, Buttress, Burst: 5750 psi, Collapse: 3090 psi, 
Tension: 947,000 lbs. 
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PROCEDURE FOR RUNNING AND CEMENTING 9-5/8" LINER 
WITH MULTI-STAGE CEMENTER 
1. Drill to casing depth at approximately 
dependent on temperature and geology. 
2. Circulate for 2-3 hours to clean and cool hole. 
3. Pull out of hole. 
6000 8000' 
4. Rig up and run logs as 
bottom with temperature 
of hole. 
indicated by geologic staff. Wait on 
log for 30 minutes before pulling out 
5. Rig down loggers and run in hole with bit and monel to total 
depth. 
6. circulate for 2 hours and make short trip. circulate for 1-2 
hours after short trip. 
7. Pull out of hole and 
additional directional 
necessary. 
rig up to run 9-5/8'' liner. Run 
surveys while pulling out of hole if 
8. Run 9-5/8" liner grades, weights and thread design as 
indicated in detail sheet with float shoe on bottom and float 
collar two joints up. Centralizers should be located one in 
the middle of the bottom two joints and then one every to 
every other collar upward to within 60' of the hanger. 
Install multi-stage cementer in a strategic location in the 
liner string. The location of the multi-stage cementer 
should be such that the bottom portion can be cemented 
successfully without loss circulation. The upper portion can 
then be cemented after the bottom has had time to set without 
any loss circulation during cementing. A probable location 
is just above the loss circulation zones. If the hole was 
air drilled a good location would be approximately 1200' 
above the casing shoe. Use 12" T-bar rigid centralizers 
totally in the bottom portion of the string and then as 
required in the upper portion. Run casing adjusters at 600', 
1800', and 3400' above shoe joint as required. 
9. Circulate two full circulations to clean up and cool down 
well prior to cementing. 
Note: If casing can still be moved after running to bottom 
then move casing throughout circulation and cementing job and 
hang after stage 1 cement is in place. If casing will not 
move after running to bottom, then hang liner before 
circulating and cementing job. 
10. If loss circulation is a problem then pump 20 BBls of CaCl2 
water and 10 BBls of fresh water ahead of 20 BBls of sodium 
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silicate. 
11. Pump in 20 BBls of viscous Gee-Gel mud preflush. 
12. Pump cement without any water spacers. Pump stage 1: Class G 
cement and perlite blended at a ratio of 1:1 with 40% silica 
flour, 3% gel and friction reducer. Retard to give 4-5 hours 
pumping time at 350 degrees F. Pump in calculated volume to 
fill the annulus of the 12-1/4" hole x 9-5/8" liner from the 
liner shoe to the stage collar with 100% excess, with 
approximately 200 cu ft of tail cement consisting of Class G 
cement blended with 40% silica flour, 3% gel and friction 
reducer. If loss circulation is a problem, cement may be 
changed to a spherelite blend. See note at the bottom of 
this procedure. 
13. Pump stage 1 cement and drop dart for wiper plug. Displace 
cement with water. Bump plug and open multi-stage cementer. 
14. After the stage collar has been opened then circulate out 
excess cement. Circulate and cool hole for 2 hours prior to 
pumping stage 2 cement. Hang liner at this point. 
15. Pump in 20 BBls of CaC12 water and 10 BBls of fresh water 
ahead of 20 BBls of sodium silicate. 
16. Pump in 220 BBls of viscous Geo-Gel mud preflush. 
17. Pump in stage 2 cement without any water spacers. Pump Class 
G cement and perlite blended at a ratio of 1:1 with 40% 
silica flour, 3% gel and friction reducer. Retard to give 
2-3 hours pumping time at 350 degress F. Pump in calculated 
volume of cement to fill 12-1/4" hole x 9-5/8" liner to lap 
area without excess. Calculated volume should include a 200 
cu ft tail slurry of Class G cement blended with 40% silica 
flour, 3% gel and friction reducer. Retard to give 2-3 hours 
of pumping time at 350 degrees F. Displace cement with water. 
18. once all cement has been 
equipment and pull out of 
pull up 90' and circulate 
top. 
pumped then rig down circulating 
liner hanger with drill pipe and 
out excess cement on top of liner 
19. Wait on cement 12 hours. Run in hole with 12-1/4" bit to top 
of cement, drill out cement to liner top. Wait a full 24 
hours from the time cement was in place or until samples have 
set before pressure testing lap to 1000 psi surface pressure. 
squeeze lap if necessary to obtain a pressure test. 
20. Trip to change bits to 8-1/2" and clean out cement from 
inside of 9-5/8'' liner top. 
21. Retest liner lap to 1000 psi surface pressure. 
necessary to obtain a pressure test. 
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Squeeze if 
22. Drill out cement, float collar and float shoe with 8-1/2" 
bit. Drill 60' of formation with mud or water. 
23. circulate to clean hole and then displace mud in hole for 
water if necessary. 
24. Trip out of hole to pick up stabilization. 
25. Run back in hole and aerate water. Drill ahead with aerated 
water to commercial production or total depth. 
NOTE: Spherelite cement should be blended as follows: 
Class G cement blended with 40% silica flour, 50 
lbs per sack of cement of spherelite, 4% gel, 1.25% friction 
reducer and fluid loss agent. 
cement should be mixed at 88.3 lbs per sack of 
cement. Slurry yield is 3.16 cu ft per sack of cement. 
Mixing water requirements are 1.5 cu ft per sack 
(11.22 galjsack). 
9-5/8" CASING PROPERTIES 
L-80, 47 ppf, Buttress, Burst: 6870 psi, Collapse: 4760 psi, 
Tension: 1,122,000 lbs. 
L-80, 43.5 ppf, Buttress, Burst 6330 psi, Collapse: 3810 psi, 
Tension: 1,038,000 lbs. 
L-80, 40 ppf, Buttress, Burst: 5750 psi, Collapse: 3090 psi, 
Tension: 947,000 lbs. 
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PROCEDURE FOR RUNNING AND CEMENTING 9-5/8" LINER 
EQUIPPED WITH EXTERNAL CASING PACKER AND HYDRAULIC CEMENTER 
1. Drill to casing depth at approximately 
dependent on temperature and geology. 
6000 8000' 
2. circulate for 2-3 hours. 
3. Pull out of hole. 
4. Rig up and run logs as 
bottom with temperature 
of hole. 
indicated by geologic staff. Wait on 
log for 30 minutes before pulling out 
5. Rig down loggers and run in hole with bit and monel to total 
depth. 
6. circulate for 2 hours and short trip. Circulate for 1-2 
hours after short trip. 
7. Pull out of hole and 
additional directional 
necessary. 
rig up to run 9-5/8" liner. Run 
surveys while pulling out of hole if 
8. Run 9-5/8" liner grades, weights and thread design as 
indicated in attached detail sheet with float shoe on bottom 
and float collar two joints up. Centralizers should be 
located one in the middle of bottom two joints and then one 
every other collar upward to within 60' of hanger. Use T-Bar 
rigid centralizers in the bottom portion of the string and 
then as required in the upper portion. If lost circulation 
is a problem or the hole has been drilled with air or aerated 
water then CTC external casing packer should be positioned in 
string 200-300' from bottom with Halliburton hydraulic stage 
cementer located above packer. Run casing adjuster at 600', 
1800', and 3400' from shoe joint as required. A T-Bar 
centralizer should be located above and below packer. 
9. Run liner equipment. See attached Pre-Job Recommendations. 
Check all equipment to be run on 9-5/8" liner. 
a. Use Instructions & Operations Sheet TE 7.00381. 
Measure all parts 00 and ID. 
b. Check threads on all tools. 
c. Midway liner hanger running tool. Stinger must be 
reduced down to 3" OD 2.75 ID and run 10-12.5'' 
below bottom of liner hanger as shown on print TE 
7.00378. This is when the liner hanger string is 
at the bottom of its travel. 
d. Part numbers are given on print TE 7.00377 for 
tools. ID and OD for SR Plug set is given on print 
TE 7.00379 OD and OD for HOS Cementer are given on 
print TE 7.00380. 
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e. All parts and number should check with prints. 
f. HOS Tool has four shear pins that will take 2880 
psi over Hydrostatic pressure to open it, two other 
pins are with the tool. Each pin adds 712.5 psi 
pressure to shear. Open pressure may be adjusted 
as needed. 
10. Installing equipment onto casing strings. See attached 
Recommendations During Job for further details. 
a. Guide shoe. 
b. Centralizers on two joints. 
c. Float collar. 
d. centralizers as per program. 
e. casing. 
f. CTC Packers 200' off bottom. 
g. one joint with centralizer in middle. 
h. HOS cementer. 
i. centralizers as per program - run casing adjusters 
located 1500' and 3000' from shoe. 
j. casing to top of liner. Fill liner as going in 
hole. 
k. Make up SR Baffle Collar on bottom of liner 
hanger.* 
l. Take 0-ring off SR plug set and put on SR Baffle 
Collar. 
m. Make up SR plug set on Baffle Collar and tighten at 
plug set to Baffle Collar. Be sure all parts are 
tight. 
n. Circulate the liner at 3-4 BPM. Stop and circulate 
2-3 times while running in hole with liner assembly 
on drill pipe. 
*Be sure there are no areas of drill pipe on liner 
hanger less than 2.75 ID. 
11. Cement liner in three stages. 
a. Calculate volume of cement for bottom stage. (200 
ft of 12-1/4" hole and 9-5/8" annulus plus shoe 
joint volume and volume to inflate CTC Packer) . 
b. Mix cement for above. 
c. Pump cement for 200' annulus and shoe joint. 
Release first stage dart 809.81266 and pump cement 
for inflated CTC. (Cement to inflate packer 
should be Class G with 40% silica flour and 
friction reducer, no perlite.) 
d. Pump 10 BBls spacer then displace with mud at 3-4 
BPM until 10 BBls before dart should land in SR 
lower plug - slow rate to 2 BPM. Pressure should go 
to 1800 psi and plug release. 
e. Displace shut off plug at 5-6 BPM until 30 BBls 
before plug lands. Then pump at 1-2 BPM. 
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f. When shut off plug lands in shut off baffle, 
pressure up to 500 psi and shut down. 
12. Inflate CTC Packer with cement. See attached Recommendations 
During Inflation Sequence for further details. 
a. Check volume of displacement tank. 
b. Increase pressure slowly to 700 psi and shut down. 
c. Increase pressure slowly to 800 psi. 
d. Increase pressure slowly to 900 psi or until tool 
opens. 
e. Pump in 2-5 cu ft of cement per stage until CTC 
packer is inflated. 
f. Increase pressure to 1000 psi to close CTC packer. 
g. With pressure at 500 psi, check volume of cement 
needed to inflate tools. 
h. Pressure up to 2800 psi and open HOS. 
i. circulate well as needed. 
j. cement liner as per program. Pump spacer. Pump 
cement. 
k. Release dart for shut off plug. Pump at 4-5 BPM. 
Pump 10 BBls spacer - then mud. 
1. Displace to within 10 BBls of plug, slow to 2 BPM. 
m. Pressure to 1950-2000 psi to release plug. 
n. Displace at 4-5 BPM. 
o. When plug lands in HOS, pressure up to 3000 psi to 
close tool. You may have to go to 3500 psi. Hold 
pressure for 2 minutes. 
p. Release pressure if holding; back off liner hanger 
tool. 
q. come out of hole with tools. 
r. Wait 24 hrs and drill out. 
13. Rig down circulating equipment, pull out of hanger with drill 
pipe and pull up 90' and circulate out excess cement leaving 
90 linear ft of cement on top of liner top. 
14. Wait on cement for 12 hrs. Run in hole with 12-1/4" bit to 
top of liner and circulate to clean out excess cement. Wait 
24 hrs from the time cement was in place and pressure test 
lap to 1000 psi. Squeeze if necessary. 
15. Trip to change bits to 8-1/2" and clean out cement from 
inside the 9-5/8" liner top. 
16. Retest liner lap to 1000 psi surface pressure. 
necessary. 
Squeeze if 
17. Drill out cement, float collar and float shoe with 8-1/2'' 
bit. Drill 30' of formation. 
18. Circulate and change out mud system for water. 
19. Trip to pick up stabilization. 
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NOTE: Spherelite cement should be blended as follows: 
Class G cement blended with 40% silica flour, 50 
lbs per sack of cement of spherelite, 4% gel, 1.25% CFR-2, 
and 0.5% Halad-22A. 
Cement should 
Slurry yield is 3.16 cu 
Mixing water 
(11.22 gal/sack). 
be mixed at 88.3lbsjcu ft 
ftjsack. 
requirements are 1.50 
CASING PROPERTIES 
(11.8 ppg). 
cu ft/sack 
L-80, 47ppf, Buttress, Burst: 6870 psi, Collapse: 4760 psi, 
Tension: 1,122,000 lbs. 
L-80, 43.5ppf, Buttress, Burst: 7930 psi, Collapse: 6620 psi, 
Tension: 1,286,000 lbs. 
L-80, 40 ppf, Buttress, Burst: 5750 psi, Collapse: 3090 psi, 
Tension: 947,000 lbs. 
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PRE-JOB RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. In close clearance (1/2"-1") installations: 
a. Run a casing scraper. 
b. Drill open hole section with a stabilized packed 
hole assembly if possible. 
2. In liner installations, notify CTC of type of liner equipment 
before packers are shipped. 
3. Insure that everyone involved understands the Payzone Packer 
system and specific duties they are to perform. 
4. Obtain all pertinent well data, including: 
a. Minimum wellbore restriction (should be 1/2" 
greater than packer OD). 
b. If casing damage is suspected, run a microscopic 
caliper andfor casing scraper. 
c. Calipered hole size in zone of interest should not 
exceed maximum recommended hole size. Use "Hole 
Size vs. Recommended Inflation Pressure Chart" to 
set pressure control valve. 
d. If junk has been lost in hole it should be fished 
or driven to below Payzone setting depth. 
e. Clients maximum allowable surface pressure (burst 
strength of casing with a safety factor), should be 
obtained prior to setting shear pin. 
f. If hole size adjacent to end assemblies is more 
than 1" larger than packer OD run one centralizer 
above and below each packer. 
5. Inspect auxiliary equipment. 
a. Float shoe. 
b. Float collar. 
c. Bottom cement wiper plug (proper size, rupture 
diaphragm) • 
d. Two top cement wiper plugs (proper size, no rupture 
diaphragm) . 
e. Pressure recorder (5000 psi scale if possible). 
f. Chicksan lines. 
g. Cementing head. 
h. Verify that adequate inflation cement is available. 
i. Obtain a dry sample of all cements used on the job. 
6. Review primary cementing plans and calculate theoretical 
bottom hole pressure during cementing operations. If 
expected pressures approach fracture gradient, pressure 
anomalies are probable and bottom wiper plug should not be 
run so that knockoff rod protection stays intact. 
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7. Calculate displacement volumes. Know at what displacement 
the following events should take place: 
a. Bottom wiper passes packers (knockoff rods). 
b. Bottom wiper lands in float collar. 
c. First top wiper passes packer. 
d. First top wiper lands in float collar, and 
e. Top of inflation cement (second top wiper plug) 
relative to upper packer. 
8. Total inflation pressure is critical to Payzone Packer 
performance. Before starting a job know andjor calculate: 1. 
hydrostatic pressure inside and outside the casing at packer 
setting depth, 2. pore pressure, 3. fracture pressure, 4. 
maximum recommended differential inflation pressure from hole 
size vs pressure chart, 5. resultant effective stress. 
a. Total inflation pressure equals: 
1. Hydrostatic pressure inside casing (packer 
depth) + Applied surface pressure 
OR 
2. Hydrostatic pressure outside casing (packer 
depth) + Differential inflation pressure 
b. Differential inflation pressure equals: 
1. Total inflation pressure minus Pressure 
outside casing (packer depth) 
OR 
2. Applied surface pressure minus Balance 
pressure 
c. Balance pressure equals: 
1. Surface pressure required to offset "U" tube 
pressure 
2. Approximated by surface pressure (pumping at 
1/4-1/2 BBl/min) just prior to plug bump. 
d. Radial effective stress (Seal Load, Wellbore 
support) equals: 
Total inflation pressure minus pore pressure. 
-In all cases the differential inflation pressure 
must be within the hole size vs differential 
pressure capabilities of the equipment. 
-For zone isolation the radial effective stress 
(seal load) should be at least 500 psi and total 
inflation pressure must be less than fracture 
pressure. 
9. Review casing tally. Re-tally casing during run-in if 
necessary. This is critical if positioning log is not to be 
run. 
10. Make up casing according to API specifications with proper 
torque and API pipe dope. 
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Note: It is extremely difficult to properly inflate 
packers with a casing leak. 
11. Epoxy thread lock should be used on 
connections, float collar, and float shoe. 
packer;casing 
12. A minimum number of only high quality (API approved) 
centralizers be run below packer(s). If pipe is to be 
reciprocated, and hole size adjacent to end assemblies does 
not exceed packer OD plus 2", spacing between packers and 
centralizers should be greater than reciprocation stroke. Do 
not place scratchers in this area. 
13. If positioning is critical, packers should be logged into 
position. 
14. Insure that cement has adequate pump time. 
15. Inflation cement should have an API water loss of less than 
150 cc. Inflation cement must not contain lost circulation 
material. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS DURING JOB 
1. Verify that external cementing aids (centralizers, 
scratchers, etc.) are properly installed. 
2. Run-in speed 1 ft/sec (may be prudently increased to 2 ftjsec 
per steps 3 and 4 below) . 
3. Monitor returns, if more than 30' of casing is run before 
receiving full returns - SLOW DOWN. 
4. Monitor weight indicator -excessive weight loss during run 
indicates that run-in speed may be too fast. 
5. Pressure test lines before beginning cement job. Repair all 
leaks no matter how small. 
6. Verify that wiper plugs are dropped at proper time in proper 
sequence. 
7. Monitor returns during entire job. 
B. Monitor mixing and 
volume and weight 
possible. 
pumping of inflation 
of inflation cement. 
cement. 
Batch 
verify 
mix if 
Note: If inflation cement is not b4tch mixed, monitor 
BBl counter, but do not rely on its accuracy. Insist that 
mix water be accurately measured from tanks and that cement 
density remains constant and proper. (If cement is mixed at 
proper weight, mix water volume is an accurate indicator of 
cement volume.) 
9. Insist that plug drop be verified via tattle-tale, flag or 
radioactive techniques. 
10. Monitor displacement volume, pump rate and surface pressure 
during entire displacement process. 
11. Determine balance pressure during last 5 BBl of displacement. 
(Slow displacement to 1/4-1/2 BBlfmin and record pressure.) 
12. Required displacement volume will normally exceed theoretical 
casing volume. If mud is used for displacement, expect up to 
6%. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS DURING INFLATION SEQUENCE 
1. When first plug lands in float collar: 
2. Open shear valve in first or bottom packer by rapidly 
applying appropriate surface pressure, i.e. balance pressure 
plus pressure rating of shear valve. (Monitor volume 
displaced.) Stop pumps and monitor pressure decline, increase 
pressure by 200 psi or as needed to open valve. Record 
volume in displacement tanks. 
NOTES: 
a. Flow rate into Payzone packers is relatively slow 
(1/4 BBl/min). Therefore, it is generally 
impractical and not advisable to pump continuously 
during inflation. The preferred procedure is to 
rapidly increase surface pressure, stop pumping and 
monitor pressure decline. When the packer is full, 
the pressure decline will stop. 
b. The expected pressure response during inflation is 
a function of several variables. In general the 
following reduce the distinctiveness of the 
pressure response. 
1. Increased well depth. 
2. Compressability and volume of fluid within the 
casing string. 
3. Large diameter casing. 
4. Viscosity of inflation cement. 
5. Small inflation volume. 
For example, the pressure response during inflation 
of a 9-5/8" packer at 12,000' with 3/4 BBl of 16.4 
lbsjgal cement may be non-distinct while inflation 
of a 5-1/2'' packer with 1 BBl at 6000' would be 
very distinct. 
3. When packer is completely inflated (surface pressure remains 
constant), apply final desired inflation pressure. 
a. Record volume pumped and hold pressure for 5-10 
min. 
b. Bleed surface pressure slowly back to balance 
pressure (andjor point la above and record 
flowback volume. 
c. Release pressure slowly. 
Note: In shallow (less than 7000') unconsolidated sands, 
the hole size often enlarges as the packer re-stresses the 
sand. In these installations, final inflation pressure 
should be adjusted or reduced in accordance with hole size. 
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This may be done by converting inflation volume to equivalent 
hole diameter and using "Hole size vs Recommended Inflation 
Pressure Chart". 
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THINGS TO AVOID 
1. Avoid using bottom wiper plugs whenever possible. 
critical if bottomhole pressures during the cement 
are likely to exceed frac pressure. 
This is 
operation 
2. Avoid using spacer fluids below 
volumetric error andfor pressure 
mud-filled packers. 
inflation cement because 
anomalies may result in 
Note: The use of lightweight spacer fluids below the 
inflation cement imposes a hydrostatic differential 
pressure across the valve collar equal to [Weight of cement 
in annulus (lbsfgal) minus weight of spacer fluid below 
packer (lbs/gal)] multiplied by .052 times height of spacer 
fluid below packer. 
3. Do not exceed fracture pressure in isolation installations. 
4. If spacer fluids are used as substitues for wiper plugs above 
inflation cement, increase cement volume to compensate for 
contamination of the upper 100' of inflation cement. 
5. Do not use differential fill equipment because debris may 
enter casing. Some varieties of differential fill equipment 
must be opened via applied casing pressure prior to 
circulation. This is not compatible with.our valve system. 
6. Insist that liner hanger packoffs not be set prior to packer 
inflation. 
7. Do not spud casing - circulate through bridges. 
8. Do not use cement with more than 6% Plaster of Paris or 
Calseal cement. 
9. Do not use loss circulation material in inflation cement. 
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PROCEDURE FOR RUNNING 9-5/8 11 TIE-BACK CASING 
OPTIONAL 
1. Kill well with 
cement retainer 
liner top. Set 
cold water. Pick up Halliburton 9-5/8" EZSV 
on drill pipe and run in hole to 300' below 
EZSV at this point. 
2. Spot a 50 linear foot thick viscous gel pill on top of EZSV 
and 50 linear feet of cement on top of gel. Fill hole with 
water and circulate to cool and clean hole. Make appropriate 
changes to wellhead assembly. 
3. Run 9-5/8" casing scraper to clean out liner tie-back sleeve. 
4. Rig up and run 9-5/8 11 tie-back string to top of liner with 
float collar 40' (1 joint) above stab-in tool on bottom. 
Stab-in tool will be equipped with slip. Stab into liner, 
engage slips on the 13-3/8" and pull up on tie-back to 
200,000 lbs to pretension tie-back. 
5. cement 
cement 
setting 
tie-back as per attached cementing program. Bring 
back to surface between 9-5/8" and 13-3/8" casing, 
centralizer in 13-3/8" casing head before cementing. 
6. Wait on cement 12 hours, then release tension. 
7. Land 9-5/8" casing. Pick up 12" blow out preventer stack and 
install expansion spool (12 11 900 x 10 11 900) equipped with two 
3'' flanged outlets with 3" 2000 psi wing valves. Install 10" 
900 Master Valve and 10" 900 x 12" 1500 adaptor spool and 
reinstall blow out preventer stack. 
8. Test blow out preventer stack, 10 11 master valve, expansion 
spool and 9-5/8 11 tie-back to 1500 psi. 
9. Pick up 8-1/2 11 bit and drill out excess cement and float 
collar. Work bit through lap area and retest to 1000 psi. 
Squeeze if necessary. 
10. Drill out cement and clean out gel to top of EZSV. 
11. Trip for EZSV picking tool and remove EZSV. 
12. Return well to production and retest if necessary, using air 
to induce well to flow. 
13. Lay down drill pipe, remove blow out preventer equipment,and 
move rig off, releasing rig. 
14. Prepare for long term test. 
15. Test well. 
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9-5/8 11 CASING PROPERTIES 
L-80, 40 ppf, Buttress, Burst: 5750 psi, Collapse: 3090 psi, 
Tension: 947,000 lbs. 
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TABLES 
ThermaSource Inc. CASING CEMENTING AND BOP PROGRAMS ~0. Bo .. 1i36 • Sonto r>cca. CA 0!).102 
:ASING PROGRAM 
I Sill[ 
20" 
l OI[P TH 
1000' l I w<~~2 1 
I WEIGHT JOINT TYPE c;,t.I. .. C:UL..41"~0 s•FI.TY ~ACTOIIIS INTERVAL O~AOE LB/FT To• •uiii:ST •or. •ulltsr C:OL.L.. TltNSION 
0 1000' 106.5 K 55 Buttress 3.31 9.21 1.64 0.00+ 
~-~asino Pronerties: 
Collnnse 770 psi 
~ Burst 2320 psi 
Tension 1,683,000 lbs. 
I 'iURFACE BUPST PRESSURE DESIGN CONDITIONS 
- 2000 PSI OUTSIOI! MUC WT. !COLLAFISI!l - 9.95 PPG 
NSIOE MUD WEIGHT (BURST) 
- 9.5 PPG INSIDE MUD WT. fCOLLAPSEl - 0 PPG 
\ouTSIDE MUD WEIGHT IBURSTl 
- 9.5 PPG FORM, P'FU!SS. GRAD. AT SHOE ICOLL"PSEl - 9.5 PPG 
:RAC. GRAD. AT SHOE (!!JURSTl 
- 14.5 . PPG BIAXIAL LOAD: COkk.o au""T 0 B(.)UYANCY: YES D NO iLJ 
CEMENTING PROGRAM 
SLURRY DESCRIPTION AND PROPERTIES 
L.U~"tY OESCjqi~TIONI.O.NO NU ... eE"'J 
I 2690 cu ft (838 sx) of Class G cement blended with 50 lbs of sDherelite ner sack of cement 
40% silica flour, 4% gel, 5% hydrated lime, 1. 25% CFR--2 and 0. 5% Halad-·22A tailed with 
I 400 cu ft (252 sx) of Class G cement blended with 40% silica flour and 3% CaC12 
r 10ES111tED TOP [ <xC;~~% Surface 
I SLURRY VOL.- cu FT I (SLURRY NO.) 2690 400 
c 
LURRY YIELD- CUSIC FEET/SACK 3.21 cu ft/sx . 1.59 cu ft/sx 
f SLURRY OE NSI TY- PPG 82.2#/cu ft(ll noo· URII/cu ftl 15.8 nr<~ 
r HICKENING TIME- DEPTH SCH./HRS, MIN. 2 .. 1 hr<: 2--"1 hrs 
I.OMP~ESSIVE ST~ENGTH. PS!/HOU~S 
RUNNING AND CEMENTING INSTRUCTIONS 
I 
·~01!:, §Oili.loAISfl<NO JOIN~Tli!:N~t;JW l. ta in oot col oca ( 1 joint) above floot shoe on bottan. 
2. Weld bot tan of collars on bot tan 4 joints. 
3. Cle3Il and Paker 1oc threads on float collar and shoe as ~.ell as bot tan 4 joints. 
4. Tac weld top of collars on bottan 2 joints. 
Ct.NT.OO:A.l..IZI!:.OO:J .\NO JCIOI•TC~-<C.OO:J • .... U .... d""' T¥•~ ... N0 J•tCING 
1 . Run rigid centrali?.er in mid le of ttan joints, then one every other tool joint to wi t·h·in lffi' of surf nee. 
2. U'*' centralizer catEnt l:eskets as required due to lost circulation. 
11:£1'"\..Ull-<, OIS~L"C[ ... [NT I'I,I.T£, ~l.UCS, iiii!:Ciii".OO:OC.IoTION, ETC. 
1. Stab into fleet collar with drill pipe. Attenpt to circulate with '-Bter. 
2. 1\mp AD cu ft CaC12 '-Bter folla.ed by 1CO cu ft of fresh '-Bter, AD cu ft Flo-chek, AD c u ft Geo-gel, then 
cement slurries. 
~"'E5SUA£ TESTI,...C .loNO \_.loNOINC 
1. Use 1" pipe in annulus of 2fJ' AND 26" hole to bring cenent teck to surface if necessary. 
1. wait on cenent 8 hours. 
P'1P PROGRAM 
API STACK WO--K INC. J,4INIJ,4UI.4 T[ST PJIII:[UUJIII:[J• PSI 
ARRANGEMENT. COO[ "IIIIESSU~E 80,111£ TYPE ... INC~ES N41.4 TYPE A.NNULA.III TYP[ "''TA.TING ).1[.4.0 
2000 20" See attached drawing 1500 1500 
ThermaSource Inc. 
• 8o 36 .0. ,., • Santo r?e.o. CA 05402 CASING CEMENTING AND BOP PROGRAMS 
C.I.SIHG PltOGR.I.M 
, •• Z.lt 
13-3/8" 
I CEPTH 
. r;oo• I Ful: ~:::rin>t I W£LL KA:· -1 
WEIGHT JOINT TYP!: I:AL,C:ULATI.O IAI'&.TV II'""CTOI'IIS INTERVAL 
L.ll/ FT GRACI! TOP •ui'IIIT •oT. •u.t~:Jrc~LL. TllNIION 
._, 
0 3000'* 68 L 80 Buttress 2.03 l. 95 1.51 6.44 
1ooo.-<~nn '** 72 L 80 Buttress 2.08 2.05 1 <; <; L.<; R'1 
CasinQ Prooerties:* Cas 'nR Prope tires:** 
Collanse-2260 nsi . Col aose 267 b osi 
Rnr«t-">020 nsi Bur lot 5380 n 1-i 
'f~ .~< -~ _, <;[,<; (\(\(\ 1 h~ DESIGN CONDITIONS 'fp,-,.,; nn--1 A<;O onn 1 h" 
SURFACE BURST ~RESSURE 
- 3000 PSI OUTSIDE MUD WT, (COLLAPSE) - 9.5 ppc; 
INSIDE MUD WEIGHT (BURST) 
- 9.5 ppc; INSIDE MUO WT, !COLLAPSE) - 0 ""G 
OUTSIDE MUO WEIG~T !BUFIISTl 
- 9.5 PPO FOAM. PRESS. GRAD • .A.T SHOE !COLLAPSE) - 9.5 PPc; 
~RAC. GFIAD, AT SHOE !BURST) 
- 14.5 PPO BIAXIAL. L.OAO' COL.L.. [iJ BURST 00 BOUYANCY' YU 0 NO 00 
CEMEHTIHC PROCRAM 
I 
SLURRY DESCRIPTION AND PROPERTIES 
>cu I'IV CE.SC:I'tiPTIQN I•NO NU ..... £1'11 
I 4257 cu ft ( 1723 sx) Class G cemetn blended 1:1 with oer lite and 40% silica flour, 4% Rel and 
0.6:i% CRF-2. Tailed with 300 cu ft (192 sx2" of Class G cement blended with 40% silica flour 
I and friction reducer. Both slurries to be blended with retardant to l!i ve 2-3 hours oumoing 
I OI:.SII'II£0 TOP l r.xcr.ss 
time at reservoir temperature. Surface 100% 
I SLURRY VOL.- cu FT I !SLURRY NO.) 4257 300 
r 
SLURRY YIELD· CUBIC FEET/SACK 2.47 .. 1.56 
1SLURRY DENSITY· PPG lq7 ?".11/r, frrn n n k,) IJlRII/ru ft (1 ~.R nf¥ h 
r THICKENING TIME- DEPTH SCK./HRS, MIN. ?-' hr" ?- '"1 hr s 
COMPRESSIVE: STRENGTH- PSI/HOURS 
I RUNNING AND CEMENTING INSTRUCTIONS 
1'"'0 c. COt..L."'Aii! .lNO JOINT STIIIENGT~ENING 
1. Run stab in floot collar 40' (1 jqint) above flcat shoe on botton. 
I 2. Weld botton of collars on bottom 4 joints. 3. Clean and Faker lac threads on float collar and shoe as oell as botton 4 joints. 
4. Tac....o,eld top of collars on botton 2 joints. 
5. Run 13-3/8" as full striiii:! or lirer with tie-back as hole cooditions dictate. See attacred procedure. 
fCI.NT~.li...IZI:IIIS A.NO SC"'.lTC,..E:IIIS • NU .... 81[111, TVPIE A.NO SPA.CING 
1 . Run rigid centralizer in middle of botton 8 joints . Then turbo-type centralizer on every other collar fran 
bottom to within 200' of surface. 
I 
>A£,.-I...US~, OIS"'L.lCE..,.ENT "AT[, I"I...UGS, "'IECI,.IIIOCA.TION IETdi:r 
l. If lost circulation is a problem run casing as .• ected in attached procedure. Use sodiun silicate preflush as 
I cli.rectoed. 2. Cerrent through drill pipe. 3. F\.rnp cment of Stage 1 W1til cment appears at surface, then pump stage 2 cement. 
\PqE.S.SU!II;E TESTING .l""D t...~o,NOIN(O 
l. Wait on carent 12 hrs or W1til samples have set. 
2. wt & rE!TDve 20" casing. Install 12" x 20" exp911Sion spool and blow out preventer stack as in attached drawing. 
' 
ROP PROCRAM 
.lo, PI ST "C)( WQRI(INC I-IINIMU'-4 T[S"!' P~ESSU~ES • PSI 
I .U'IAA.NGEI-IEN"!' COOE 
P.ll ESSU!II;E 80R E TYPE 
[ 
... INC,..ES 11141-1 TYPE .lNNULA.A TvP( IIIOT..t..TING HE..t..O 
3000 12-3/8" Rotl'!ting head & ram 1500 1500 1000 
CASING CEMENTING AND BOP PROGRAMS . 
' 
ISING PROGRAM 
JI!ZI: 
13--3/8" 
l Oll•TM 
3500'± I .&...iner I WIU .. L. KA2--l 
WEIGHT JOINT TYPE CAL.CULAT~O SAF!TV I"'.A.CTOI'IS INTERVAL GRADE 
COLL. TENSION LB/FT TOP BUA:ST 80T. 8UF'IST 
900--3000' 68 L-80 B1ttress ? .nl l Q<; 1. 49 8 .Ji8. 
3000--3500' 72 L-80 Rnt ?_0,7 ::> no; 1 "~ II," -.8.3. 
... ·-
·-·-
-·~ ·- ·--~-------· ------- ---------
DESIGN CONDITIONS 
3000 ~"RFACE BURST PRESSURE -f-
PSI OUTSIDE MUD WT. (COLLAPSE) -
_g_ " 
PPG 
: iiDE MUD WEIGHT (BURST) 
- 9.5 PPG INSIDE MUD WT. {COLLAPSE) - 0 F>PG 
OUTSIDE MUD WEIG-H,T \BURSTJ 9.5 PPG FORM. ~RESS, GRAD. AT SHOE ICOLl..APSEJ - 9.5 PPG 
I ~AC. GRAD. AT SHOE !BURST) 
- 14.5 PPG BIAXIAL LQAD: CDLL. (i] BURST li] SDUYANCY: YES 0 NO 0 
CEMENTING PROGRAM 
r 
fs,_..JI"'I'\Y OESCI'IrF'TION14NO NUM8EAI 
SLURRY DESCRIPTION AND PROPERTIES 
3340 cu 
I-
ft (1041 sx) Class G cement blended with 50# _p_er sack of cement of spherelite 40% 
silica 
f-
flour, 5% hydrated lime, 4% gel, 1.25% CFR-2, and 0. 5% Halad--22A, tailed with 300 cu ft 
(189 sx) of Class G cement blended with 40% silica flour nnd friction reducer. 3oth slurries 
·etarded to give 2--3 hrs pumping time at reservoir temperature. 
~ DESI~ED TOF' 
900'± 
_j EXCESS 
100% 
~LURAY VOL,· CU FT /!SLURRY NO.) 3340 300 
s JRRY YIELD- CUBIC F'EET/SACK 3.21 1. 59 1-
SLURRY DENSITY- PPG 82.2 llfl 
, T CKENING TIME· DEPTH SCH./HRS, MIN, 2-3 hrs 2-3 hrs 
-
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH- PSI/HOURS 
RUNNING AND CEMENTING INSTRUCTIONS 
" 
[, COLLfi'IISI A./o40 JOINT sri'IENGT~[NING . 
l. (i,un loot collar ~above floot ~-2. ld botton of col s on bottom joints. 
Clean and F'aker lac threads on bottom 4 joints. 
Tac-"-"'ld top of collars on last 2 joints. 
CF"TRALI:ZERS .t.NO SCIIII•TCHI!:IIIIS • NU"-''BE~, TYP!t ANC SPACING 
Hang liner ]OJ' up inside 2D" casing on drill pipe. 
Lo Run rigid centrali.zer carent \:askets in o:tiddle of bottan 2 joints and one 10' up inside 20" casing and one just below stage collar if a stage is indicated. 
Run centralizers· every other tool joint to bottme of 20" casing . 
.. FLUSH, OtSPL.t.CEMENT RATE, PLUGS, R£CIF"ROCATION, ETC:. 
1. Att8'!pt to circulate with ~oater. 
? fuljl 2fJ cu ft CaCl2 ~oater and lCXl cu ft ~oater, follo.ed by 2J) cu ft Flo--{hek the 2J) cu ft of Geo-gel, then carent slurries. 
.), See attached program for nore detail. 
'" 
SURI[ TESTIN(i A.NO I.. ANDING 
~\hit on cerent 8 hrs. Clean out cerrent froo top of n 3/8" liner 0 Test lap to lCXXl psi . SqtiCC7.C lap H nc-.::os-· sary. Clean out 3!1d retest until a test is obt:aned. , 
-
10 PROGRAM 
API STACK WORKING MINIMUM TEST PRESSURES· PSI AF"AANGEMENT CODE PRESSURE BORE TYPE 
-
., INCHES JII:.U.4 TYPE ANNUL•R TYPE ROT A Tl NG HEAO 
No chang ~ until tie--back run 
CASING CEMENTING AND BOP PROGRAMS 
~.SING PROGRAM L'!Zil 13--3/8" 
. I Oil~ TI-l 
900'+ I 'l..Le-~Rack r w<cc KA2--1 
WEIGHT JOINT TYPE CAi-CUi-"-TE.D SAFETY FACTORS INTERVAL 
LB/FT 
GRADE 
TOP 8UFIST I!!IIOT. I!!IIURST CO'-'-· T E.NSION 
0-900' 68 K-55 Buttress l. 76 1. 6 7 s n& ?S ?S 
DESIGN CONDITIONS 
"''JRFACE BURST PRESSURE 
- 3000 F'SI OUTSIDE MUD WT. CCOLLAPSEI - 9.5 F'PG 
SIDE MUD WI!.IGHT CBUI=!:ST) 
-
9.5 
""" 
INSIDE MUD WT. CCOLLAPSEl 
-
() F'F'G 
OUTSIDE MUD WEIGHT CBURSTI 
-
9.5 F'F'O FORM. PRESS. GRAD. AT SHOE ICOLLAPSEI - 9.J 
""" --
~AC. GRAD. AT SHOE (BURST) 
-
14.5 F'F'G BIAXIAL.. LOAD: COLL... (X] BURST [X] 90UYANCY: YES [""] NO CXJ 
CEMENTING PROGRAM 
' I SLURRY DESCRIPTION AND PROPERTIES 
~ ... URR Y DESCRIPTION lAND NUI<.4BERI 
1059.8 cu ft (666 sx) Class G cement blended with 40% silica flour and 0.5% CFR-2. 
~ I DES•RED TOP 
Surface 
1E.XCE.SS 
30% 
~LURAY VOL.~ CU FT /(SLURRY NO,) lO';Q R 
• VARY YIELD~ CUBIC FEET/SACK 1.59 ~ 
SLURRY DENSITY· PPG 118 
1-
ICKENING TIME- DEPTH SCI-f./HAS, MIN. 2--3 hrs 
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH~ PSI/HOURS +2323/8 hrs . 
f-; RUNNING AND CEMENTING INSTRUCTIONS )E,, COt..LARISI ANO JOINT STRENGTHENING 
I. Hem Ll.oat colbr II()' alxwe L.ic-l.ack sleeve on butL<r.l. 
2. Clam and &ker loc threads on bottCD 4 ·joints. 
3. 'Jhc ~Jd Lop and bultuo or collars on lx>llan 2 .Joints. 
c·- ~TRALIZERS AND SC'I,t.TCHEI'IS • NU1<.41!!11E_..., TYPIL AND SPACING 
1. Run rigid centralizer in mddle of bottm joint and one every other tool joint to surface exc~pt for top 100'. 
• _Fl,.USH, DISPLACEMENT R.O.TE. PLUGS, I'I:EC!PROCATION . ETC. 
1. C:i.rcul.atc with fresh W'lter. 
7 Eun top plug onl.y. 
l. See attached proeram for rrore detail. 
•• SSUFIE TESTING. ANO LANDING, 
\<bit on cement 6 hrs before landing and cutting off 13-3/8" for 1-.elJhead. 
-
BC PROGRAM 
API STACK. WORKING 1<.4!NIMUM TEST I"RESSUR:E:! • PSI 
ARI'!ANGE.'-IENT CODE ~FIESSUAE. BORE TYPE 
-
... INCHES 
"AM TV!=>[ A""'NULAR TYPE 
.qOTATI NG HE.AO 
3000 12--3/8" See attached drawing 1500 1500 
CASING CEMENTING AND BOP PROGRAMS 
UING PROGRAM 
. 
l"' . . 9--5/8" --~ OI[PTM 7000' I ~..Lner \WE~!.. KA2-1 
WEIGHT JOINT TYPE CA\..CUI,..t.f£0 5AF£Ty ~<"ACTO~S INTERVAL LB/FT GRADE TOP ISURST BOT. BURST COl.. I... TENSION 
3100-- 5 300 ' 40 l--80 1\ut-trP~~ ?.04 l 07 1 nR F. nR 
5300--6500' 43.5 L--80 Buttress 2.17 2.30 1 1(, 111.71 
6500--7000' 47 L--80 Buttress 2.30 2.29 1. 36 47.74 
DESIGN CONDITIONS 
-- ------· --·------------
c•!RF"ACE BURST PRESSURE 
- 3000 PSI OUTSIDE MUD WT. !COLLAPSE) - l) s Po>G 
SIDE MUD WEIGHT IBURSTJ 
- 9.5 PPG INSIDE MUD WT. !COLLAPSE) - n PPG 
OUTSIDE MUD WEIGHT !BURST) 
- 9.5 PPG FORM. PRESS. GRAD. AT SHOE ICOLLAPSEl - 9.5 PPG 
tAC. GRAD. AT SHOE 
L 
I BURST) 
- 14.5 PPG BIAXIAL LOAD' CDLL.[i] BURST lX] 90UYANCY: YES 0 NO IYl 
CEMENTING PROGRAM 
SLURRY DESCRIPTION AND PROPERTIES 
~-l.i;li-I'IV DESC~It:>T.QN I"N0 NU~•£1"11 
2nnn C\1 ft IR1n sx) nf Cl!'!s.e r, C'PmPnt h1Pn~oc1 1 ·1 wHh nPr1HP ~n~ .c.m: ~i1ir" nn •r /,2 nP1 
Q_[l__d___Q,~.Q[]___illucer. I.:Ued :.~itb 300 ~11 f]- (]92 sx) of CJass G cement bl~::nded w; tb !!0% 
silice. flour and friction reducer. l3otb slurries to be blended with retard2nt to ive 2 3 hrs 
kOQESIRED TOP EXCESS 
>-~D11::1nino rime at reservoir temvera ture_ liner rnn 100~ 
~LURAY VOL. • CU FT I (SLURRY NO.) 2000 300 
s JRRY YIELD· CUBIC FEET/SACK 2.47 1. 56 1-
SLURRY DENSITY· PPG 97.25#/cu ft (13.0 lw) 118#/cu ft (15.8 oo ~) 
1 ICKENING TIME· DEPTH SCK/HRS, MIN. 2-3 hrs 2-3 hrs >--
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH· PSI/HOURS 
~ •E, COl..LAAISI AND .JOINT STA£NGTHENING RUNNING AND CEMENTING INSTRUCTIONS 
1. Run float collnr SJ' (2 joints) above float shoe on bottan. 
I 
2. \-leld bot tao of collars on bottan 4 joints. 
l. Clean and Baker loc threads on bottan 4 joints as W>ll as threads on float collar and shoe. 
,_ Tac ;.eld top of collars on bot tan 2 joints. 
CENTI'IAI..Il.EI'IS AND SCR-'TCI-IERS ·NUMBER, TY~E -'NO S~ACING 
' 
fund liner a:xl' UJ? inside 13--3/8" casing with drill pip:!. 
collar to 1<it.'Un a:xl' .. Run rigid centrahzers in mddle of botton 4 jonts aix:l then 1 turbo t)"~ centralizer every 
of top. 
3_ ~ur1 stage collars and external casi. .-,g r-eeker c1S in attached procedt~rcs. 
"' ,.LUS!o-i, OISPLACE~ENT RATE, PLUGS, I'IECIPRQCATION, ETC. 
J. AttE!Tlpt to Clrculate Wltl1 "-Elter. 
2. Punp cerent a~d preflush as in attad'led procedures. 
PR-BURE TESTING AND L-'NDINC 
1-lait on cEn;nt 12 hrs. Clean out ce:ent frao top of ~-5/8" li~er. Test lap to lCXJJ psi. Squeeze lap if ncces--
SJry to obtni.n gocxi pressure test. 
-
!0 PROGRAM 
-
API STACK WOI'IKING MINIMUM TEST PRESSURES • PSI ARRANGEMENT CODE PRESSURE !!lORE TYPE 
-
"" 
INCHES I'IAM TYPE ANNULAR TYPE ROTATING HEAD 
No char ge until tie-- back run 
CASING CEMENTING AND BOP PROGRAMS 
'SING PROGRAM 
I Sl z IE 
9-5/8" 
I OIEPTM 
3300'± I ,Le-Back lWC.LL KA2-l 
WEIGHT GRACE JOINT TYPE 
CALCUL-'T£0 S.a.FETY FACTORS 
INTERVAL 
LB/FT TOP BUAST BOT. I!UAST COLL. TENSION 
0--3300' 40 L--80 Buttress 2. 10 I. 92 2.34 7. 17 
DESIGN CONDITIONS 
IRF'ACE BURST PRESSURE 
- 3()0() PSI OUTSIDE MUD WT. (COLLAPSE) - q s PPG 
SIDE MUD WEIGHT (BURST) 
- q ~ PPG INSIDE MUD WT, !COLLAPSE! - n PPG 
C"liJTSIDE MUD WEIGHT I BURST) 
- 9.5 PPG FORM. FIRESS. GRAD. AT SHOE !COLLAPSE) - q s PPG 
~AC. GRAD. AT SHOE !BURST) 
- 14.5 PPG BIAXIAL LOAD: COLL... CiJ BURST [iJ SOUYANCY: YES D NO (X] 
CEMENTING PROGRAM 
SLURRY DESCRIPTION AND PROPERTIES I 
~o_UIIIJ:IY OESCI'ttPTtON I ANO NUMBEI'IJ 
1- ll40 cu ft (704 sx) Class G cement blended with 40% silica flour and 0.5% CFR-2. 
1- l OESIJ:IEO TOP ~EXCESS 
Surface 30% 
~LURAY VOL.· CU FT I !SLURRY NO.) 114() 
~ URRY YIELD· CUBIC FEET/SACK 1.62 
SLURRY DENSITY· FIPG 116 
e-: 
tCKENING TIME· DEPTH SCH/HRS, MIN. 2-3 hrs 
COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH· PSI/HOURS +2323/8 hrs 
'-; 
RUNNING AND CEMENTING INSTRUCTIONS 
)E, COLLARISJ AND .JOINT STIIIENGTI-I£NI"'C 
1. Hun float collar 40' above tie--back sleeve on botta". 
? Clam and Paker loc threads on botton 4 joints. 
'· 
Tac-w:?ld top and bot tan of collars on botton 2 joints. 
C"'"'TR.I.LI:Z:EI'IS .I,NQ SCRJ.TCHEAS- NUMBER, TYPE AND SPACING 
Run centralizers in middle of bottm joint and one every other tool joint to surface except for top 10)' . 
-;;-
:Fl..USi-1, DISPLACEMENT RATE, PLUGS, I'IECIPI"':OCATION, ETC. 
1. Circulate with fresh water. 
- Run top plug only . 
See attached prosram for r.ore detaiL 
PI $SURE TESTING .a.NO LANDING 
Wffit on cerrent 6 hrs before la~dbg and cutting off 9-5/8" for eXJX.-uosion spool and bla.-1 out prevcnters. 
·-
ec PROGRAM 
.a. P! S T .4. C 1< WORI<ING MINIMUM TEST PRESSURES • PSI 
.... ANGf:ME:NT CODE PRESSURE 80AE TYPE 
--
., INC l-IES ~AM TYPE ANNULAR TYPE ROT A Tl NG HEAD 
1500 8--1/2" See attached drawing 1500 1500 1000 
ThermaSource Inc . 
PO.Box1236 • SontoRosa.CAQ5402 
IWEL:A?--1 MUD MUD, LOGGING, WELLHEAD & DIRECTIONAL PROGRAMS 
I DEPTH INTERVAL MUD TYPE WEIGHT API YIELD PH 
FLUID LOSS POINT 
0-100' Gel and water 65#/ft, 
- 15 Q.O 
I 100 1000' Gel and water or air* 70J//ft, 10cc l5 Q.O 
1000 3500' Gel and water or air* 70#/ft' 10cc 15 10_._0_ 
I 3500 7000'± Gel and water or air* 70#/ft' 1.?rr l'i lQ_n 
7000 T.D. Water or air* 6511/ft' 'r .,nnn rf 
I Ill [MA 11'1 '(' 
*If unable to maintain circulation due to lost circulation, first attempt to aerate system, 
then attempt to drill with air with rotary bit or air hammer (see attached). If misting is 
I required, it may be necessary to increase air volume 30%. Misting mix should be fresh water 
mixed with 2-6 gal/10BBls of Magcobar Foamer. Maintain a solution pH above 10.0 to inhibit 
corrosion. Use Unisteam as outlined in special considerations. 
I 
I OGGING 
-
I DEPTH INTERVAL LOG TYPES LOG SCALES 
100 1000'* Temperature losz & loszs as directed 1" and 'i" 100' 
I 1000 3500 'if Temperature lo~ & 1= <ll> dire~:: ted l" and _'i" - __100' 
3500-7000' Temperature log & lOg§__§S dir_~c::_tgg ____ _________ c_ __ aruJ 5~'-=___1.00' 
I 7000-T.D. Temperature lo!l. & loszs as directed I" "nd ~" 10()' 
0--T. D. Samoles everv 10' .. 
I 
'I EMAFIK;S 
All logs to be determined by geologist. 
*Apply for waiver requiring E-log on these sections of the well. 
r/ELLHEAD 
API WORKING PRESSURE TYPE MAKE NOMINAL SIZE PSI 
26" 100 psi ~ X'P s.o.w. X 21--1/4" XXXl ?nnn osi *Weld on w<>llh.,~d Wl!M 
I 
21 1/4" ax:D X 12" 9XJ 3000 nsi jj~-aq£ x ~2" ~ion spool with M liKM 
12" X 12" 3000 osi 12" 9:0 Ansi WKM fuw-.R-Seal nester valVE WKM 
Fl EM Al'l ><:5 
DIRECTIONAL OR STRAIGHT·HOLE 
)rill hole as straight as possible, taking directional sl1ots every 100'± from 0-7000' and on 
Jull bits after 7000'. 0-3500' maximum deviation to be 5°, maximum rate of chan?e to be 11° 
per 100'. 3500-7000' maximijm deviation to be 8°, maximum rate of change to be 12° per 100'. 
7000-T.D. monitor without control. 
GEOTHERMAL 
CENTRAL PACIFIC PLAZA 
93 NOV I PI 
Telephone No.: 808-528-3496 
•FA~ f'e.: 808-526-1772 
•220I5U.Jth Kmg Street 
November 1, 1993 
Mr. Manabu Tagomori, P.E. 
Chief Engineer 
Division of Water and Land Development 
State Department of Land and Natural Resources 
Kalanimoku Building Room 227 
1151 Punchbowl Street 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 
Suite 868 
Honolulu. HI 96813 
ll/V. OF WMER & 
lAND lJEVELOI'MENT 
Subject: Request for Extension or in the Alternative, f IU.-"""",to ··-•tt-t-.... tat•t·,-•,.•-.IIPB'I'IT·'•and j .. . - .. l .~ . . ,,..... . .. . . . ... ..,~!!"•.~. ~57 MJ%11 . .,.., 
Dear Mr. Tagomori, 
Enclosed are information to support the extensions or 
reapplications for drilling permits t well sites numbers 2 and 3. 
As you are aware, True Geothermal E ergy Company (True), has been 
delayed in its efforts to commenced 'lling operations at the above 
described lee..tt••n•; i11• u •l'i.f!U• on,tM However, True remains 
committed to commencing drillJn~ p t[&ns again. as soon aa the 
impediments to operations can be atisfied or removed. 
Accordingly, we respect full request your· cooperation in 
processing the renewals or extensi ns of the permits in order that 
the permits can be made effectiv again. Although sometime has 
elapsed since the initial applicat: ·on was made, the drilling plans 
and strategy today remains the same for both wells. These 
documents were prepared by ThermaSource, Inc. and Mr. Gerald Hiimi 
and Mr. Louis Capuano. As you know, Thermasource, Inc., has been 
True's drilling consultant from the inception of the project and 
has extensive geothermal drilling experience, including operations 
in Hawaii. Should you have any questions regarding the foregoing, 
please do not hesitate to call me (528-3496) or Mr. Niimi (707 523-
2960) at your convenience. Your speedy processing of this 
application will be greatly appreciated. 
AGK/mab 
Application For Permit to Drill a Geothermal Well 
(Campbell Estate Parcel, Puna District, Island of Hawaii, TMK 1-2-10:3) 
1. Regulatory Requirements 
This application for Permit to Drill a Geothermal Well is submitted in 
accordance with the Department of Land and Natural Resources (DLNR) Rules on 
Leasing and Drilling of Geothermal Resources, Title 13, Chapter 183, Paragraph 
65. The information on drilling operations required in the Plan of Operations 
is included and combined with like requirements in the Application for Permit 
to Drill as described below. 
Since all geothermal wells will be drilled generally in the same manner, most 
of the data in this Application will be applicable to all wells. Therefore, 
subsequent applications for a Permit to.drill will include only new 
information applicable to the well to be drilled and any modifications to the 
current generic data applicable to all wells. 
2. Applicant and Lease Provisions 
The applicant is True Geothermal Energy Company, the Operator for True/Mid-
Pacific Geothermal venture for the mining operations permitted under State 
Geothermal Mining Lease No. R-5 dated July 23, 1987 and issued to the Estate 
of James Campbell, Lessee. By Sub-lease Agreement between Campbell Estate and 
-1-
True Geothermal Energy Company and Mid-Pacific Geothermal, Inc., dated 
December 3; 1986, Campbell Estate assigned its rights to True/Mid-Pacific 
Geothermal Venture to drill for, produce and take geothermal resources from 
the lands leased under any state mining lease issued to Campbell Estate on the 
lands described in the sublease. By Operating Agreement between True 
Geothermal Energy Company and Mid-Pacific Geothermal, Inc., dated October 5, 
1982, True is designated as "Operator" and Mid-Pacific as "Non-Operator" for 
the geothermal venture. The operator is responsible for all drilling 
operations under the terms and conditions of the mining lease. Agent for the 
operator is Mr. Allan Kawada whose address is: True Geothermal Energy Co., 888 
Mililani Street, 8th Floor, Honolulu, Hawaii 96813-2918, Tel: 528-3496. The 
organization of the operator is shown in Figure 1. 
3. Well Identification 
Geothermal wells to be drilled in the Kilauea middle east rift zone (KMERZ) 
under Mining Lease No. R-5 will be identified in relation to: one of the 
Planned Exploration/Development Areas (A through E) as shown on Figure 2; the 
drilling site number; and, the sequential number of each well drilled at a 
particular site. Under this procedure, the first well for which this 
application is submitted, is designated as True/Mid-Pacific 
Exploration/Development Area A, Drilling Site 1, Well No. 1, or 
True/Mid-Pac1ftc Al-l. 
4. Purpose and Objective of Proposed Work 
The purpose of the proposed work is to explore for geothermal resources by 
-2-
Operator For Resource Exploration & Development 
PROJECT ORGANIZATION 
I True Geothermal Energy Company ~ 
I  True Geothermal Drilling Co. 
H.A. True, Jr. 
General Partner 
Hank True 
Managing Partner 
Administrative Legal 
Coordinator Accounfing 
Allan G. Kawada Casper, WY 
l I I a Legal I Clerical I Security Hawaii 
1 
Operations 
Superintendent --
I 
---, 
I 
I 
L_ 
Exploration I Production I 
Geology 
Land 
Figure 1 
1 Drilling Crew 
H.A. True, Jr. 
President 
David L. True 
Vice President 
Manager 
Drilling Engineer 
Gary Hoggatt 
Lie. No. EC11741 
j Clerical 
deep drilling into the area underlying the drilling site to depths between 
8,000 feet and 14,000 feet and evaluate any discovered reservoir through flow 
testing and analyses of the resource to determine whether such energy sources 
can be economically produced to generate electricity. Discovery of a 
geothermal resource may occur in a zone beginning at a depth of about 3,000 
feet below sea level. The optimum production zone will be determined 
following analysis of well drilling data and flow testing of the well. 
Following a successful exploration well, the subsequent exploration drilling 
will be conducted for the purpose of determining the general dimensions and 
extent of the reservoir and to prove the existence of sufficient resources to 
satisfy a known or potential future market. 
5. Planned Well Drilling, Well Completion and Testing Programs 
(See Attachment 1) 
It should be noted that changes in the drilling programs described in the 
Attachment will occur due to varying project site and sub-surface conditions 
encountered during these operations, the characteristics of the resource and 
changing technology. The required changes can be expected to involve 
primarily casing dimensions, drilling depths and direction, and well-head 
assembly-- none of which will affect safety or reliability of drilling and 
production operations. All changes will be reported to DLNR as they occur. 
DLNR will be notified in advance of all critical well operations and tests. 
-5-
6. Performance Bonds, Idemnity, Liability 
As required by Paragraph 13-183-34 of DLNR Administrative Rules, Operator will 
file a bond with the Department of Land and Natural Resources in the amount of 
$10,000 made payable to the State conditioned upon faithful performance of all 
requirements of Chapter 182, Hawaii Revised Statutes, the Administrative Rules 
of DLNR (Chapter 183) and the State Geothermal Mining Lease No. R-5. 
As required by Paragraph 13-183-65 of DLNR Administrative Rules, a blanket 
indemnity bond of no less than $250,000 will be filed with DLNR within 10 days 
of well permit approval for drilling of True/Mid-Pacific Al-l to inure to and 
indemnify the state and landowner against all losses, charges, expenses and 
claims for damages or injuries caused or resulting from the drilling and 
-
operation of the wells. In addition, general liability insurance in the 
following amounts will be in force prior to commencement of operations 
(construction of the access road into the project site): 
a. Comprehensive General Bodily Injury Liability - $300,000 each 
occurrence, $1,000,000 aggregate. 
b. Comprehensive General Property Damage - $50,000 each occurrence, 
$100,000 aggregate. 
Additional liability coverage for injury or damage to persons or property 
caused by explosion, collapse, and underground hazards is to be added prior to 
initiating drilling operations. The land owner (Campbell Estate), the State 
of Hawaii, Hawaii State Board of Land and Natural Resources, the Chairman of 
-6-
the Board of Land and Natural Resources and the Department of Land and Natural 
Resources shall be named insurers. 
Operator will also, prior to commencing operations, deposit with DLNR and 
Campbell Estate a bond naming the State of Hawaii and Campbell Estate as 
obligees in a penal sum of not less than One Hundred Percent (100%) of the 
cost of such construction in a form and with surety satisfactory to both 
parties guaranteeing the completion of such work free and clear of all 
mechanics' and materialmen liens. 
Operator commits to perform the proposed operations in accordance with DLNR 
Administrative Rules (Chapter 183) and all other federal, state and county 
requirements. 
Attachment 1: Programs for Drilling. 
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TRUE GEOTHERMAL ENERGY COMPANY 
(Operator for True/Mid-Pacific 
Geothermal Venture) 
H. A. True, III, Partner 
•. 
Figure 1. Project Area Map 
(From Macdonald and Abbott 1970: 288) 
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JOHNWAIHEE 
GOVERNOR OF HAW AU 
STATE OF HAWAII 
DEPARTMENT OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES 
DIVISION OF WATER AND LAND DEVELOPMENT 
Mr. Allan G. Kawada 
True Geothermal Energy Company 
Central Pacific Plaza 
220 South King Street, Suite 868 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 
Dear Mr. Kawada: 
P.O. BOX373 
HONOLULU, HAWAII 9Etl0!1 
JAN 2 I 199~ 
KA2-1 AND KA3-1 Geothermal Well Drilling Permits 
KEITH W. AHUE, CHAIRPERSON 
90.oR0 OF U\N() ,\NO NATURAl RESOURCES 
OEPLfllES 
JOHN P. KEPPELER, II 
DONAl. HANAIKE 
AQUACULTURE DEVELOPMENT 
PROGRAM 
AQUATIC RESOURCES 
BOATING AND OCEAN RECREATION 
CONSERVATION AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS 
CONSERVATION AND 
RESOURCES ENrORCEMEtlT 
CONVEYANCES 
fORESTRY AND WILDLIFE 
HISTORIC PRESERVATION 
LAND MANAGEMENT 
STATE PARKS 
WATER AND LAND DEVELOPMENT 
Enclosed for your attention and files are geothermal well drilling permits for Wells 
KA2-1 and KA3-1. 
Please note that you are required to file an appropriate bond covering these two 
wells before any drilling activity can commence. 
Should you have any questions, please call Gordon Akita of the Flood Control and 
Mineral Resources Branch at 587-0227. 
JF:ek 
En c. 
• 
' 
GEOTHERMAL WELL DRILLING PERMIT 
True/Mid-Pacific Well KA2-1 
Puna District, Hawaii 
TO: True Geothermal Energy Company 
Central Pacific Plaza 
220 South King Street, Suite 868 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 
Your application dated November 1, 1993, for a permit to drill 
a geothermal well on lands located within the Kilauea Middle East 
Rift Geothermal Resource Subzone and covered under the State of 
Hawaii, Geothermal Resource Mining Lease No. R-5 is Approved. 
Well Designation: True/Mid-Pacific Well KA2-1 
Location: TMK 1-2-10:03, Puna, Hawaii 
Leased to: Estate of James Campbell (GRML R-5) 
Subleased to: True/Mid-Pacific Geothermal Venture 
Operator: True Geothermal Energy Company 
Ground Elevation: 1,440 +/- ft. Above Mean Sea Level 
Projected Depth: 10,000 +/- ft. 
You are hereby granted permission to drill the geothermal well 
described above and in your application in accordance with the 
Department's Administrative Rules, Chapter 13-183, HAR, and under 
the following conditions: 
(1) All work shall be performed in accordance with the permission 
and terms of the occupiers of the land, the Drilling and 
Completion Program submitted with your application, the 
Department's Administrative Rules (Chapters 13-183 and 13-184, 
HAR) , and all other applicable Federal, State, and County 
laws, ordinances, rules, and regulations; 
(2) The permittee, its successors and assigns shall indemnify, 
defend, and hold the State of Hawaii harmless from and against 
any loss, liability, claim or demand for property damage, 
personal injury and death arising out of any act or omission 
of the applicant, assigns, officers, employees, contractors 
and agents under this permit or relating to or connected with 
the granting of this permit; 
GEOTHERMAL WELL DRILLING PERMIT 
True/Mid-Pacific Well KA2-1 Page 2 
(3) The permittee shall observe and comply with all valid 
requirements of County, State, and Federal authorities and 
regulations pertaining to the lands and permittee's operations 
including, but not limited to, all water and air pollution 
control laws and those relating to the environment; 
(4) The well and bottom-hole location shall be located more than 
100 feet from the outer boundary of the parcel of land on 
which the well is situated, or more than 100 feet from a 
public road, street, or highway dedicated prior to the 
commencement of drilling, unless modified by the Chairperson 
upon request; 
(5) The permittee shall notify the Division of Water and Land 
Development (DOWALD), in writing, of the date of the start of 
drilling operations; 
( 6) Class 11 0 11 
operations 
admix; 
cement shall be used in 
and shall contain a high 
the casing 
temperature 
cementing 
resistant 
(7) All Blow-Out Prevention Equipment (BOPE) and cemented casing 
strings shall be pressure tested before commencing any other 
operation on the well. The minimum test pressures shall be 
approximately one-third of the casing internal yield pressure 
rating, provided that the test pressure shall not be less than 
600 psig nor greater than 2500 psig, and shall be applied for 
a period of thirty minutes. The results of the pressure tests 
shall be reported on forms provided by the Department. 
If a drop of more than ten percent of the casing test pressure 
is recorded, the operator shall run a caliper log and/or other 
appropriate well test to determine if the casing is defective 
and if corrective measures will be required before commencing 
any further operations. The results of the prescribed casing 
tests and any remedial work conducted shall be submitted to 
the Department within sixty days after completion; 
(B) All personnel shall have BOPE training with periodic BOPE 
drills conducted and logged on daily tour sheets; 
( 9) Direct communications shall be installed between the rig 
floor, and both rig supervisor and the Operator's supervisor; 
(10) A real time monitoring device shall be installed for the 
driller and a pit alarm system shall be included with this 
monitoring device. All toolpushers, drillers, and derrickmen 
shall be schooled in the use of the recommended monitoring 
equipment; 
GEOTHERMAL WELL DRILLING PERMIT 
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(11) If changes to the proposed drilling program are contemplated, 
the permittee shall obtain the Chairperson's approval before 
executing such changes; 
(12) When drilling has reached a depth of not more than 50 feet 
below sea level, the Department's representative shall be 
notified, with reasonable time allowed for travel to the site, 
to witness the retrieval of a representative groundwater 
sample and the measurement of the static water level. The 
permittee shall have the sample analyzed by an independent 
laboratory and have the results submitted to the Department; 
(13) During the use of the well for testing, monitoring, production 
and/or injection purposes, the well and site shall be properly 
maintained until the well is plugged and abandoned in 
accordance with the Department's Administrative Rules, Chapter 
13-183, HAR; 
(14) The Permittee shall submit to the Chairperson, the results of 
any exploration, all drilling and testing records, down-hole 
surveys of the well, bottom-hole location, date of completion, 
and a survey of the well location and elevation above mean sea 
level taken by a Hawaii licensed surveyor within six months 
after completion of the well; 
(15) A well completion report, an as-built drawing of the well, and 
the location of the well plotted on an U.S.G.S. quad map shall 
be filed with the Department within six months after 
completion of the well; 
(16) The bond covering the well shall remain in full force and 
effect until the well is properly abandoned and the surface 
is restored as near as possible to its original condition; and 
(17) This permit shall expire 365 days from the date of issuance. 
KEITH W. AHUE, Cha rperson 
JAN 2 I 199~ Department of Land and Natural Resources 
Date of Issuance 
cc: Land Board Members 
Hawaii County Planning Dept. 
DB EDT 
Department of Health 
OEQC 
GEOTHERMAL WELL DRILLING PERMIT 
True/Mid-Pacific Well KA2-1 
Puna District, Hawaii 
TO: True Geothermal Energy Company 
Central Pacific Plaza 
220 South King Street, Suite 868 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 
Your application dated November 1, 1993, for a permit to drill 
a geothermal well on lands located within the Kilauea Middle East 
Rift Geothermal Resource Subzone and covered under the State of 
Hawaii, Geothermal Resource Mining Lease No. R-5 is Approved. 
Well Designation: True/Mid-Pacific Well KA2-1 
Location: TMK 1-2-10:03, Puna, Hawaii 
Leased to: Estate of James Campbell (GRML R-5) 
Subleased to: True/Mid-Pacific Geothermal Venture 
Operator: True Geothermal Energy Company 
Ground Elevation: 1,440 +/- ft. Above Mean Sea Level 
Projected Depth: 10,000 +/- ft. 
You are hereby granted permission to drill the geothermal well 
described above and in your application in accordance with the 
Department's Administrative Rules, Chapter 13-183, HAR, and under 
the following conditions: 
(1) All work shall be performed in accordance with the permission 
and terms of the occupiers of the land, the Drilling and 
Completion Program submitted with your application, the 
Department's Administrative Rules (Chapters 13-183 and 13-184, 
HAR) , and all other applicable Federal, State, and County 
laws, ordinances, rules, and regulations; 
(2) The permittee, its successors and assigns shall indemnify, 
defend, and hold the State of Hawaii harmless from and against 
any loss, liability, claim or demand for property damage, 
personal injury and death arising out of any act or omission 
of the applicant, assigns, officers, employees, contractors 
and agents under this permit or relating to or connected with 
the granting of this permit; 
GEOTHERMAL WELL DRILLING PERMIT 
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(3} The permittee shall observe and comply with all valid 
requirements of County, State, and Federal authorities and 
regulations pertaining to the lands and permittee's operations 
including, but not limited to, all water and air pollution 
control laws and those relating to the environment; 
(4} The well and bottom-hole location shall be located more than 
100 feet from the outer boundary of the parcel of land on 
which the well is situated, or more than 100 feet from a 
public road, street, or highway dedicated prior to the 
commencement of drilling, unless modified by the Chairperson 
upon request; 
(5) The permittee shall notify the Division of Water and Land 
Development (DOWALD}, in writing, of the date of the start of 
drilling operations; 
( 6} Class 11 G 11 
operations 
admix; 
cement shall be used in the casing 
and shall contain a high temperature 
cementing 
resistant 
(7} All Blow-Out Prevention Equipment (BOPE} and cemented casing 
strings shall be pressure tested before commencing any other 
operation on the well. The minimum test pressures shall be 
approximately one-third of the casing internal yield pressure 
rating, provided that the test pressure shall not be less than 
600 psig nor greater than 2500 psig, and shall be applied for 
a period of thirty minutes. The results of the pressure tests 
shall be reported on forms provided by the Department. 
If a drop of more than ten percent of the casing test pressure 
is recorded, the operator shall run a caliper log and/or other 
appropriate well test to determine if the casing is defective 
and if corrective measures will be required before commencing 
any further operations. The results of the prescribed casing 
tests and any remedial work conducted shall be submitted to 
the Department within sixty days after completion; 
(8} All personnel shall have BOPE training with periodic BOPE 
drills conducted and logged on daily tour sheets; 
( 9} Direct communications shall be installed between the rig 
floor, and both rig supervisor and the Operator's supervisor; 
(10} A real time monitoring device shall be installed for the 
driller and a pit alarm system shall be included with this 
monitoring device. All toolpushers, drillers, and derrickmen 
shall be schooled in the use of the recommended monitoring 
equipment; 
GEOTHERMAL WELL DRILLING PERMIT 
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(11) If changes to the proposed drilling program are contemplated, 
the permittee shall obtain the Chairperson's approval before 
executing such changes; 
(12) When drilling has reached a depth of not more than 50 feet 
below sea level, the Department's representative shall be 
notified, with reasonable time allowed for travel to the site, 
to witness the retrieval of a representative groundwater 
sample and the measurement of the static water level. The 
permittee shall have the sample analyzed by an independent 
laboratory and have the results submitted to the Department; 
(13) During the use of the well for testing, monitoring, production 
and/or injection purposes, the well and site shall be properly 
maintained until the well is plugged and abandoned in 
accordance with the Department's Administrative Rules, Chapter 
13-183, HAR; 
(14) The Permittee shall submit to the Chairperson, the results of 
any exploration, all drilling and testing records, down-hole 
surveys of the well, bottom-hole location, date of completion, 
and a survey of the well location and elevation above mean sea 
level taken by a Hawaii licensed surveyor within six months 
after completion of the well; 
(15) A well completion report, an as-built drawing of the well, and 
the location of the well plotted on an U.S.G.S. quad map shall 
be filed with the Department within six months after 
completion of the well; 
(16) The bond covering the well shall remain in full force and 
effect until the well is properly abandoned and the surface 
is restored as near as possible to its original condition; and 
(17) This permit shall expire 365 days from the date of issuance. 
KEITH W. AHUE, Cha rperson 
JAN 2 I 199~ Department of Land and Natural Resources 
Date of Issuance 
cc: Land Board Members 
Hawaii County Planning Dept. 
DB EDT 
Department of Health 
OEQC 
-------··- ---------········. 
TRUE GEOTHERMAL ENERGY CO. 
IMPREST ACCOUNT 
P. 0. DRAWER 2360 237-9301 
CASPER, WY 82602 
1130 
November 26, 93 99-119/1023 
-- ·------·-·· ··- .19 __ _ 
PAY 
, I 6~6~~ OF Department of Land & Natura~0~esources __________ I 
--------Two Hundred Only and rlOO -----------
$200,00 
__ DOLLARS 
FOR------------------~-
I 
! 
TO: Department of Lane. & t:atural 
Fe source 
!'anabu Tagomor i, 
Chief Engineer 
1151 Punchbowl Street 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 
COPIES DATE 
November 26, 1993 
ENERGY COMPANY 
Telephone No· 808-528·3496 
FAX No.: 808-526-1772 
220 South Kmg Street 
Su1te 868 
Honolulu, HI 96813 
DATE:November 26, 1993 
RE:A check for drilling permit 
j\2,&3. 
DESCRIPTION 
Check for Drilling Permit ~ 2 & 3. 
t; u _":t ____ __ 
TRANSMITTED FOR: 
{ } Your Information and Files 
{ } Signature and Return 
{ } Further Action 
{ } Your Review and Comment 
{ } Per Your Request 
{ } See Remarks Below 
TRUE GEOTHERMAL ENERGY COMPANY 
\r_>~ TRUE GEOTHERMAL ENERG)tr~OMPANY 
October 30, 1991 
CENTRAL PAc~\F~~ 
~· . ' . 
Mr. William Paty 
Dire.ctor 
Department of Land and Natural 
State of Hawaii 
1151 Punchbowl Street, Room 224 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 
ATTN: Mr. Manabu Tagomori 
'·' 
Resources 
SUBJECT: SUBMISSION OF DRILLING PROGRAMS 
FOR DRILL OR WELL SITES NUMBERS 
2 AND 3, KILAUEA MIDDLE EAST 
RIFT ZONE, PUNA, HAWAII 
Dear Mr. Paty: 
Telephone No 808-528-3496 
FAX No .. 808-526-1772 
220 South King Street 
Suite 868 
Honolulu. HI 96813 
Enclosed are the propose drilling programs for True 
Geothermal Energy Company's dri 11 i tes numbers 2 and 3. The 
programs were prepared pursuant o the requirements of the 
Department of Land and Natural Res urce' s B_uj __ E:_!S__Q!L_T&asing and 
Dri 11 ing """'{,....Q,§,~~·~li.P..M..ffY?S.,: ( ~l e.-~·P, Subtitle 7, Chapter 
183). We wish also to incorlo~ b 1>~ference the information 
contained in our permit to dri"ll s n ti3"'''t'H~"'"''!fHf!H~N!'f-ef""Dt'I'I~ by 
letter dated February 1, 1989. The locations of drill sites 
numbers 2 and 3 are noted on a m sent to DLNR by letter dated 
October 23, 1991. 
The programs were p pared in consul tat ion with 
ThermaSource, Inc., who have acted as our drilling consultants for 
the past ten years. 
Your review and concurrence are respectfully requested 
for the submittals. Should you have any questions please call me 
at 528-3496 or Mr. Gerald Niimi of ThermaSource, Inc., at 
(707) 523-2960. Thank you for your attention. 
Very truly yours, 
COMPANY 
AGK/reg 
encl. 
JOHN WAIHEE 
GOV<RNOA OF )lAWAII 
STATE OF HAWAII 
DEPARTMENT OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES 
REF:WL-LN 
Mr. Allan G. Kawada 
P.O. BOX 621 
HONOLULU. HAWAII 96B09 
October 11, 1993 
True Geothermal Energy Company 
Central Pacific Plaza 
220 So. King St., Suite 868 
Honolulu, HI 96813 
Dear Mr. Kawada: 
KA2-1 AND KA3-1 Well Drilling Pennits 
KEITH W. AHUE, Chairperson 
BOARD OF lAND AND NATURAl RFSOLIRCES 
O<'PUTIES 
JOHN P. KEPPELER, II 
DONA L. HANAIKE 
AQUACULTURE DEVELOPMENT 
PROGRAM 
AQUATIC RESOURCES 
CONSERVATION AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS 
CONSERVATION AND 
RESOURCES ENFORCEMENT 
CONVEYANCES 
FORESTRY AND WILDLIFE 
HISTORIC PRESERVATION 
PROGRAM 
lAND MANAGEMENT 
STATE PARKS 
WATFR AND LAND DEVELOPMENT 
This is to inform you that True/Mid-Pacific's geothermal well drilling 
permits for KA2-1 and KA3-1 have expired as of December 13, 1992. 
Accordingly, any re-initiation of work on these wells will require the 
submittal of new application with $100 filing fee per well and the approval 
and issuance of new permits. 
Should you have any questions on this matter, please feel free to 
contact Mr. Manabu Tagomori of the Division of Water and Land 
Development at 587-0230. 
Very truly yours, 
6,~~H~~~ 
Chairperson 
.... .-!--
/ TRUE GEOTHERMAL E~G8w~0COMPANY 
CENTRAL P~RIFIC PLAZA 
'JL AUG 20 A w : :n 
August 19, 1992 lJIV. (li; WATER & l i\ND fEVt10PNENT 
Mr. Manabu Tagomori 
Chief Engineer 
Division of Water and Land Development 
Department of Land and Natural Resources 
Kalanimoku Building, Room 227 
P.O. Box 621 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96809 
SUBJECT: SUBMITTAL OF CORRECTION SHEET TO 
DRILLING PROGRAM FOR WELL SITES 
NUMBERS 2 AND 3 (DATED OCTOBER 1991). 
Dear Mr. Tagomori: 
Telephone No · 808-528-3496 
FAX No_: 808-526-1772 
220 South King Street 
Suite 868 
Honolulu. HI 96813 
Enclosed is a corrected pa e 2 to be substituted into the 
dri 11 ing-pr.o,g,i:-ams hr the. ahor I ~Jb~~:~-~~~~:.._~-·~.d 
The purpose of the ubstitutions is to correct 
typographical errors in Items 10 d 11 of the program. 
In recent discussions w 
errors were found and in respons 
submitting these corrections. 
th your staff engineers, these 
to those discoveries, we are 
Should you have any question, please do not hesitate to 
call me at 528-3496. 
Very truly yours, 
AGK/reg 
enclosure 
. ' ' 
possible, take drift shots every 100'. Maximum rate of 
change 1 degree per 100'. Install mud loggers at surface to 
log entire well from 0' to total depth. Catch three clean 
and dry samples every 10'. 
6. Rig up and run 20" casing to total depth as per attached 20 11 
casing program with 20'' stab-in float collar and float shoe 
on bottom. 
7. Once 20 11 casing has been run to 
stab-in tool on bottom of drill 
collar. Circulate hole clean 
circulations. 
bottom, 
pipe and 
with at 
run in 
stab 
least 
hole with 
into float 
two full 
8. Cement 20" casing through drill pipe as per attached program. 
Circulate cement back to surface between 20" and 30" casing. 
Observe cement level. If cement falls back in annulus, bring 
same back to surface with 1" pipe. 
9. Wait on cement 8 hours. 
10. Land 20" casing. Cut off and remove 30" conductor drilling 
nipple. Cut off 20" casing and weld on 20'' s.o.w. x 21-1/4'' 
2000 psi wellhead. Install two 3" valves and diverter. 
Install 20" blow out preventer equipment as per attached 
Figure 003. 
11. Test 20" casing and blow out preventer equipment to 1000 psi 
for 30 minutes. 
12. Drill out cement and float collar and float shoe from 20" 
casing with 17-1/2'' bit using mud. Drill 30' of formation 
and trip to pick up stabilization. 
13. Continue to drill 17-1/2" hole as vertical as possible with 
mud to 3500'+/- as indicated by formation. Directionally 
survey well at least every 100'. If lost circulation 
presents severe problems, an aerated mud system may be 
utilized. Severe loss circulation zones should be cemented 
off prior to drilling ahead. 
14. Once 17-1/2" hole has been completed to casing point, rig up 
and run logs if indicated by geologic staff. 
15. Upon completion of logging program, run in hole with bit and 
circulate to condition hole for casing. 
16. Rig up and run 13-3/8 11 casing as per attached 13-3/8'' casing 
program and running procedure. If lost circulation presents 
severe problems during drilling it may be necessary to set 
13-3/8'' pipe as a liner then tie it back to the surface 
rather than a full string of casing. See running procedure 
for alternative options. 
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CENTRAL PACIFIC PLAZA 
Departmen~ of Land and Natural Resources 
Kalan:unoku Building, Room 227 
llonoluluf Hawai1 96813 
Re: Third Archaeolg1cal Report on Well S1te 
Number 2 
Dear Mr. Tagomori: 
Telephone No .. 808-528-3496 
FAX No .. 808-526-1772 
220 South King Street 
SUite 868 
Honolulu. HI 96813 
Enclosed are two copies of the above described archaeological 
report for your review and concur ence. The report describes 
addit1onal field work at Well t;:ae Number 2 and its buffer area 
tna~ was requested by the Departm nt to supplement an earl1er 
archaeological report also prepared for Well Site Number 2. 'I' he 
i:1eld work has been described to :our staff and concurred wi ~h 
after .a field J.nvestigation bty t.. 
~--· p 
It is our op:Ln.J..on that hJ. 
additl.onal field work accompi.lS 
rendered by Mr. Joseph Kennedy. 
Should you have any question 
mw ,...b 
.,.II . it. 
e rt"' adeqaacelJ desctrhes the 
d and the e:.:perr. cone! us ions 
. please call me a~ 5L8 ~496. 
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WIWAM fll. PAT'¥', CHAUU'"'I'I!JOt\1 
aoNID OF I.AHD AMD lriA11.1~o\l FI~~EI 
KiiTH W. A.tHJI! 
M~EIU TMJOMORI 
D_,..NT, KOeot11 
11\llW:aJLTURE DEV!!LOPMENT 
""""""" o\Ou.t.'f~C RESIOURCES 
(";ONSfiRVA'riOIII AhiC 
~~VII'KI~ ........ """'""''~ 
CQ~o~MRVATIO&I II.ND 
!leBOUFICE3 ENFO~~f:Nt 
COtNI!'JI'oNCEl.S 
r{}FE:STR'/ ANO WlLD~IFE 
H<lllolQR~C pqf.efAv• fit-.,. 
""""""" L •• ID M.t.NAGe~oUHH 
s-u.n PA~ 
Wit;TEJI FIESGotiA{;f MAN,.,G£MENT 
SUBJI!ICT: Hiatodc Preae~:vat1oa aevlw of lile"'l'ia,e4 Al•oha.o.loglcal 
Ililventory aepor•t for Plt,o)O&e4 Gleo.theulia•l Well Site 12 
rermu: P'lllla Foreat Reser,..., PfiDa. Hawaii 
w: J,-l-l,tl; l 
Thank you for subalttill'V for our revlew tile reviae4 Jreb.aeolotlcal 
11\IEVVY report (Kennedy lt'll. An ID11'elltory s:uzvey at. the sit• of 
the Proposed J:Uaue• IU.44la last Blft lODe (IIIEU), W&ll Site Ill. 
DIIK: 1-Z-Uitl. ISland of R~Waii. Arebaeolotilllal OIOA81111.'1taats of 
HawaU.). 
Tn1a .report haa been llullllitt.acl t-• IIIC1811lY with the te•a and 
cond1t1oas of tll.e Dec181cn aad or~:c1eJ: ef t.he Boar::a ef La.Jilli a.l\d 
Natural Besources (Aprll ll. lM.6l tlhieh aallea f•1' !1!1!1. oiiPI·~•-·4 
archa.eoloqical survey Gf all well Nil• ana hu;ff•r ••11!11• auul\d 
thea. For proposed well !Ute N a111id the ad}G1nln9 ~:~..et.c. we 
determined earlier (Ltr. Paty to ...... JaR. :at. lQrL) t.llat tll.e 
f1elclworll: for the archaeclo,oieal l11all~ry •u•w• at14q~te.ly 
clemoaatratt~d tb.at qrub11iM' ani oradl1" could JM:0'-.41 witll "ao 
eU•ot" oa hil.stode shea.. !111M~ 4ao·t:to.~t<!':l,_:l,_ ••···~!~! ~f.•lt ~>;: 
staff iD.apect.ecl the field VIIU!·k ~·4 llllltll, tlao ._..~•ia,~bt that •u 
adequate inventory survey r~p.ertt !llllUl:·4 a••• to b.o "~~tttH ail\d 
accepted bY tbe Historic Pl!••z:a,:tloa Divieloa.. ft!l.·i!l m•port U!e 
been au.baitted to fulfill l:h!.e II!ODOit.ia. 
We have revi-Ad the r•vi•·•d ••poet •a Un.l lt to IMI aa ad~tqu,t;e 
atcl:l,aeolotrieal invento.ry z:•:p.:urt. tt • .,flci-t:llr 'iMI:'lotlie tile 
field work ae:ftductea aB4 48i~~~~Gllll·t.:a.tee till!lat ao tlht·o~tilil •hea are 
p.reaeat on tba eurfaca ol t&e p:l!o~•e'lt area. • •Pitlll liibat you are 
in full coalPliaace wlth tl:le lllietod.c Pll'eaez:~~>etio.ll •~n;vey 
coruH tion.11 of thAI Deolai•A a.olil Ol!lle.c. 
SI!IVIU~al Afli:8M U(ICUI Rlitigatillll -.aeQtl8 lltill R81114 t•lll be C:OllGUied 
durinq prepa:r.atioa. c.f tll.e drill ehe a . .Qil irUU~~g {L!I,.i!i, p•~J to 
Kawada. Jan. 7, lllll) • .-l!.eee iul ... : (1) ha'll'tDf RIQ;r C•oatll:laltlnt 
araba-loqiat iMtEUG•t J'OUJ: field 11t1tff and CODU'IIIin-11:1 011 tli1e 
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identifloatiGD. and tteataeat ot a&'c.llaeological ri!INlJU~, (a) 
notityi09 you.r: consultin'i IU:cluii•tl<!l<~g.lllt an4 W1U Stu . - Rhtg;dc 
f>rt~llecvati<~n D1villion 1t aay a&'ukaeological sites e.c lava tubes 
ace toulld c1uc1nq construction, p ). us,iag a 1 1/t" 4t:ill b·1t toz: 
tile Urst lOO' ot c1r1111ao and (4) n.otp1nq all l'lr11Uag- .actlv1q 
it a votd of a· or ll()te 1s &Ditounee,.d 4urtat tne nut 100 • of 
<lr 1ll1ng. 
Should you b4VI!I any quell!tla.p.s., Q,ltJI111
1
!1! il&U .. o~,r offi.o,. 
Dr. RC~ss. coray, our Bran.ch Cll1e:C for keha.olefi', 1lli te!QOn.rUy 
tile contact person for Hawaii IBlUid reviews (SI7~to;il.2). 
/~~ ...... 
l__ ... 
WILLIAM II'. P , Cllair~ucm a,n4 
state Hhtor e Pceservatiop. Offleer: 
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JOHN WAIHEE 
GOVERNOR OF HAWAII 
STATE OF HAWAII 
DEPARTMENT OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES 
COMMISSION ON WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 
P. O. BOX 621 
HONOLUlU. HAWAII 96809 
MAY 20 1991 
WILLIAM W. PATY 
CHAIRPERSON 
JOHN C. LEWIN, M.D. 
MICHAEL J. CHUN, Ph.D. 
ROBERT S. NAKATA 
RICHARD H. COX 
GUY K. FUJIMURA 
MANABU T AGOMORI 
DEPUTY 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: 
FROM: 
SUBJECT: 
Mr. Don Hibbard, Administrator 
Historic Preservation Division 
Manabu Tagomori, Deputy Directo 
~·· ' 
Inventory Survey of Proposed Kilauea Mi dle East Rift Zone (KMERZ) Well 
Site #2, TMK: 1-2-10:3, Island of Hawa·· 
Transmitted for your review and acceptance is the archaeological survey report for 
the third increment of fieldwork for the True/Mid-Pacific Geothermal Venture Well Site 
#2. 
Please review the attached document and, if you fmd it acceptable, prepare a letter 
of approval for signature by the Chairperson. Our understanding is that the historic 
preservation fieldwork concerns have been met and that no archaeological sites were 
found near the proposed well site. I would appreciate your providing the Division of 
Water Resource Management a flle copy of the signed letter. 
Thank you for your continued cooperation. Should you have any questions, please 
contact Gordon Akita, Manager-Chief Engineer at Ext. 8-7496. 
DN:dk 
Enclosures 
.· 
ORNITHOLOGICAL SURVEY 
OF THE 
PROPOSED 
GEOTHERMAL wELL SITE # 2 
DLNR DESIGNATED GEOTHERMAL RESOURCE SUBZONE 
KILAUEA MIDDLE EAST RIFT ZONE 
PUNA DISTRICT 
ISLAND OF HAwAII 
AUGUST 16, 1990 
BY 
JACK JEFFREY 
PREPARED FOR: 
TRUE/MID PACIFIC GEOTHERMAL VENTURE 
INTRODUCTION 
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service <USFWS 1983) and the 
State of Hawaii <DLNR 1986) have listed as endangered six 
forest bird species for the Island of Hawaii. Two of these 
birds, the O'u iE~iiti~Q~tra psiii~~~~ and the Hawaiian hawk 
i~~teQ solii~ri~~~ may be present within the Geothermal 
resource sub-zone <Scott et al. 1986). Thus, their presence 
could impact future development within the resource area. 
This report presents the results of a bird survey conducted 
August 11 and 12, 1990 in the sub-zone in and around the 
proposed well site and pad for True/Mid Pacific Geothermal 
Well #2. 
METHODS 
One eight-minute count was conducted at each of nine 
stations in the area of the proposed well drilling site and 
pad clearing on each of two consecutive days. The count 
period was begun at 6:15a.m. in order to use the high 
calling/song rate period of birds occurring during the first 
three hours after dawn. Birds were detected aurally or 
visually using the Variable circle plot count method <Ramsey 
and Scott 1979) for detection and recording. Each bird was 
recorded by species, distance and direction from the trained 
observer. On Day One, birds were counted at consecutively 
numbered stations placed 400 feet apart in an ascending 
manner while moving into the forest from the access road 
around the well site. On Day Two, the stations were censused 
in reverse, that is, in a descending manner from the well 
site to the access road. This was done to remove any 
temporal bias in calling/song rates as the observer moved 
from station to station within the study site. Some bird 
species may call only just after sunrise with decreasing 
rates thereafter. These birds would not be calling later in 
the day, and therefore not detected, when the observer 
reached the last stations. <Scott and Ramsey 1981). 
Any unidentified calls and species seen or heard while 
walking along the transect were considered as incidental 
observations and not included in the data summary except to 
be added to the species list. 
This survey was conducted along the access road and in 
the forest covering an area equivalent to five times the 
proposed well pad area for Well Site #2 in the Kilauea middle 
east rift zone, Puna District, on the Island of Hawaii. ( See 
maps #1, 2 & 3). The study site is approximately 1420 feet 
in elevation. 
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Counts were conducted at nine stations placed at least 
400 feet apart in all directions. This spacing was used to 
maintain enough area between stations to eliminate repeat 
counts of loud species as recommended in Ramsey and Scott 
1979. 
FINDINGS 
Two hundred sixty-two <262) birds comprising nine <9> 
species were counted during the two day survey <Table One and 
Two). Five (5) native species made up 65% of the detections. 
Of these only one, the Hawaiian hawk, is considered an 
endangered species. Four (4) non-native species comprised 
35% of the total. Most endemic species were detected with 
equal frequency throughout the forested study site but two 
species, the Hawaiian hawk and the Elepaio were observed 
infrequently at the study site. 
Apapane was the most commonly detected native species 
making up 33% of all birds observed and averaged 4.8 birds 
per station. Most likely this nectivorous species was 
attracced to the numerous ohia trees <Metrosideros 
-------------E9lY~~~h~) that were in bloom through out the area. 
Japanese white-eyes were the second most common species 
observed making up 26% of the total and averaged 3.7 birds 
per station. This alien species is ubiquitous throughout the 
forested areas on all major Islands in the Hawaiian chain. 
Being found from sea level to tree line, it is the most 
common bird found in Hawaii (Scott et al 1986). 
The next most commom species found during the survey 
<21% of the total) was the Omao or Hawaiian thrush. This 
bird, commonly found at higher elevations was detected at a 
rate of 3.1 birds per station, an unusually high number for 
such a low elevation. This species is common in forests 
above 3000 feet on the Big Island except for the Kona side 
and the Kohala Mountains where it dissappeared earlier in 
this century for unknown reasons. Other species of this 
genus found on other Hawaiian Islands are only found in 
low nuwbers and are all but extinct <Scott et al 1986 and 
personal observations). 
Three observations of two individual endangered Hawaiian 
Hawks were made during the two day survey. One Hawaiian Hawk 
nest with a nestling was found out side of, but within 
approximately 400 feet of the proposed well site. 
The nestling was first seen and heard approximately 50 
feet from the nest on the first day of the survey. On the 
2 
second day the young bird was seen perched on the edge of the 
nest and was later fed by one of the parents. 
During an earlier survey in July an unusual slightly 
upslured whistle was heard on several occassions. This 
unidentified call was again heard during this survey but this 
time more numerous than during the previous survey. It was 
determined that the source of this unusual sound was the Omao 
or Hawaiian Thrush. This observer had never heard this 
particular Omao call before. This type of vocalisation is 
probably a dialect of the Omao repertoire in this area. It 
could be confused with a similar up slurred whistle call of 
the O'U if an observer were not familiar with Omao calls. 
DISCUSSION 
Only one endangered species, the Hawaiian hawk, Cthree 
sightings> was detected during the survey. This bird ranges 
wide during foraging forays and is found throughout various 
native and non-native habitats on the Island of Hawaii. The 
presence of this bird and the active nest in the study site 
is not unique as Hawaiian hawks are known to live and nest 
throughout the Puna district CGriffin 1985, Jeffrey 1986, 
Scott et al. 1986>. 
The presence of an active hawk nest within 400 feet of 
the well pad should be treated with caution. Loud noises and 
constant human activity around nests are known to cause nest 
Cegg and nestling> abandonment and mortality in many bird 
species including hawks. The nesting period of the Hawaiian 
hawk CMarch-August) is the most vulnerable to this type of 
disturbance (Griffin 1985). 
Normally, Hawaiian hawks begin nesting in March/April 
when the eggs are laid and with most hatching occurring in 
mid-June. Most nestlings fledge during August Cabout 8-9 
weeks after hatching> but remain in the natal territory for 
over a year begging food from the parents. There is a high 
frequency of nest reuse in subsequent years. (Griffin 1985) 
The nestling at the study site nest is very close to 
fledging. It appeared close to adult size and was seen to 
fly at least 50 feet from the nest, perching in an adjacent 
tree. During a second observation, a parent was observed 
bringing a food item to the nestling at the nest on which the 
nestling immediately began to feed. 
In order to prevent disturbance of the nest at the site 
it is reccommended the no clearing of the pad begin until the 
hawk nestling fledges (2-3 weeks>. This can be determined by 
3 
weekly observations of the nest from a distance so as ~o not 
disrurb the nestling or adults, until the fledgling 
discontinues using the nest. Also, the nest should be 
monitored again in the spring to watch for reuse by the 
parents. Monitoring should continue if the nest is 
reactivated. Information on the effects of disturbance from 
nearby well activity is important. Very little is kncwn 
about Hawaiian Hawk nesting and human disturbance and this 
would be a good opportunity to gather this type of 
information for future reference. 
Other endangered species that are found in ohia f~rests 
CHawaii Akepa, Hawaii Creeper) are limited to higher 
elevations CScott et al. 1986> and have not been seec at 
elevations below 2000 feet since the early 1900's CBerser 
1988). None of these species were found below 3600 fe=t 
during the Hawaii Forest Bird Survey of 1976-81 CScott et al. 
1986). Therefore, it is unlikely that either of these two 
species would occur within the study area. 
A third endangered species, the O'u, also found i~ ohia 
forests was once a common species in the wet forests a~j were 
known to move from high elevations to low elevations dc~ring 
feeding forays. CPerkins in Berger 1988) Only one si5~ting 
was made during the Hawaii Forest Bird Survey in the P-.:.:>.a 
area CScott et al. 1986). Although O'u calls are a lo-.:.~, 
clear upslurred or downslurred whistle and fairly 
distinctive, the bird is rarely detected and has been 
confidently identified on the Island of Hawaii only on~e 
COlaa Tract> in the last five years CUSF\o'S pers com). This 
species still may occur in unexplored areas. Occasion~lly 
unconfirmed sightings are reported on the Island of Ha~aii 
C1988-1990, 3 sightings,USFWS pers com). None were detected 
during this survey. 
The Amakihi, Apapane and Omao are widely distribu~ed 
over the study area in consistently moderate numbers wLereas, 
the Elepaio was detected in very low numbers on only three of 
the nine stations. The presence of these four species of 
native birds in a low-elevation ohia forest is unique. 
Nowhere else in Hawaii can native bird species be founc below 
2000 feet elevation CScott et al. 1986). 
Disease, predation, competition from non-native b~rd 
species and habitat fragmentation are suspected agents in the 
demise of all Hawaii's native forest bird species. Th~s is 
especially prevalent at low elevations. It has been assumed 
that disease has been the primary contributing factor ~n the 
decimation of native birds in low elevation habitats CE.cott 
et al 1986, Scott et al. 1988). The presence of these four 
species at the study site elevation challenges these d~sease 
assumptions. This particular anamoly requires further study. 
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Forest fragmentation and distruction has led to the 
extinction of birds and plants worldwide And is of great 
concern to developers and biologists alik~. With cargful 
planning and cooperation in developement plan" that include 
Hawaii's native forests we will help pre:;;erve this important 
component of Hawaii's native eco5ystems. 
Native Species 
AMJ!.K Common A=kahi 
APAP Apapane 
ELEP Elepaio 
OMAO Omao 
HAHA Hawaiian Hawk 
Introduced Species 
HOFI House Finch 
JAWE Japanese White-eye 
NOCA Northern Cardinal 
MLTH Melodious Laughing-thrush 
SPMU Spotted Kunia 
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~~~!~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ 
§~~g~!!!~~ 
~~~§~~~ESi§ §~~~~~~~en~is 
!::~~g~~y~ 
Buteo solitarius 
Garrulax canorus 
-------- -------
Table 2. 
Species and numbers of individuals detected at stations 
along the Proposed access road and at Well site #2. 
DAY ONE 
Station 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
§.£~~!~§ TOTAL 
----AMAK 0 0 3 3 1 1 2 4 0 14 
APAP 5 5 4 3 9 5 5 4 3 43 
ELEP 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
HAHA 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
OMAO 4 4 4 3 3 3 2 3 3 29 
J A VIE 6 2 4 4 3 4 5 5 2 35 
MLTH 3 2 2 2 0 0 0 2 1 12 
NOCA 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
SPMU 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 
------
138 
DAY TV/0 
--- ---
Station 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
§£~"'-~es TOTAL 
AMAK 1 1 2 1 0 0 3 0 0 8 
APAP 6 4 6 4 4 3 7 4 5 43 
ELEP 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 3 
HAHA 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 2 
OMAO 3 3 2 2 5 3 3 2 4 27 
JAVE 6 2 4 3 2 1 5 4 5 32 
MLTH 0 2 0 0 0 2 1 2 1 8 
NOCA 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 
SPMU 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
------
124 
------
TV/0 DAY TOTAL 262 
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ACCESS ROAD 
REF: HP-JLE 
-JAN 2 9 1991 
Mr. Allan Kawada 
True Geothermal Energy Company 
220 South King Street, Suite 8&8 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 
Dear Hr. Kawada: 
--_ ... 
SUBJECT: Historic Preservation Compliance for True Geothermal 
Energy Company Proposed Well Site Number 2 (KHERZ) 
Former Puna Forest Reserve, Puna, Hawaii 
THJ:: 1-2-10: 3 
Pursuant to the tenas and conditions of the Decision and Order of the Board of Land 
and Natural Resources dated April 11, 1986, a full archaeological survey is to be 
conducted and approved prior to any clearing activities for each drill site and 
roads in the project area. This survey, which is called an archaeological 
inventory survey by our department, is to cover all areas to be cleared for 
construction and an area two to five times that to be developed. The procedures 
for the survey work are spelled out in the Research Design called for in the 
Decision and Order, with this design having been amended by joint agreement in the 
Fall of 1990 to accommodate the potential presence of lava tubes with significant 
historic remains at or 1n the vicinity of proposed well sites. 
To comply with this survey requirement, True Geothermal Energy Company has 
conducted an archaeolog\cal inventory survey of proposed W~11 Site Nlll!!ber 2 and ~ 
buffer quadrat around it. This survey has been done in three fieldwork 
increments. Results of the first two increments were submitted to the Department 
in separate reports (Reports of Archaeological Consultants of Hawaii dated 
September 6, 1990 and October 26, 1990). After reviewing these two reports, it was 
concluded by our department that the survey methods for the two increments already 
completed had to be clarified in the report and that the survey fieldwork had not 
yet adequately covered the project area specified in the revised Research Design, 
necessitating a third increment of fieldwork. 
Your consulting archaeologist, Mr. Joseph Kennedy, carried out this third increment 
of fieldwork, and as requested, he arranged for a staff archaeologist from our 
department to conduct a field inspection with his field crew on the last day of 
their work. The staff member inspected portions of proposed Well Site Number 2, 
accompanied the field crew on two survey sweeps north of the main access road and 
noted the intervals between thP flagged survey sweeps leading off the access road. 
A lava tube segment found during this increment of fieldwork also was inspected. 
It lies along the eastern boundary of the Well Site and runs in a Southwest to 
Northeast direction. There was no evidence of past human use in the tube segment 
and, based on the condition of the lava tube, the probability that it was used 
appears low. The tube could not be followed for more than severa 1 hundred feet 
Hr. Allan Kawada 
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up-slope and down-slope where ceiling collapse and lava seals block passage. Based 
on these observations and discussions with the field crew, the State Historic 
Preservation Division is satisfied that the combined coverage of the three 
increments constitutes adequate fieldwork for an archaeological inventory survey 
and that no archaeological sites are present. 
The department therefore feels that historic preservation fieldwork concerns have 
been adequately met for proposed Well S1te !lumber 2. Fu11 compHan:; with the 
historic preservation survey conditions w111 only be complete when an adequate 
inventory survey report of the third increment of the fieldwork has been su~itted 
and accepted by the department (to include a map depicting areas covered by the 
survey transects). However, in this case, with no sites having been found, we 
believe that proceeding with the grubbing and grading will have •no effect• on 
historic sites, with the understanding that an adequate survey report must still be 
submitted and accepted at a later date. 
several agreed upon ~tigation .easures (Ltr. Paty to Kawada, Jan. 7, 1991) need to 
be followed during preparation of the drill site and drilling. These include (1) 
having your consulting archaeologist instruct your field staff and contractors on 
the identification and treatlent of archaeological re.ains and (2) notifing your 
consulting archaeologist and our State Historic Preservation Division if any 
archaeological sites or lava tubes are found during construction, using a 7 1/21 
drill bit for the first 100' of drilling and stopping all drilling activity if a 
void of a• or more is encountered during the first 100' of dr1111ng. 
In sUM, this letter serves as written approval that you have complied with the 
historic preservation survey fieldwork concerns. Since no historic sites were 
found, this letter further authorizes the commencement of clearing activities for 
Well Site Humber 2. This authorization is contingent on your obtaining all 
necessary state and county penaits (including the medicinal plants, grading and 
grubbing permits) prior to 3ny c1ear1ng ~r excaYat1on. 
Should you have any questions, please call Manabu Tagomori, Deputy Director, at 
548-7533. 
Very truly yours, 
!Sf WILLIAM W. PATY 
" WILLIAM W. PATY //~Chairperson and State /~~ 'Historic Preservation Officer 
Dean Nakano/HH:jle 1/24/91 
0213o/2252 
JOHN wAIHEE 
GOVERNOR OF HAWAII 
REF: HP-JE 
STATE OF HAWAII 
DEPARTMENT OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES 
STATE HISTORIC PRESERVATION DIVISION 
33 SOUTH KING STREET, 6TH FLOOR 
HONOLULU, HAWAII 96813 
Mr. Allan Kawada 
True Geothermal Energy company 
200 south King Street, suite 868 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 
Dear Mr. Kawada: 
WILLIAM W. PATY. CHAIRPERSON 
BOARD OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES 
DEPUTIES 
KEITH W. AHUE 
MANABU TAGOMORI 
RUSSELL N. FUKUMOTO 
AQUACULTURE DEVELOPMENT 
PROGRAM 
AQUATIC RESOURCES 
CONSERVATION AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS 
CONSERVATION AND 
RESOURCES ENFORCEMENT 
CONVEYANCES 
FORESTRY AND WILDLIFE 
HISTORIC PRESERVATION 
PROGRAM 
LAND MANAGEMENT 
STATE PARKS 
WATER RESOURCE MANAGEMENT 
SUBJEC'l': Historic Preservation Review of True Geothermal 
Energy Company Proposed Well Site #2 (KMERZ) 
Former Puna Forest Reserve, Puna, Hawaii 
TMK: 1-2-10: 3 
on December 27, 1990, members of the State Historic Preservation 
Division and the Division of Water Resource Management met with 
you and your consulting archaeologist, Joseph Kennedy, to reach an 
agreement on what archaeological work and mitigation measures are 
needed before and during proposed drilling at Well Site #2. 
Discussions centered on two draft reports of the archaeological 
inventory survey conducted for Well Site #2, our written comments 
on this pending survey and your responses to some of our 
concerns. Also discussed were the guidelines for archaeological 
work set out in the Research Design mandated by the Decision and 
order of the CDUA (April 11, 1986) and recommended revisions to 
these guidelines which were agreed to in our meeting of October 
1990. These revisions have been prompted by the results of 
previous compliance work in the area and our study of the lava 
tubes in the former Puna Forest Reserve. 
The following summarizes the major points agreed upon at the 
meeting: 
1. Confusion over Changes in Project Plans. The meeting 
clarified to our satisfaction confusion over use of the terms 
Well site #2 and Pad A in the documents submitted for our 
review. We understand that these two sites are identical in 
location, size and configuration. confusion arose when an 
alternative well site called Pad B was introduced to the 
project plans because of concerns over a nearby hawk nest. 
Pad B was subsequently eliminated from the project plans but 
only partially removed from portions of the documents 
submitted. 
Mr. Allan Kawada 
January 7, 1991 
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2. Steps Needed to complete Archaeological Inventory survey for 
Well Site *2. First, it was agreed that ambiguities in the 
description of survey coverage would be clarified in the 
final survey report. The description we received stated that 
''visual assessment of surface conditions was maintained for a 
width of no more than twenty feet to each side of the each 
corridor, whose width is estimated to be approximately ten 
feet, or the average distance between the two team members as 
they traveled the corridor.'' To us, this indicated that a 
total of 50 ft. was surveyed along each corridor. The 
current survey report must be revised to clarify this 
description of how the survey sweeps were conducted and 
demonstrate that total coverage along each corridor was 
greater than a total of 50 ft. and was. thus, equivalent to 
the map which Mr. Kennedy had at the meeting. 
second, from our discussions it was clear that portions of 
Well Site *2 had not been covered by the survey sweeps. It 
was agreed that this would be covered before submittal of the 
final report. 
Third, we addressed the problem of complete survey of the 
entire survey quadrat (1,000 feet upslope of the pad, 1,000 
feet downslope, and 500 feet to each side), as required by 
the revised research design agreed to in october. It was 
agreed that survey sweeps would be made in areas which were 
marked at the meeting on the schematic map of the survey area 
(Fig. 4, Ltr. Report, Kennedy to Kawada Oct. 26, 1990). This 
included corridors between those already covered on the 
southern side of the existing access road and coverage within 
an area located directly north of Well Site *2. This area 
was shaded on the map during the meeting and should extend no 
more than 500 ft. north of the road. As we have stated 
repeatedly in our written comments, we realize that the 
terrain is rough and hazardous and we do not ask that anyone 
place their life in danger. 
3. Field Check by State Historic Preservation Division and 
Review of Final Report. we agreed that a field inspection 
will be undertaken by our staff while the survey team is 
completing the survey specified above. Our concurrence to 
proceed with grubbing and grading can then be given if no 
sites are found, with the understanding that an acceptable 
final archaeological report shall be submitted later. If 
sites are found, then acceptable mitigation measures will 
need to be developed. 
Mr. Allan Kawada 
January 7, l99l 
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4. Monitoring of Grading and Grubbing. The Research Design 
requires that an archaeologist inspect all areas subject to 
disturbance after initial grading and grubbing. The research 
design, as revised, agreed that this step is no longer 
necessary because it has not proven useful at the previous 
sites inspected. 
Grading and grubbing could expose historic remains or an 
undetected lava tube. Thus, your proposal that your 
consulting archaeologist brief all True Geothermal Energy 
company field staff and contractors involved in clearing, 
construction activities and drilling at Well Site *2 is an 
excellent suggestion. While the identification of lava tubes 
is of particular concern in this area, other archaeological 
site types and deposits should also be described. If 
historic remains or a lava tube are exposed, we will make 
every effort to assess the situation and proposed appropriate 
action as soon as possible. 
5. Measures to Minimize Potential Damage to Remains in 
Undiscovered Lava Tubes during Drilling. To avert potential 
damage to historic remains in undiscovered lava tubes, we 
accept the measures which you suggested. For the first 100' 
of drilling, a smaller bit (7 1/2'') will be used and drilling 
will stop if a void of 8 ft. or more is encountered. You 
stated that your choice of 8 feet instead of 6 was based on 
the advice of your drilling advisors who felt that voids less 
than B feet in height may not be detected reliably. A camera 
device would be lowered into the void as a means of assessing 
whether or not the void is a lava tube which could have 
historic remains or burials. To assure rapid appraisal of a 
void, we agree to have a staff member either at the drill 
site or on the island while the first 100ft. is being 
drilled. 
There are two additional points we want to clarify before 
closing. we left the meeting with the impression that there may 
be a misunderstanding about the State Historic Preservation 
Division's review process and how it applies within the context of 
this particular project. 
First, there appeared to be a tendency to see our review comments 
as asking for a series of additional conditions and surveys. In 
regard to Well Site *2, our requirements for more work have been 
part of a single review process for a single inventory survey 
which has not yet been completed. This inventory survey can be 
-Mr. Allan Kawada 
January 7, l99l 
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considered complete only when it meets the requirements of the 
CDUA conditions, the revised Research Design mandated by the CDUA 
and the standards set forth in our historic preservation program's 
Draft Rules and Regulations which are used to evaluate all 
archaeological reports. Thus, instead of asking for additional 
archaeological work, we have had to ask several times that this 
inventory survey meet specified requirements. 
second, both the Research Design for geothermal exploration in the 
former Puna Forest Reserve and the historic preservation Draft 
Rules and Regulations have standard provisions to deal with what 
we call •inadvertent discoveries.'' These are instances in which 
new information or unexpected historic properties are discovered 
after a project has been through the historic preservation review 
process and they are deemed of sufficient value to require 
reopening the review process or modification to mitigation 
measures stated in the permit conditions. we consider the results 
of our study of lava tubes in the former Puna Forest Reserve to be 
an example of this because it demonstrates that the likelihood of 
burials and other historic remains is higher than previously 
realized. Thus, in our october meeting, we agreed upon revisions 
to the Research Design requirements for inventory surveys and 
mitigation measures during site clearance and drilling. The size 
and configuration of the buffer zone that we now require to be 
surveyed is less than the maximum potentially required by the CDUA 
(two to five times the area to be disturbed). we see our 
requirements for the inventory survey and the mitigation measures 
to be used during drilling as an honest attempt to accommodate our 
heightened concern for significant remains in the area, the 
existing conditions of the CDUA permit and the various constraints 
your project may be facing. 
If you have any questions please contact Ross Cordy at 587-0012 or 
Holly McEldowney at 587-0008. 
Very truly yours, 
IS! WILliAM W. PATY 
WILLIAM W. PATY 
Chairperson and State 
Historic Preservation Officer 
PaeHle Gec,th•=nll,. 
PaeHle Plaza Suite 
Soutll lUna 
Hoaolula, Hawaii %813 
Preparell By : Arclaaeoloaleal ComiSulllaD.ts,c 
.1-ph Keaaedy 
59-624 Pupukea Rd. 
Haleiwa, Hawallli67U 
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INTRODUCTION AND PHYSICAL SETTING 
At the request of True Mid Pacific Geothermal, 
Archaeological consultants of Hawaii, Inc. has conducted an 
inventory survey at the site of the proposed Kilauea Middle 
East Rift Zone (KMERZ), Well Site #2, TMK: 1-2-10:3. The 
Principal Investigator was Joseph Kennedy M.A., assisted by 
Jacob Kaio, Field Supervisor and field crew Mark Borrello 
B.A., Michael O'Shaughnessy B.A., and Randy Adric. This 
report supercedes all previous reports submitted to the 
Historic Preservation Section of the Department of Land and 
Natural Resources. 
In addition to 100% surface coverage of the 400 x 400 
foot well pad itself, 100% surface coverage of a substantial 
buffer zone was also completed.* This buffer zone was 
established by the Department of Land and Natural Resources, 
Historic Preservation personnel and extends 1000 feet east 
and west of the well site and 500 feet north and south of the 
well site. 
This proposed well site and buffer zones are located on 
the Kilauea M1ddle East Rift Zone, Island of Hawaii (see maps 
Figure #1 and Figure #2). The subject property features an 
extremely rugged topography and an unusually thick ve~etative 
profile which combine to present some of the most d1fficult 
survey areas in the state. A thick mat of stony muck rests on 
what appears to be alternating a'a and pahoehoe and is 
covered with very dense uluhe, 'ie'ie, hapu'u, guava, ohi'a 
and a number of additional plants, vines and grasses. The 
area surveyed is comprised of bog and swamp, dominated by a 
mixed mes1c-type rainforest of 'ohi'a. hapu'u. Kilauea 
hepyotis, and assorted epiphytic vegetation such as mosses, 
ferns, and 'ala'alawainui. The majority of 'ohi'a appears to 
be stunted, probably a result of the boggy conditions. 
Included to a lesser degree are 'akala. guava. waiawi. 
'ie'ie. maile. mamaki. kolea, assorted gingers (mostly 
'awapuhil, occasional fleabane, bamboo, orchid, ir1s and 
lobelia. 
* Three small areas along the 
zone were not examined 
topographic conditions. 
southern boundary of the buffer 
due to extremely hazardous 
...-------Archaeological Consultants of Hawaii, Inc.------, 
59-624 Pupukea Rd. 
Haleiwa, Hawaii 96712 
Figure 1. Project Area Map 
(from Macdonald and Abbot 1970: 288) 
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The roadway bulldozer push (approximately 25 feet on 
either side) consists mostly of fleabane, mamaki. 'akala, 
bamboo orchid, iris, guava, a species of melastoma candida, 
and other exotics. The reader may wish to refer to the 
numerous and recently completed botanical studies of this 
area for a more complete listing. 
The land mass appears to be mostly pahoehoe, deduced 
indirectly by the smoothness of the surface and poor drainage 
conditions of this surface. Small outcrops of a'a were also 
observed. The pahoehoe is covered with either mud and water, 
mosses, or a mixture of all three. The mud, soil, and 
decayed vegetation occurred at a depth of approximately one 
foot. The mud areas have all been used extensively by pigs, 
as is evidenced by rooting digging, and chewed hapu'u. In 
areas in which there are fallen 'ohi'a andjor hapu'u. there 
are few, if any, caves of any consequence or size. Another 
observation was the lack of birds. We encountered onl¥ a few 
cardinals, a few finches or sparrows (limited vis1bility 
hampered identification). Notably absent is the presence of 
mongoose. 
PURPOSE OF WORK 
A variety of archaeological sites may be expected in the 
vast forest lands where True/Mid-Pacific Geothermal Venture 
proposes to conduct its geothermal exploration activities. 
Although the sites' distribution generally will be s~arse and 
although most project activities may well miss any s1tes that 
may exist there, it is important to have adequate plans to 
identify historic sites 1n order to avoid them or else 
mitigate any impacts to them. 
Special identification problems exist in forest lands, 
and for this reason an archaeological research design for 
archaeological survey methods was required under CDUA HA-1830 
as part of an archaeological plan. This document was prepared 
by the author on May 28, 1989 and later amended by the 
Department of Land and Natural Resources, Historic 
Preservation Program personnel. 
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PREHISTORIC AND EARLY HISTORIC LAND USE IN THE PROJECT AREA 
AND ANTICIPATED HISTORIC SITES 
Historic and archaeological research in this area as 
well as in other similar environmental zones on Hawaii 
Island, indicate that prehistorically such areas were used 
for: 
1. Forest product exploitation. Bird feathers, timber, 
vines, etc. were collected in the forests at or near 
worksites, and campsites were nearby. These sites 
may be scattered around some portions of the project 
area, in low densities for any one point in 
prehistory. 
2. Burial. These sites are expected to be focused in 
certain areas. 
3. Mai or inland trails across many ahupua' a and 
associated campsites. These sites should be focused 
in linear corr~dors. 
4. Agriculture in the seaward-most reaches. These sites 
may tend to be fairly dense but they will again be in 
a small, seaward portion of the project area. 
Archaeolo9ically, 
character~stics: 
the sites should have the following 
1. Forest exploitation sites. Probably there will be no 
surface stone architecture (huts and shelters likely 
were simply pole and thatch). Some campsites will be 
in caves. Each site may be a small scatter of flaked 
stone, broken tools, food remains (bone, shell), and 
firepits. If repeated use occurred, then the density 
of remains would be greater. Such campsites are 
documented in caves in forest areas. Such cave 
campsites have yielded a great deal of important 
information on the age of use of an area, on birds 
and plants collected. etc. Campsites and exploitation 
sites have yet to be documented in open-air context, 
and in such cases, they are expected to primarily be 
subsurface, buried sites. 
2. Burials. Burials in forest areas have been 
identified in two forms --burials in caves (often 
caves also used as campsites) and in stone platforms 
and pavings on cinder cones. These sites contain 
important information on age of permanent occupation 
in an area, on social organization, on health, on 
demo9raphy. Additionally, they are highly 
sign~ficant sites culturally for native Hawaiians. 
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3. Trails. Trails in forest areas are expected to be 
extremely difficult to identify, as worn paths and 
cuts through the forest will have been covered over 
by later sediments and by forest regrowth. On bare 
a' a flows, there will be some visible features --
e.g., crushed paths, stepping stones. Campsites along 
the trails should have firepits, food remains, and 
some scattered artifacts. Some campsites may have 
been in caves, but others will have been open-air 
camps, and may have no surface architecture and be 
buried like the forest exploitation camps. Trails and 
their associated campsites can tell us a great deal 
about the nature of different time periods of travel 
across regions. Trails also provide information on 
items being carried or exchanged. 
4. Agricultural sites. These sites commonly have some 
kind of stone-work --small oval clearings lined with 
stones, small terrace lines, walls, etc. These sites 
contain important chronological information on 
permanent settlement of an area, population 
expansion, and agricultural expansion. 
SITE IDENTIFICATION PROBLEMS 
Common archaeolo~ical surface survey (labelled 
reconnaissance survey, ~ntensive survey, etc.) can identify 
cave sites used for forest exploitation andjor burial, can 
identify agricultural sites, and can identify trails on bare 
a'a flows. However, cave sites are only expected in older 
pahoehoe areas, not on a 1 a flows and not in recent pahoehoe 
areas. Platform and paving burial sites are expected to be 
restricted to cinder cones. Agricultural sites will be at 
lower, seaward elevations in areas with soil. This means that 
a 1 a flows and recent pahoehoe flows are not expected to 
include sites unless there is a visible trail remnant. 
The open-air sites in forest areas -- trail sites (and 
their associated camps) and forest exploitation sites (not in 
caves) -- will likely be subsurface. They will also be small. 
Common surface survey will not be able to identify these 
sites when they are subsurface. These sites are expected in 
soil areas within kipuka. and on old pahoehoe flows, and on 
older a 1 a flows lacking rough surfaces. These sites may be 
surface remains on bare lava 1 in kipuka. on old pahoehoe 
flows and on older a 1 a flows lackin~ rou~h surfaces - in such 
cases, common surface survey could ~dent~fy them, however, it 
appears unlikely that these sites will be found on the 
surface. They are not anticipated on rough a 1 a flows (except 
rare trails) or on recent pahoehoe or a 1 a flows. The above 
~roblems indicate two special conditions for site 
~dentification; 
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1. Some areas appear not to need survey. --e.g., rough a'a 
flows and recent lava flows (post 1880 flows whether pahoehoe 
or a' al ; these areas need to be identified and be clearly 
marked off as areas needing no archaeological work. 
2. Soil areas may contain subsurface exploitation and trail 
related sites. Special archaeological approaches need to be 
devised for these areas to try and ident~fy these sites. 
BACKGROUND PREPARATION: FINDINGS 
1. Check of historic and archaeological literature. The 
historic literature (Holmes 1985) shows no recorded trails in 
the project area. The Wilkes route of 1840 (see map Figure 
#3) passes to the south of the project area and the Kaimu 
Trail, approximately . 75km to the south, skirts south of 
Heiheiahulu. The existence of the existing Kaimu Trail lowers 
the probability of an additional trail passing through the 
study area but increases the possibility that the area was 
accessed prehistorically. 
Previous archaeological surveys done in the general 
area include Bonk (1990) Haun and Rosendahl (1985) and two 
previous surface examinations of this well site and 
vicinities by the author in 1990. Bonk did not locate 
cultural materials, Haun and Rosendahl identified possible 
prehistoric Hawaiian burial structures and remnant cultigens 
of .lQ..._ and kukui. The structures were located on the 
southeast summit of Heiheiahulu located to the southeast of 
the project area. 
2. Identification of older bare pahoehoe flows. soil 
covered pahoehoe and a'a flows. kipuka and cinder cones and 
the project area. Holmes' (1985) map of lava flows (see map 
Figure #4) indicates that the project area is at the north 
extreme of an 1800's flow with a 750 to 1,000 BP flow north 
of the site. A recent 1961 flow occurred approximately 1 km 
to the west of the site. There is just one cinder cone in 
the vicinity which is located well outside the project area 
to the north. 
3. Identification Q[ cultiqens. No aerial photographs 
were made available to us and hence we cannot offer any 
aerial interpretations of vegetation areas. However, we did 
not observe any cultivated plants such as banana, ki. or 
kukui in the research area. 
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Figure 3. 
Trail Location Map 
{from Bonk, 1988) 
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURFACE SURVEY: FINDINGS 
1. Caves. The pahoehoe portions of the subject 
property featured numerous inflated dome type caves - in 
every case, these were found to be very shallow and devoid of 
any cultural indications. The largest of these inflated dome 
type caves observed was no more than 2 meters wide, 
approximately 3/4 meter high and 2 meters in depth. In 
comparison, the smallest cave observed was 1/2 meter wide by 
1/2 meter high and 1 meter deep. A single, larger cave was 
encountered in the buffer zone. This measured roughly 12X15 
feet and was eight feet high. It should be pointed out that a 
cave lacking cultural material is not considered an 
archaeological site. There was no cultural material 
encountered in any of the lave domes or in the single larger 
cave and therefore none of these geologic formations should 
be misinterpreted as sites. 
The property also features a number of cracks. The 
smallest being one foot wide, three feet long and two feet 
deep. The largest is roughly 100 feet long, twenty feet wide 
with depths ranging between 25 and 40 feet. There is a cave 
entrance at the bottom of the largest crack, however, the 
area is very unstable, with loose, rotting rock and debris 
making even a rappelling exercise treacherous to the point of 
foolishness. There were no cinder cones within the project 
area. 
2 . Kipuka Pahoehoe. There were no kipuka observed 
within the boundaries of the project area. 
3. Trails. The Kaimu trail and the Wilkes expedition 
trail passed east-west approximately 3/4 to 1km to the south 
of the project area. The proximity of the Hawaiian trail 
suggests that an additional trail paralleling this one would 
be unlikely. However, the proximity may have increased the 
likelihood of prehistoric access to the project area. 
4. Inventory Survey: Methodology. An intensive 
inventory survey was completed for the well pad as well as 
the buffer zone. A survey team, consisting of the four 
individuals mentioned previously, spaced roughly 30 feet 
apart, conducted a ser~es of northjsouth compass transects 
sweeps across the entire property (see map Figure #5) -save 
three small areas along the southern boundary where entry was 
deemed too dangerous. These four individuals worked ten 
hours a day for six days to complete the survey. 
It is estimated that 100% of the property was covered. 
While extremely thick vegetation limited visibility, survey 
crew members were in constant visual and radio contact with 
each other and it is our opinion that it is highly unlikely 
that any surface features or cave entrances were overlooked. 
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FINDINGS IN GENERAL 
Based on the direct observation of surface conditions 
along the sweep framework corridors, and on the evaluation of 
understory and canopy type along the periphery of these 
corridors, we conclude the following: 
Mud, water, and thick accumulations of rotting 
vegetation prevented, in most cases, any direct contact with 
bare lava surfaces. The similarity between understory and 
canopy along the sweep corridors and that which was observed 
within an approximate 100' periphery leads us to conclude 
that surface conditions are the same in these outer areas as 
they are where we could see them directly. Therefore, the 
percentage of the study area underlain by pahoehoe and a'a. 
apparent differences ~n flow age and the distribution of 
these differences cannot be determined at this time. 
The large cracks described earlier presented a hazard in 
all the corridor areas thus far established. However, in 
both the vicinity of the rift zone and the entire 
northwestern section of the buffer zone, deep cracks, steep 
slopes, and obscuring vegetation presented such extreme 
hazard that additional sweep corridors could not be 
established. The flatter northeast section of the buffer 
zone, as was determined from observations off the northeast 
corridor and the midsection probe, revealed the swampiest 
conditions encountered over the entire property, and plans 
for additional corridors were similarly abandoned. 
No cultural indicators were located within the 
buffer area. 
FINDINGS FOR WELL SITE AREA 12 
No cultural indicators were located within the well site 
impact area. There were no sightings of any cultigens such 
as ki. banana, kukui. within the well site area. 
DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The 9.rediction and identification of temporary forest 
shelter s~tes used hundreds of years ago by small ~roups such 
as bird feather collectors will be extremely diff~cult. The 
12 
illusive temporary campsites in this upland forest area can 
be expected to be either buried, random, or so lacking in 
diagnostic materials that archaeological identification and 
data recovery may be impossible or impractical unless camp 
sites used seasonally over many years are encountered. 
HyJ?othetically, two types of campsites may be possible in 
th1s area, a short term, one-time-used camp site or campsites 
which were set up along established travel routes and used 
year after year. 
Presumed campsites have been found in lava tubes in 
forested areas on Campbell Estate Land. However, because no 
campsites have been identified, to date, in upland forests, 
our predictive model continues to be based on a shallow data 
base. 
Archaeological monitoring of soil covered areas after 
initial grading and grubbing. We feel that a need for some 
form of monitoring during initial phases of grubbing and 
grading is important. Monitorin~ is recommended because of 
the known presence of lava tubes 1n the general area. 
In addition, Archaeologists will be "on-call" if the 7-
l/2 inch drill bit hits an "air void" indicating the possible 
presence of a cave. At that time, work will stop, the drill 
bit removed to facilitate the insertion of a fiber optic 
device to examine the void for cultural materials. 
Also, as a special effort to try and identify subsurface 
remains of trail and forest exploitation, campsites and 
forest exploitation working areas, this monitor1ng should 
occur. It shall only be done in soil areas. The cuts made 
during grubbing and ~rading will be inspected to see if these 
sites can be identif1ed. 
The highest likelihood for locating and identifying 
campsites in the project area will be during the monitoring 
of vegetation clearing and earth moving. The presence of 
features such as developed stratigraphic larers, perishable 
midden accumulations (charcoal and lith1c debris) and 
foundation outlines, should they exist within the project 
area, will best be tested during this next phase. In this 
case, standard excavation methods will be applied. 
13 
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CENTRAL PACIFIC PLAZA 
December 19, 1990 
Mr. Manabu Tagomori, Deputy Director 
Department of Land and Natural Resources 
State of Hawaii 
Kalanimoku Building, Room 227 
1151 Punchbowl Street 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 
Dear Mr. Tagomori: 
Telephone No 808-528-3496 
FAX No .. 808-526-1772 
220 South King Street 
Suite 868 
Honolulu, HI 96813 
In a letter to the depart ent dated October 26, 1990, a 
supplemental archaeological report was forwarded to you. The 
report relates to additional archaeo ogical field surveys that were 
accomplished in response to certain f the department's comments to 
an earlier survey dated September 6 1990. 
. The "No reports '"iff!~~-e, .iln ¢nnection with a proposed 
well site No.2 located appJx· t~:t>Y ~.\ ... .t;o ... IJb4!.~ea&t<-~·" the 
cur~ent drill site (drill site No. ) along the access road into the 
proJect area. 
' 
The text of the supple~ntal report (dated October 26, 
1990) refers to potential drill .l>ads A and B. Both sites were 
marked on the ground by survey stakes placed by surveyors of Island 
Survey, Inc. Pad A is synonymous in identification with well site 
No.2. Pad B is a site that was marked to the west and adjacent to 
pad A as an alternative site in the event a greater buffer area was 
needed for a Hawaiian Hawk's nest found to the east of pad A. 
However, prior to the submittal of the first archaeological report 
on well site No.2 dated September 6, 1990, pad B was deleted from 
consideration due to the fact that the hawk's nest was no longer in 
use. The references to pad B were intended to be deleted from the 
reports but was inadvertently mentioned in the report dated 
October 26, 1990. 
The field investigation referred to in both reports 
concern well site No.2 or pad A. Both the drawing of Nobuchika 
Santo, which refers to well site No.2 and the drawing of 
Archaeological Consultants of Hawaii (pad A), in the October 26th 
report, are the same site. Pad B as stated earlier, has been 
deleted from consideration. For your information, a separate field 
investigation was accomplished for pad B but the report was not 
Mr. Manabu Tagomori 
December 20, 1990 
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submitted to the department for consideration since well site No.2 
or pad A was the primary selection. 
Secondly, as a further point of clarification, the area 
marked in the field for well site No.2 (pad A), has boundaries of 
400' x 400'. The drawing of Archaeological Consultants of Hawaii, 
Inc. in the October 26, 1990, report is not to scale and the size 
discrepancy between that drawing and the surveyor's drawing, is due 
to this reason. Again, the field reference points used as posted 
markers for the archaeological field work on well site No.2 (pad A) 
was marked as 400' x 400'. The boundaries of the buffer area were 
based upon these dimensions. 
I hope that this letter serves to clarify any questions 
regarding the archaeological report of Archaeological Consultants 
of Hawaii, Inc. 
Should you have any me at 528-3496. 
. Kawada 
··~ 
REF: HP-JE 
Mr. Allan Kawada 
' 
STATE OF HAWAII 
DEPARTMENT OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES 
STATE HISTORIC PRESERVATION DIVISION 
33 South King Street, 6th Floor 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 
True Geothermal Energy Company 
220 South King Street, Suite 868 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 
Dear Mr. Kawada: 
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SUBJECT: Supplement to the Archaeological Survey Report for True/Mid-Pacific 
Geothermal Venture's Proposed Well Site #2 (KMERZ) 
Former Puna Forest Reserve, Puna, Hawaii 
TMK: 1-2-10: 3 
Thank you for submitting the supplemental report (Ltr. Kennedy to Kawada, Oct. 26, 
1990), to the archaeological inventory survey conducted for the proposed Geothermal 
Well Site #2. The letter report was written as a response to concerns expressed by 
the State Historic Preservation Division and presents the results of the 
archaeological survey which covered a more extensive buffer zone than the initial 
survey of Well Site #2 (Ltr. Kennedy to Kawada, Sept. 6, 1990). 
Before discussing the archaeological survey itself, we wish to note the need to 
better clarify the location and description of the project under review. 
Inconsistencies appear to occur within this report and between this report and the 
initial one. It appears we are reviewing not only an addendum to the initial 
survey, but possibly an amended project plan. In order for us to adequately assess 
potential impacts of a project on historic resources, the project plans and any 
changes to them must be clearly and consistently stated either in the 
archaeological report or in attached documents. Changes in project plans can 
easily be accommodated by appropriate adjustments to our requirements or 
recommendations as long as we know specifically what the changes are. In this case 
it is particularly important that we know the exact location of the project area 
because the CDUA conditions and the required Research Design (Decision and Order of 
CDUA HA-1830, April ll, 1986), stipulate survey of specific buffer zones around 
areas that will be disturbed. 
The major point of concern is the reference made on page 6 to "two proposed we 11 
pads (referred to as A and Bon figure #4)." In what we assume is figure #4 
(located between pages 7 and B), only "Pad A" is shown and it does not appear to 
readily correspond to Well Site #2 which was described as the project area in the 
initial report. The statement, also on page 6, that the initial survey covered the 
two well pads, the proposed well site and a 200 foot buffer zone reinforces the 
impression that Pad A is not synonymous with Well Site #2. To add to the confusion 
the initial survey report mentions no well pads at all. In figure #4, the angle of 
Pad A to the east of the "Surveyor Trail" and the configuration of the marked "200' 
Buffer" suggest that a "Pad B" may have been located west of the "Surveyor Trai 1." 
If the scale on the map applies to pad size, then Pad A is approximately 250 by 250 
feet. This would make one pad smaller than the 400 by 400 foot area given for Well 
Site #2 (Figure #3) but, if combined, the two pads would extend beyond these 
bGundarie'> and cover an area larger than that designated in the initial survey. 
• 
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It also appears that Pad A is off-set from the original configuration of Well Site 
#2 based on the locations of the four survey sweeps and the "Surveyor Trail" 
depicted in Figure #4. Presumably at least some of these lines mark the boundary 
or intersect Well Site #2 in the orignial survey. These discrepancies in size and 
location raise questions of the extent to which Well Site #2 and Pads A or B were 
marked at the time of field work. In order to be in compliance with the conditions 
of the CDUA permit, any area to be disturbed must be "clearly marked on-the-ground 
prior to any archaeological field work". Before any further work is done, we need 
a clear and accurate description of the project plans and clarification of how 
these plans relate to the survey work already completed. 
As for the supplemental archaeological report, we feel that it adequately 
incorporates many of our concerns, particularly those regarding the description and 
depiction of the terrain and survey methods. We believe, however, that the survey 
coverage is not sufficient to demonstrate the probable absence of archaeological 
sites and in particular, lava tubes in the survey area. If we understand 
correctly, the survey corridors depicted in figure #4 served as the center line for 
survey sweeps along which a 50 foot wide area was inspected (20 feet to either side 
of the 10 foot wide corridor). This means that there was not 100% coverage of Pad 
A, the area to be directly impacted by well development. The overall dimensions of 
the buffer zone appear, despite confusion over the Well Site and Pad locations, to 
comply with our recommendation that the surveyed buffer zone measures 1,000 ft. 
up-slope and down-slope from the area to be disturbed and 500 feet to the northwest 
and southeast. We feel, however, that the spacing between the survey sweeps is too 
wide to provide the necessary coverage. Based on the described survey methods and 
figure #4, it appears that survey coverage amounts to only 1B% of the buffer zone 
which lies south of the major access road and a possible B% for the northern half. 
Some of these problems in survey coverage may have been avoided if the State 
Historic Preservation Division had been consulted before this supplemental survey 
was undertaken as required in the Research Design which was mandated by the CDUA 
permit. 
We ask that another archaeological inventory survey be conducted which should 
include 100% coverage (or as close to 100% coverage as possible) of areas to be 
directly disturbed. Within the buffer zone, the present coverage needs to be at 
least doubled. Ground conditions can be hazardous and we realize that any survey 
strategy needs to take this into account. To avoid further delays in the review 
process for this project, we suggest that the survey strategy for this supplemental 
work be reviewed and accepted by the State Historic Preservation Division prior to 
field work. If this consultation is done in a meeting, it would be particularly 
important for at least one member of the field crew to attend so that the effects 
of hazardous field conditions on survey strategy can be assessed and the strategy 
adjusted. Our concurrance to proceed with initial grubbing and grading will be 
contingent on our review and acceptance of the report for this supplemental field 
work and any mitigation measures that might be necessary. It will also be subject 
to a field check. 
·-
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There are also several mitigation measures that must be agreed upon before site 
preparation begins. These were discussed at our last meeting and it was agreed 
that all parties would give the recommendations further consideration. Included is 
the extent to which grubbing and grading must be monitored during initial ground 
disturbance and the way in which possible lava tubes or voids can be detected and 
explored if encountered during drilling. 
If you have any questions on this review or you wish to discuss the unresolved 
mitigation measures, please contact Ross Cordy or Holly McEldowney at the State 
Historic Preservation Division (587-0047). 
Very truly yours, 
WILLIAM W. PATY 
Chairperson and State 
Historic Preservation Officer 
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MEMORANDUM 
TO: 
FROM: 
SUBJECT: 
,, 33 South King Street, 6th Floor 
" '!:NT Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 
December 10, 1990 
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Manabu Tagomori, Deputy Director 
Commission on Water Resource Management 
Don Hibbard, Director, Historic Preservation Program ~ 
Supplement to the Archaeological Survey Report for Tr~/Mid-Pacific 
Geothermal Venture's Proposed Well Site #2 (KMERZ) 
Former Puna Forest Reserve, Puna, Hawaii 
TMK: 1-2-10: 3 
HISTORIC PRESERVATION PROGRAM CONCERNS: 
We have reviewed the letter report submitted by True Geothermal Company (Ltr. 
Kennedy to Kawada, Oct. 2&, 1990). It supplements the archaeological 
inventory survey conducted earlier for Well Site #2 and, according to the 
cover letter, was undertaken in response to comments made by our staff. Our 
draft reply is attached for your review. As you can see, we continue to have 
problems with the archaeological survey and feel that we have not been given 
adequate or consistent project plans by which to evaluate certain aspects of 
the survey or the projects potential impacts. 
Please contact either Ross Cordy or Holly McEldowney (587-0047) if you have 
any questions regarding the review or wish to suggest any changes before final 
processing by the Department. 
• 
TRtJ~:::: B:fiQ)THERMAL ENERGY COMPANY 
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Mr. Manabu Tagomori 
Deputy Director 
CENTRAL PACIFIC PLAZA 
November 2, 1990 
Department of Land and Natural 
Resources 
Kalanimoku Building, Room 227 
1151 Punchbowl Street 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 
Telephone No .. 808-528-3496 
FAX No.: 808-526-1772 
220 South King Street 
SUite 868 
Honolulu, HI 96813 
Subject: Supplement to Archaeological Report Regarding Proposed 
Well Site Number 2, KMERZ, Puna, Hawaii 
Dear Mr. Tagomori: 
Enclosed for your review and ac eptance is the supplemental 
report for proposed well site number 2. I believe that the report 
addresses the Department's comments elating to the initial 
archaeological report on well ~te n mber .2. 
The ;:·;::~:escr.ibe: ~:·· Jct~ ~JflL =-~eM· surveys •and ~h,.~, 
transects that were accomplished i1 response to discussions with 
the Department's staff. 
j 
Should there be any questions ~egarding the report's con-
tents, please do not hesistate to dbll me at 548-3496. 
AGK: jkk 
Enclosure 
I lJll 
TRU GEOTHERMAL ENERGY COMPANY 
Arc!taeoJ."gic:d Consultants of H~ ,faii, Inc. 
59-624 Pupu.kea Rd. 
Haleiwa, Hawaii 96712 
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PURPOSE OF WORK 
A variety of archaeological sites may be expected in the 
vast forest lands where True/Mid-Pacific Geothermal Venture 
will be conducting its geothermal exploration activities. 
Although the sites' distribution generally will be sparse and 
although most project activities may well miss the sites, it 
is important to have adequate plans to identify historic 
sites, so the sites can be avoided or appropriately 
mitigated. Special identification problems exist in forest 
lands, and for this reason an archaeological research design 
for archaeological survey methods was required under CDUA HA-
1830 as part of an archaeological plan. 
PREHISTORIC AND EARLY HISTORIC LAND USE IN THE PROJECT AREA 
AND ANTICIPATED HISTORIC SITES 
Historic and archaeological research in this area as 
well as in other similar environmental zones on Hawaii 
Island, indicate that prehistorically such areas were used 
for: 
1. Forest product exploitation. Bird feathers, timber, 
vines, etc. were collected in the forests at or near 
worksites, and campsites were nearby. These sites 
should be scattered around much of the project area, 
in low densities for any one point in prehistory. 
2. Burial. These sites are expected to be focused in 
certain areas. 
3. Major inland trails across many ahupua'a and 
associated campsites. These sites should be focused in 
linear corridors. 
4. Agriculture in the seaward-most reaches. These sites 
may tend to be fairly dense but they will again be in 
a small part of the project area, in the seaward 
portions. 
Archaeologically, 
characteristics: 
the sites should have the following 
A. Kawada 
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1. Forest exploitation sites. Probably there will be no 
surface stone architecture (huts and shelters 1 ikely 
were simply pole and thatch). Some campsites will be 
in caves. Each site may be a small scatter of flaked 
stone, broken tools, food remains (bone, shell), and 
firepits. If repeated use occurred, then the density 
of remains would be greater. 
Such campsites are documented in caves in forest 
areas. Such cave campsites have yielded a great deal 
of important information on the'age of use of an area, 
on birds and plants collected. etc. Campsites and 
exploitation sites have yet to be documented in open-
air context, and in such cases, they are expected to 
primarily be subsurface, buried sites. 
2. Burials. Burials in forest areas have been identified 
in two forms --burials in caves (often caves also used 
as campsites) and in stone platforms and pavings on 
cinder cones. These sites contain important 
information on age of permanent occupation in an area, 
on social organization, on health, on demography. 
Additionally, they are highly significant sites 
culturally for native Hawaiians. 
3. Trails. Trails in forest areas are expected to be 
extremely difficult to identify, as worn paths and 
cuts through the forest will have been covered over by 
later sediments and by forest regrowth. On bare a' a 
flows, there will be some visible features -- e.g., 
crushed paths, stepping stones. Campsites along the 
trails should have firepits, food remains, and some 
scattered artifacts. Some campsites may have been in 
caves, but others will have been open-air camps, and 
may have no surface architecture and be buried like 
the forest exploitation camps. Trails and their 
associated campsites can tell us a great deal about 
the nature of different time periods of travel across 
re9ions. Trails also provide information on items 
belng carried or exchanged. 
4. Agricultural sites. These sites commonly have some 
kind of stone-work --small oval clearings lined with 
stones, small terrace lines, walls, etc. These sites 
contain important chronological information on 
permanent settlement of an area, population expansion, 
and agricultural expansion. 
A. Kawada 
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SITE IDENTIFICATION PROBLEMS 
Common archaeological surface survey (labelled 
reconnaissance survey, intensive survey, etc.) can identify 
cave sites used for forest exploitation andjor burial, can 
identify agricultural sites, and can identify trails on bare 
a' a flows. However, cave sites are only expected in older 
pahoehoe areas, 'not on a' a flows and not in recent pahoehoe 
areas. Platform and paving burial sites are expected to be 
restricted to cinder cones. Agricultural sites will be at 
lower, seaward elevations in areas with soil. This means that 
a' a flows and recent pahoehoe flows are not expected to 
include sites unless there is a visible trail remnant. 
The open-air sites in forest areas -- trail sites (and 
there associated camps) and forest exploitation sites (not in 
caves) -- will likely be subsurface. They will also be small. 
Common surface survey will not be able to identify these 
sites when they are subsurface. These sites are expected in 
soil areas within kipuka, and on old pahoehoe flows, and on 
older a'a flows lacking rough surfaces. 
These sites may be surface remains on bare lava in kipuka, on 
old pahoehoe flows and on older a' a flows lacking rough 
surfaces and in such a case common surface survey could 
identify them; but it appears unlikely that these sites will 
be found on the surface. 
They are not anticipated on rough a'a flows (except rare 
trails) or on recent pahoehoe or a'a flows. The above 
problems indicate two special conditions for site 
identification; 
1. Some areas appear not to need survey. --e.g., rough a'a 
flows and recent lava flows (post 1880 flows whether pahoehoe 
or a'a) these areas need to be identified and be clearly 
marked off as areas needing no archaeological work. 
2. Soil areas may contain subsurface exploitation and trail 
related sites. Special archaeological approaches need to be 
devised for these areas to try and identify these sites. 
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL CONSUll1TAfS1;1;:@ D 
of 
HAWAII 
59-624 Pupukea Rd. 
JOSEPH KENNEDY 
Archaeologist 
Mr. Alan Kawada 
Haleiwa. Hawaii 96712 
(808) 638-7 442 
True Mid Pacific Geothermal 
Central Pacific Plaza Suite 868 
220 South King 
p 4 : 2 0 
,.-... -
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Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 October 26, 1990 
Dear Mr. Kawada: 
This letter addresses the concerns of the State Historic 
Preservation Office, their comments concerning my report of 
September 6, 1990 and the findings of our additional survey 
work conducted approximately two weeks ago. 
INTRODUCTION AND PHYSICAL SETTING 
At the request of your office, Archaeological 
Consultants of Hawaii, Inc. has conducted an inventory survey 
at the site of the proposed Kilauea Middle East Rift Zone 
(KMERZ), Well Site #2, TMK: 1-2-10:3. An additional 
inventory survey was conducted to encompass a 1, ooo foot 
buffer zone around the site of the proposed Well Site #2. 
This proposed well site is located 1n the Wao Kele 0 Puna 
Forest, Island of Hawaii (see maps #1 and 2). 
The subject property features an extremely rug9ed 
topo9raphy and an unusually thick vegetatative profile Whlch 
comb1ne to present some of the most difficult survey areas in 
the state. A thick mat of stony muck rests on what appears to 
be alternating a'a and pahoehoe and is covered w1th very 
dense ul uhe, 'ie' ie, hapu 'u, guava, ohi' a and a number of 
additional plants, vines and grasses. The reader may wish to 
refer to the numerous and recently completed botanical 
studies of this area for a more complete listing. 
A. Kawada 
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BACKGROUND PREPARATION; FINDINGS 
1. Check of historic and archaeological literature. The 
historic literature (Holmes 1985) shows no recorded trails in 
the project area. The Wilkes route of 1840 (see map number 3) 
passes to the south of the project area and the Kaimu Trail, 
approximately .75km to the south skirts south of Heiheiahulu. 
The existence of the existing Kaimu Trail lowers the 
probability of an additional trail passing through the study 
area but increases the possibility that the area was accessed 
prehistorically. 
Previous archaeological surveys done in the general 
area include Bonk (1990) Haun and Rosendahl (1985). Bonk did 
not locate cultural materials, Haun and Rosendahl identified 
possible prehistoric Hawaiian burial structures and remnant 
cultigens of ki, and kukui. The structures were located on 
the southeast summit of Heiheiahulu located to the southeast 
of the project area. 
2. Identification of older bare pahoehoe flows, soil 
covered pahoehoe and a'a flows. kipuka and cinder cones and 
the project area. Holmes' (1985) map of lava flows (see map 
#4) indicates that the project area is at the north extreme 
of an 1800's flow with a 750 to 1,000 BP flow north of the 
site. A recent 1961 flow occurred approximately 1 km to the 
west of the site. There is just one cinder cone in the 
vicinity which is located well outside the project area to 
the north. 
3. Identification of cultigens. No aerial photographs 
were made available to us and hence we cannot offer any 
aerial interpretations of vegetation areas. However, we did 
not observe any cultivated plants such as banana, ti, or 
kukui in the research area. 
A. Kawada 
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURFACE SURVEY: FINDINGS 
1. Caves. The pahoehoe portions of the subject 
property featured numerous inflated dome type caves - in 
every case, these were found to be very shallo• and devoid of 
any cultural indications. The largest cave observed was no 
more than 2 meters wide, approximately 3/4 meter high and 2 
meters in depth. In comparison, the smallest cave observed 
was 1/2 meter wide by 1/2 meter high and 1 meter deep. The 
property also features a number of cracks. The smallest 
being one foot wide, three feet long and two feet deep. The 
largest is roughly 100 feet long, twenty feet wide with 
depths ranging between 25 and 40 feet. There is a cave 
entrance at the bottom of the largest crack, however, the 
area is very unstable, with loose, rotting, rock and debris 
making even a rappelling exercise treacherous to the point of 
foolishness. There were no cinder cones within the project 
area. 
2. Kipuka Pahoehoe. There were no kipuka observed 
within the boundaries of the project area. 
3. Trails. The Kaimu trail and the Wilkes expedition 
trail passed east-west approximately 3/4 to lkm to the south 
of the project area. The proximity of the Hawaiian trail 
suggests that an additional trail paralleling this one would 
be unlikely. However, the proximity may have increased the 
likelihood of prehistoric access to the project area. 
4. Reconnaissance Survey: Methodology. A walkthrough 
reconnaissance survey was completed for the area identified 
as ~wo proposed well pads (referred to as A and B on figure 
#4)'; the'proposed well site #2, and an accompanying 200 foot 
buffer zone. A second walkthrough reconnaissance survey was 
completed for a buffer zone of 1,000 feet around the proposed 
well site described above. In other words, the second survey 
extended the buffer zone an additional 800 feet. 
The first survey area was located primarily on the south 
side of the main entrance road, extending toward the east 
rift zone. The second survey area for the buffer zone took 
us into that property which lies south of the entrance road 
and the north side of the road. 
A. Kawada 
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Our initial survey was completed by two individuals who 
worked for two full days ten hours per day. The second 
survey was completed by the same two individuals and one 
assistant for cutting trails and tape measuring. The team 
worked five hours a day for three days. 
The survey team for the initial survey cut a series of 
four access corridors into the south portion of the property. 
These extended in a southerly direction toward the east rift 
zone, at approximate right angles to the main entrance road. 
Another trail, probably established by Island 'Survey, 
provided additional access midway between the corridors 
established by the ACH team. The ·team also cut an access 
corridor at a right angle to the four southerly extending 
corridors, in the easternmost explorable area. (Please refer 
to Figure #4). 
The survey team for the second survey cut a series of 
six additional access corridors; two were cut at intervals of 
600 feet and 1000 feet on each side of the well pads. These 
four corridors extended in an easterly direction toward the 
rift zone. The remaining two corridors were cut into the 
forest on the north side of the road, 1000 feet out from the 
corners of the well pads. The team also explored the 
feasibility of adding another corridor directly opposite the 
well pads to the north, but surface conditions were deemed 
too hazardous to continue. (Again, please refer to Figure 
#4) 
These corridors provided a sweep framework for the 
survey area. We estimate that visual assessment of surface 
conditions was maintained for a width of no more than twenty 
feet to each side of each corridor, whose width is estimated 
to be approximately ten feet, or the average distance between 
the two team members as they traveled the corridor. 
The entire area surveyed is comprised of bo9 and swamp, 
dominated by a mixed mesic-type rainforest of 'oh1'a, hapu'u, 
Kilauea hepyotis, and assorted e~iphytic ve9etation such as 
mosses, ferns, and 'ala'alawainu1. The maJority of 'ohi'a 
appears to be stunted, probably a result of the boggy 
conditions. Included to a lesser degree are 'akala, guava, 
waiawi, 'ie'ie, maile, mamaki, kolea, assorted gin9ers 
(mostly 'awapuhi) , occasional fleabane, bamboo orchid, 1ris 
and lobelia. The roadway bulldozer push (approximately 25 
feet on either side) consists mostly of fleabane, mamaki, 
'akala, bamboo orchid, iris, guava, a species of melastoma 
candida, and other exotics. 
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The land mass appears to be mostly pahoehoe, deduced 
indirectly by the smoothness of the surface and poor drainage 
conditions of this surface. Small outcrops of a'a were also 
observed. The pahoehoe is covered with either mud and water, 
mosses, or a mixture of all three. The mud, soil, and 
decayed vegetation occurred at a depth of approximately one 
foot. The mud areas have all been used extensively by pigs, 
as is evidenced by rooting digging, and chewed hapu'u. In 
areas in which there are fallen 'ohi'a andjor hapu'u, there 
are few, if any, caves of any consequence or size. Another 
observation was the lack of birds. We encountered only a few 
cardinals, a few finches or sparrows (limited visibility 
hampered identification). Notably absent is the presence of 
mongoose. 
FINDINGS IN GENERAL 
Based on the direct observation of surface conditions 
along the sweep framework corridors, and on the evaluation of 
understory and canopy type along the periphery of these 
corridors, we conclude the following: 
Mud, water, and thick accumulations of rotting 
vegetaticn prevented any direct contact with bare lava 
surfaces. The similarity between understory and canopy along 
the sweep corridor and that which was observed Wl.thin an 
approximate 100' periphery leads us to conclude that surface 
conditions are the same in these outer areas as they are 
where we could see them directly. Therefore, the percentage 
of the study area underlain by pahoehoe and a' a, apparent 
differences in flow age and the distribution of these 
differences cannot be know at this time. 
The large cracks described earlier presented a hazard in 
all the corridor areas thus far established. However, in 
both the vicinity of the rift zone and the entire 
northwestern section of the buffer zone, deep cracks, steep 
slopes, and obscuring vegetation presented such extreme 
hazard that additional sweep corridors could not be 
established. The flatter northeast section of the buffer 
zone, as was determined from observations off the northeast 
corridor and the midsection probe, revealed the swampiest 
conditions encountered over the entire property, and plans 
for additional corridors were similarly abandoned. 
A. Kawada 
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No cultural indicators were located within the 
buffer area. 
FINDINGS FOR ~ELL SITE AREA f2 
No cultural indicators ~ere located within the well site 
impact area. There were no sightings of any cultigens such 
as ki, banana, kukui, within the well site area. 
DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The prediction and identification of temporary forest 
shelter sites used hundreds of years ago by small groups such 
as bird feather collectors will be extremely difficult. The 
illusive temporary campsites in this upland forest area can 
be expected to be either buried, random, or so lacking in 
diagnostic materials that archaeological identification and 
data recovery may be impossible or impractical unless camp 
sites used seasonally over many years are encountered. 
Hypothetically, two types of campsites may be possible in 
thls area, a short term, one-time-used camp site or campsites 
which were set up along established travel routes and used 
year after year. 
Presumed campsites have been found in lava tubes in 
forested areas on Campbell Estate Land. However, because no 
campsites have been identified, to date, in upland forests, 
our predictive model continues to be based on a shallow data 
base. 
Archaeological ~ouitoni~g a soil cgyered areas after initial grading Alli1. _r_!;l_i_g We feel that a need for some 
form of monitoring during initial phases of grubbing and 
grading is important. Monitoring is recommended because of 
the known presence of lava tubes in the general area. 
In addition, Archaeologists will be 11 on-call" if the 7-
1/2 inch drill bit hits an "air void" indicating the possible 
presence of a cave. At that time, work will stop, the drill 
bit removed to facilitate the insertion of a fiber optic 
device to examine the void for cultural materials. 
A. Kawada 
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A1;;o, as a special effort to try and 
identify subsurface rema1ns of trail and forest exploitation, 
camJ?si tes and forest exploitation working areas, this 
mon1toring should occur. It shall only be done in soil 
areas. The cuts made during grubbing and grading wi 11 be 
inspected to see if these sites can be identified. 
The highest likelihood for locating and identifying 
campsites in the project area will be during the monitoring 
of vegetation clearing and earth moving. The presence of 
features such as ~eveloped stratigraphic layers, perishable 
midden accumulations (charcoal and lith1c debris) and 
foundation outlines, should they exist within the project 
area, will best be tested during this next phase. In this 
case, standard excavation methods will be applied. 
If there are any questions regarding this report, please 
feel free to contact us. 
Aloha, 90? Q_(?5' 
oseph Kennedy 
Consulting Archaeologis 
.. 
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State of Hawaii 
DEPAR1MENT OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES 
Division of Water Resource Management 
Honolulu, Hawaii 
NOV 19 1990 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: 
FROM: 
SUBJECT: 
Mr. Don Hibbard, Director 
Historic Preservation Division 
Manabu Tagomori, Deputy Direct 
Supplement to the Archaelogical Survey or True/Mid-Pacific 
Geothermal Venture's Proposed Well Site #2 
Transmitted herewith for your review and acceptance is the supplemental report' for 
the Archaeological Survey submitted by True/Mid-Pacific Geothermal Venture (applicant) 
for its proposed Geothermal Well Site #2. Maps within the report identify the distribution 
of the survey sweeps conducted for the proposed drill site, and the metes and bounds 
description of the site in relation to the existing geothermal well True/Mid-Pacific Al-l. 
The survey supplement, prepared in response to your Division's request for 
additional information, was submitted by the applicant to the Department for approval. 
As such, we respectfully request your review of the enclosed documents and your drafting 
of a response to the applicant from the Department. 
Please transmit your draft reply to our Division of Water Resource Management for 
review and final processing by the Department. A file copy of any correspondence 
concerning the above survey will be forwarded to you for your files. Should you have any 
questions, please contact me directly at Ext. 8-7533. 
Thank you for your continued assistance. 
DN:GSM:ko 
JOHN WAIHEE 
GOVERNOR OF 11AWA11 
STATE OF HAWAII 
DEPARTMENT OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES 
P. 0. BOX 621 
HONOLULU, HAWAII 96809 
I!OV 
REF:WRM-MH 
Mr. Allan G. Kawada 
True Geothermal Energy Company 
220 South King Street, Suite 868 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 
Dear Mr. Kawada: 
1890 
WILLIAM W. PATY, CHAIRPERSON 
SOARD OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES 
DEPUTIES 
KEiTii VI. AYUE 
MANABU TAGOMORI 
RUSSELl N. FUKUMOTO 
AQUACULTURE DEVELOPMENT 
PROGRAM 
AQUATIC RESOURCES 
CONSERVATION AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS 
CONSERVATION AND 
RESOURCES ENFORCEMENT 
CONVEYANCES 
FORESTRY AND WILDLIFE 
LAND MANAGEMENT 
STATE PARKS 
WATER AND LAND DEVELOPMENT 
The Department of Land and Natural Resources hereby approves your 
submitted ornithological and botanical surveys for proposed Well Site #2 
and Alternate Well Sites #2 and #3. We have also reviewed your letter of 
October 4, 1990 and have no objections to your planned semi-annual bird 
surveys or the periodic quarterly botanical monitoring for areas proposed for 
development. 
We would also like to advise you that your revised weed monitoring 
and biological management plan is currently under review and you will be 
notified upon completion of our evaluation. Should you have any questions, 
please contact Manabu Tagomori, Deputy Director, at 548-7533. 
WILLIAM W. PAlY 
. J 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL CONSL8t..T;t;Nlf1=§ 
of 
HAWAII 
59-624 Pupukea Rd. 
JOSEPH KENNEDY 
Archaeologist 
Mr. Alan Kawada 
Hale1wa. Hawa1i 96712 
(808) 638-7 442 
True Mid Pacific Geothermal 
Central Pacific Plaza suite 868 
220 South King 
~~:\.-'. ~ 0-~: ~"-,'/,iEf? 8~ 
i ·- -,- • - -· ·- ,. -.,-b.,. 
t ,...,.-; •. ) ~ ·- \ :. '" .,· f- ;>-;.:, t\ i 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 October 26, 1990 
Dear Mr. Kawada: 
This letter addresses the concerns of the State Historic 
Preservation Office, their comments concerning my report of 
September 6, 1990 and the findings of our additional survey 
work conducted approximately two weeks ago. 
INTRODUCTION AND PHYSICAL SETTING 
At the request of your office, Archaeological 
Consultants of Hawaii, Inc. has conducted an inventory survey 
at the site of the proposed Kilauea Middle East Rift Zone 
(KMERZ), Well Site #2, TMK: 1-2-10:3. An additional 
inventory survey was conducted to encompass a 1, 000 foot 
buffer zone around the site of the proposed Well Site #2. 
This proposed well site is located 1n the Wao Kele 0 Puna 
Forest, Island of Hawaii (see maps #1 and 2). 
The subject property features an extremely rug9ed 
topo9raphy and an unusually thick vegetatative profile wh1ch 
combl.ne to present some of the most difficult survey areas in 
the state. A thick mat of stony muck rests on what appears to 
be alternating a' a and pahoehoe and is covered w1th very 
dense uluhe, 'ie'ie, hapu'u, guava, ohi'a and a number of 
additional plants, vines and grasses. The reader may wish to 
refer to the numerous and recently completed botanical 
studies of this area for a more complete listing. 
Archaeo1 gical Consultants of H~ .faii, Inc. 
59-624 Pupukea Rd. 
Haleiwa, Hawaii 96712 
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PURPOSE OF WORK 
A variety of archaeological sites may be expected in the 
vast forest lands where True/Mid-Pacific Geothermal Venture 
will be conducting its geothermal exploration activities. 
Although the sites' distribution generally will be sparse and 
although most project activities may well miss the sites, it 
is important to have adequate plans to identify historic 
sites, so the sites can be avoided or appropriately 
mitigated. Special identification problems exist in forest 
lands, and for this reason an archaeological research design 
for archaeological survey methods was required under CDUA HA-
1830 as part of an archaeological plan. 
PREHISTORIC AND EARLY HISTORIC LAND USE IN THE PROJECT AREA 
AND ANTICIPATED HISTORIC SITES 
Historic and archaeological research in this area as 
well as in other similar environmental zones on Hawaii 
Island, indicate that prehistorically such areas were used 
for: 
1. Forest product exploitation. Bird feathers, timber, 
vines, etc. were collected in the forests at or near 
worksites, and campsites were nearby. These sites 
should be scattered around much of the project area, 
in low densities for any one point in prehistory. 
2. Burial. These sites are expected to be focused in 
certain areas. 
3. Major inland trails across many ahupua'a and 
associated campsites. These sites should be focused in 
linear corridors. 
4. Agriculture in the seaward-most reaches. These sites 
may tend to be fairly dense but they will again be in 
a small part of the project area, in the seaward 
portions. 
Archaeologically, the sites 
characteristics: 
should have the following 
A. Kawada 
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1. Forest exploitation sites. Probably there will be no 
surface stone architecture (huts and shelters 1 ikely 
were simply pole and thatch). Some campsites will be 
in caves. Each site may be a small scatter of flaked 
stone, broken tools, food remains (bone, shell), and 
firepits. If repeated use occurred, then the density 
of remains would be greater. 
Such campsites are documented in caves in forest 
areas. Such cave campsites have yielded a great deal 
of important information on the age of use of an area, 
on birds and plants collected. etc. Campsites and 
exploitation sites have yet to be documented in open-
air context, and in such cases, they are expected to 
primarily be subsurface, buried sites. 
2. Burials. Burials in forest areas have been identified 
in two forms --burials in caves (often caves also used 
as campsites) and in stone platforms and pavings on 
cinder cones. These sites contain important 
information on age of permanent occupation in an area, 
on social organization, on health, on demography. 
Additionally, they are highly significant sites 
culturally for native Hawaiians. 
3. Trails. Trails in forest areas are expected to be 
extremely difficult to identify, as worn paths and 
cuts through the forest will have been covered over by 
later sediments and by forest regrowth. On bare a' a 
flows, there will be some visible features -- e.g., 
crushed paths, stepping stones. Campsites along the 
trails should have firepits, food remains, and some 
scattered artifacts. Some campsites may have been in 
caves, but others will have been open-air camps, and 
may have no surface architecture and be buried like 
the forest exploitation camps. Trails and their 
associated campsites can tell us a great deal about 
the nature of different time periods of travel across 
re9ions. Trails also provide information on items 
be1ng carried or exchanged. 
4. Agricultural sites. These sites commonly have some 
kind of stone-work --small oval clearings lined with 
stones, small terrace lines, walls, etc. These sites 
contain important chronological information on 
permanent settlement of an area, population expansion, 
and agricultural expansion. 
•. 
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SITE IDENTIFICATION PROBLEMS 
Common archaeological surface survey (labelled 
reconnaissance survey, intensive survey, etc.) can identify 
cave sites used for forest exploitation andjor burial, can 
identify agricultural sites, and can identify trails on bare 
a' a flows. However, cave sites are only expected in older 
pahoehoe areas, not on a'a flows and not in recent pahoehoe 
areas. Platform and paving burial sites are expected to be 
restricted to cinder cones. Agricultural sites will be at 
lower, seaward elevations in areas with soil. This means that 
a' a flows and recent pahoehoe flows are not expected to 
include sites unless there is a visible trail remnant. 
The open-air sites in forest areas -- trail sites (and 
there associated camps) and forest exploitation sites (not in 
caves) -- will likely be subsurface. They will also be small. 
Common surface survey will not be able to identify these 
sites when they are subsurface. These sites are expected in 
soil areas within kipuka, and on old pahoehoe flows, and on 
older a'a flows lacking rough surfaces. 
These sites may be surface remains on bare lava in kipuka, on 
old pahoehoe flows and on older a' a flows lacking rough 
surfaces and in such a case common surface survey could 
identify them; but it appears unlikely that these sites will 
be found on the surface. 
They are not anticipated on rough a'a flows (except rare 
trails) or on recent pahoehoe or a'a flows. The above 
problems indicate two special conditions for site 
identification; 
1. Some areas appear not to need survey. --e.g., rough a'a 
flows and recent lava flows (post 1880 flows whether pahoehoe 
or a'a) these areas need to be identified and be clearly 
marked off as areas needing no archaeological work. 
2. Soil areas may contain subsurface exploitation and trail 
related sites. Special archaeological approaches need to be 
devised for these areas to try and ident1fy these sites. 
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BACKGROUND PREPARATION; FINDINGS 
1. Check of historic and archaeological literature. The 
historic literature (Holmes 1985) shows no recorded trails in 
the project area. The Wilkes route of 1840 (see map number 3) 
passes to the south of the project area and the Kaimu Trail, 
approximately .75km to the south skirts south of Heiheiahulu. 
The existence of the existing Kaimu Trail lowers the 
probability of an additional trail passing through the study 
area but increases the possibility that the area was accessed 
prehistorically. 
Previous archaeological surveys done in the general 
area include Bonk (1990) Haun and Rosendahl (1985). Bonk did 
not locate cultural materials, Haun and Rosendahl identified 
possible prehistoric Hawaiian burial structures and remnant 
cultigens of ki, and kukui. The structures were located on 
the southeast summit of Heiheiahulu located to the southeast 
of the project area. 
2. Identification of older bare pahoehoe flows. soil 
covered pahoehoe and a'a flows, kipuka and cinder cones and 
the proiect area. Holmes' (1985) map of lava flows (see map 
#4) indicates that the project area is at the north extreme 
of an 1800's flow with a 750 to 1, 000 BP flow north of the 
site. A recent 1961 flow occurred approximately 1 km to the 
west of the site. There is just one cinder cone in the 
vicinity which is located well outside the project area to 
the north. 
3. Identification of cultiaens. No aerial photographs 
were made available to us and hence we cannot offer any 
aerial interpretations of vegetation areas. However, we did 
not observe any cultivated plants such as banana, ti, or 
kukui in the research area. 
A. Kawada 
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURFACE SURVEY: FINDINGS 
1. Caves. The pahoehoe portions of the subje<;:t 
property featured numerous inflated dome type caves - 1n 
every case, these were found to be very shallow and devoid of 
any cultural indications. The largest cave observed was no 
more than 2 meters wide, approximately 3/4 meter high and 2 
meters in depth. In comparison, the smallest cave observed 
was 1/2 meter wide by 1/2 meter high and 1 meter deep. The 
property also features a number of cracks. The smallest 
being one foot wide, three feet long and two feet deep. The 
largest is roughly 100 feet long, twenty feet wide with 
depths ranging between 25 and 40 feet. There is a cave 
entrance at the bottom of the largest crack, however, the 
area is very unstable, with loose, rotting, rock and debris 
making even a rappelling exercise treacherous to the point of 
foolishness. There were no cinder cones within the project 
area. 
2. Kipuka Pahoehoe. There were no kipuka observed 
within the boundaries of the project area. 
3. Trails. The Kaimu trail and the Wilkes expedition 
trail passed east-west approximately 3/4 to 1km to the south 
of the project area. The proximity of the Hawaiian trail 
suggests that an additional trail paralleling this one would 
be unlikely. However, the proximity may have increased the 
likelihood of prehistoric access to the project area. 
4. Reconnaissance Survey: Methodology. A walkthrough 
reconnaissance survey was completed for the area identified 
as two proposed well pads (referred to as A and B on figure 
#4), the proposed well site #2, and an accompanying 200 foot 
buffer zone. A second walkthrough reconnaissance survey was 
completed for a buffer zone of 1,000 feet around the proposed 
well site described above. In other words, the second survey 
extended the buffer zone an additional 800 feet. 
The first survey area was located primarily on the south 
side of the main entrance road, extending toward the east 
rift zone. The second survey area for the buffer zone took 
us into that property which lies south of the entrance road 
and the north side of the road. 
A. Kawada 
10-26-90 
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Our initial survey was completed by two individuals who 
worked for two full days ten hours per day. The second 
survey was completed by the same two individuals and one 
assistant for cutting trails and tape measuring. The team 
worked five hours a day for three days. 
The survey team for the initial survey cut a series of 
four access corridors into the south portion of the property. 
These extended in a southerly direct1on toward the east rift 
zone, at approximate right angles to the main entrance road. 
Another trail, probably established by Island Survey, 
provided additional access midway between the corridors 
established by the ACH team. The team also cut an access 
corridor at a right angle to the four southerly extending 
corridors, in the easternmost explorable area. (Please refer 
to Figure #4). 
The survey team for the second survey cut a series of 
six additional access corridors; two were cut at intervals of 
600 feet and 1000 feet on each side of the well pads. These 
four corridors extended in an easterly direction to•ard the 
rift zone. The remaining two corridors were cut into the 
forest on the north side of the road, 1000 feet out from the 
corners of the well pads. The team also explored the 
feasibility of adding another corridor directly opposite the 
well pads to the north, but surface conditions were deemed 
too hazardous to continue. (Again, please refer to Figure 
#4) 
These corridors Frovided a sweep framework for the 
survey area. we estimate that visual assessment of surface 
conditions was maintained for a width of no more than twenty 
feet to each side of each corridor, whose width is estimated 
to be approximately ten feet, or the average distance between 
the two team members as they traveled the corridor. 
The entire area surveyed is comprised of bog and swamp, 
dominated by a mixed mesic-type rainforest of 'ohi'a, hapu'u, 
Kilauea hepyotis, and assorted et>iphytic ve9etation such as 
mosses, ferns, and 'ala'alawainul. The maJority of 'ohi'a 
appears to be stunted, probably a result of the boggy 
conditions. Included to a lesser degree are 'akala, guava, 
waiawi, 'ie'ie, maile, mamaki, kolea, assorted gin9ers 
(mostly 'awapuhi) , occasional fleabane, bamboo orchid, 1ris 
and lobelia. The roadway bulldozer push (approximately 25 
feet on either side) consists mostly of fleabane, marnaki, 
'a kala, bamboo orchid, iris, guava, a species of melastoma 
candida, and other exotics. 
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The land mass appears to be mostly pahoehoe, deduced 
indirectly by the smoothness of the surface and poor drainage 
conditions of this surface. Small outcrops of a'a were also 
observed. The pahoehoe is covered with either mud and water, 
mosses, or a mixture of all three. The mud, soil, and 
decayed vegetation occurred at a depth of approximately one 
foot. The mud areas have all been used extensively by pigs, 
as is evidenced by rooting digging, and chewed hapu•u. In 
areas in which there are fallen 'ohi 'a andjor hapu' u, there 
are few, if any, caves of any consequence. or size. Another 
observation was the lack of birds. We encountered only a few 
cardinals, a few finches or sparro-..s (limited visibility 
hampered identification). Notably absent is the presence of 
mongoose. 
FINDINGS IN GENERAL 
Based on the direct observation of surface conditions 
along the sweep framework corridors, and on the evaluation of 
understory and canopy type along the periphery of these 
corridors, we conclude the following: 
Mud, water, and thick accumulations of rotting 
vegetation prevented any direct contact with bare lava 
surfaces. The similarity between understory and canopy along 
the sweep corridor and that which was observed w1thin an 
approximate 100' periphery leads us to conclude that surface 
conditions are the same in these outer areas as they are 
where we could see them directly. Therefore, the percentage 
of the study area underlain by pahoehoe and a' a, apparent 
differences in flow age and the distribution of these 
differences cannot be know at this time. 
The large cracks described earlier presented a hazard in 
all the corridor areas thus far established. However, in 
both the vicinity of the rift zone and the entire 
northwestern section of the buffer zone, deep cracks, steep 
slopes, and obscuring vegetation presented such extreme 
hazard that additional sweep corridors could not be 
established. The flatter northeast section of the buffer 
zone, as was determined from observations off the northeast 
corridor and the midsection probe, revealed the swampiest 
conditions encountered over the entire property, and plans 
for additional corridors were similarly abandoned. 
A. Kawada 
l0-26-90 
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No cultural indicators were located within the 
buffer area. 
FINDINGS roR WELL SITE AREA f2 
No cultural indicators were located within the Well site 
impact area. There were no sightings of any cultigens such 
as ki, banana, kukui, within the well site area. 
DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The prediction and identification of temporary forest 
shelter sites used hundreds of years ago by small groups such 
as bird feather collectors will be extremely difficult. The 
illusive temporary campsites in this upland forest area can 
be expected to be either buried, random, or so lacking in 
diagnostic materials that archaeological identification and 
data recovery may be impossible or impractical unless camp 
sites used seasonally over many years are encountered. 
Hypothetically, two types of campsites may be possible in 
this area, a short term, one-time-used camp site or campsites 
which were set up along established travel routes and used 
year after year. 
Presumed campsites have been found in lava tubes in 
forested areas on Campbell Estate Land. However, because no 
campsites have been identified, to date, in upland forests, 
our predictive model continues to be based on a shallow data 
base. 
Archaeological ~ouilori~g QL soil covered areas after 
initial grading ~ _r_b ing We feel that a need for some 
form of monitoring during initial phases of grubbing and 
grading is important. Monitoring is recommended because of 
the known presence of lava tubes in the general area. 
In addition, Archaeologists will be "on-call" if the 7-
l/2 inch drill bit hits an "air void" indicating the possible 
presence of a cave. At that time, work will stop, the drill 
bit removed to facilitate the insertion of a fiber optic 
device to examine the void for cultural materials. 
A. Kawada 
10-26-90 
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Al;oo, as a special effort to try and 
identify subsurface rema1ns of trail and forest exploitation, 
cami?sites and forest exploitation working areas, this 
mon1toring should occur. It shall only be done in soil 
areas. The cuts made during grubbing and grading will be 
inspected to see if these sites can be identified. 
The highest likelihood for locating and identifying 
campsites in the project area will be during the monitoring 
of vegetation clearing and earth moving. The presence of 
features such as ~eveloped stratigraphic larers, pe~ishable 
midden accumulations (charcoal and lith1c debris) and 
foundation outlines, should they exist within the project 
area, will best be tested during this next phase. In this 
case, standard excavation methods will be applied. 
If there are any questions regarding this report, please 
feel free to contact us. 
Aloha, 
~r:? Q .CO' 
oseph Kennedy 
;onsulting Archaeologis 
Bonk, W. J. 
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Holmes, T. 
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SUBJECT: Review of Archaeological Surveys o the Proposed Geothernmal Well Sites 
for True/Mid-Pacific Geothermal Venture 
Former Puna Forest Reserve, Puna, Hawaii 
TMK: 1-2-10: 3 
The Division of Water Resource Management has forwarded copies of the two 
archaeological inventory surveys you have submitted to be in compliance with the 
Decision and Order of CDUA HA-1830 (April 11, 1986). We have reviewed both 
documents, that of Joseph Kennedy for Geothermal Well Sites# 2 and of William Bonk 
for Alternative Sites # 2 and # 3, and find that we have a number of concerns about 
the reports themselves, the degree to which they fulfill the conditions of the CDUA 
and their adequacy in light of our recent study of lava tubes on Campbell Estate 
Land. Because our written review will not be completed until Oct. 15, 1990 and you 
are apparently facing a number of pressing time constraints, this letter focuses on 
those steps which should be completed before any grading or grubbing can take place 
at the proposed well sites or along any additional access roads. 
For all three proposed well sites we are asking that a survey be made of a 
rectangular area measuring 1,000 ft. upslope and downslope of the proposed well 
site (area to be disturbed by construction activity) and 500 ft. northwest and 
southeast of the well sites. We ask that survey coverage be as close to 100% as 
possible and that any deviation from this must be justified in the survey report. 
The alignment of the survey corridor should approximately parailei that of the 
Kilauea's East Rift Zone. As will be discussed in our forthcoming letter, these 
distances and alignment will hopefully maximize the probability of locating any 
lava tube entrances if any exist in the area. We note that the total area asked 
for in this configuration does not exceed the condition of the CDUA which 
stipulates that the survey "shall include an area two to five times larger than the 
actual access road corridors, drill sites, power plants sites ... • 
We have some questions about the adequacy of the surveys which took place on the 
proposed well sites themselves and, if these cannot be answered to our 
satisfaction, some of the well sites may need to be surveyed again in addition to 
the extended survey corridor described above. 
Hr. Alan Kowada 
October 12, 1990 
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Once the survey is completed and we have read the written report, we would like to 
visit the project area before any construction activities take place. This should 
allow us to better understand the terrain and assess the effectiveness of the 
survey approaches being applied and any subsequent mitigation planned. 
The Decision and Order also mandated the formulation of a research design which 
would be a guide to conducting archaeological investigations under the CDUA 
permit. The current research design calls for archaeological monitoring of 
soil-covered areas after initial grading and grubbing. Because we now know that 
lava tubes with significant remains could be in the area, we will require that all 
construction activities entailing grading and grubbing be monitored in case a lava 
tube is accidentally collapsed or opened. This would eliminate the need for any 
inspections after the ground disturbing activities have taken place. 
The research design also calls for consultations to occur with the State's Historic 
Sites Section (now the Historic Preservation Division) after each of the three 
major tasks described in the research design (Background Preparation-Predictions, 
Archaeological Surface Survey and Archaeological Monitoring). We note that no such 
consultation occurred before or after the survey of the Geothermal Well Site# 2 
and stress that such a consultation is of particular importance because of the 
problems inherent in identifying lava tubes in the area. Please be sure that the 
person hired to do the additional surveys contacts our office for this consultation 
before going into the field. 
Although our forthcoming letter will discuss the following in more detail, we would 
like to make two points concerning the kinds of information we will be expecting in 
future survey reports: 
l. In addition to more specific descriptions of survey methods, a map should be 
included which shows the area surveyed and, if appropriate, the distribution of 
the survey sweeps. It would also be helpful if each survey could be depicted 
on an overall base map which showed all areas that had been surveyed 
previously. 
2. A map should depict, to the extent possible, the distribution of different lava 
flow surfaces underlying the areas surveyed. If the field crew could be 
provided with aerial photographs, it would help make this task considerably 
easier. It could also prove useful in identifing anomalies in the landscape or 
vegetation which could, in turn, serve as predictive clues to the location of 
lava tubes or other indicators of past human use in the area. 
Mr. Alan Kawada 
October 12, 1990 
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DiJision of Wate Resource Management 
We hope that this will provide you with enough information to make at least 
tentative arrangements for the archaelogical work needed in areas that may be 
effected by your proposed development plans. The final report of our study on lava 
tubes on Campbell Estate Land will include, in the concluding reccommendations, the 
guidelines we are developing for all geothermal projects or other developments 
which take place in areas where lave tubes could be present. We expect this report 
to be ready for general distribution within the next two weeks. 
'[2~ 
DON HIBBARD, Director 
Historic Preservation Program 
cc. Sus Ono, Office of the Govenor 
~anabu Tagomori, Division of Water Resource Management 
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SUBJECT: Review of Archatologlcol Surveys o the Proposed Geothernmal Well S1tes 
for True/Mid-Pacific Geothermcl Vent"re 
Fonner Puna Forest Reserve, Puna, How~ 11 
TMK: 1-2-10: 3 
The Division of WQter Resource Management h~s forwaraed copies of the two 
archaea1og1cal 1nventory surveys you have subm1tted to be 1n compliance w1th the 
Decision and Order of COUA HA-1830 (Apr11 11, 118&). we have rev1ewad both 
documents, that of Joseph Kennad~ for &eothennal Well Sites# 2 and of William Bon~ 
for Alternative Sites 1 2 and # 3, and find that we have 1 number of concerns about 
t~e raports themselves, the degraa to which thtW fulfill the conditions of tho CDUA 
and tht1r adoquac~ in light of our rtcent stud~ of lava tubas on Campbell £$tate 
Land. Because our written rev1aw w111 not ba completad unt11 Oct. 15, 1990 and you 
are apparentl~ facing • nunter of prus1ng time constraints, this letter focuses on 
those steps wh1th ihould be completed before •ny gr4ding or grubbing can take place 
at the proposed we11 sites or along an~ additional access roads. 
For all three proposed well site• we are asking that a survey be made of 1 
rectangular area me~surlng 1,000 ft. upslope and downslope of the proposed well 
slte (area to be disturbed by constru~tion attiv1t~) and '00 ft. northw¥st and 
~outhe1st of the well sites. We ask that survey coverage be as close to 100~ as 
possible and that any dev1at1on from th1s must be just1f1ed 1n the survey report. 
The alignment of the survey corridor §hould appro~1mata1y parallel thAt of the 
Kilauea's East R1ft zone. As will be discussed 1n our forthcom1ng letter, these 
c1stances and alignment w111 hopefull~ max1m1ze the probab111ty of locating an~ 
lava tube entrances if any exist in the .area. We note that the total area asked 
for 1n th1s conf1gur•t1on does not exceed the condition of the tOUA wh1~h 
stipulates that the survey "shall include ~n area two to five times larger than the 
actual access ro•d corridors, drill sites, power plants sites ••• • 
We have so~ questions about the adequac~ of tht surveys which took place on the 
proposed we11 sites themselves and, 1f these cannot be answered to our 
satisfaction, some of the well sites may need to be surveyed again In add1tlon to 
the extended survey corridor described above. 
••• SEN-; ev:xercx Telecopier 7021 :10-12-90 4:38PM :HISTORIC PRESERV DIV., 
14r. A !an KDWada 
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Once the 1urvey is CONP1eted and we have read the written report, we would like to 
visit tne project area before any construction act1vit1os take place. Th1s should 
illow Ui to better underotAnd the terruin 4nd a~ie~i the effectlveness of the 
survev approaches being applied and any subseauent m1t1gat1on planned. 
The Decision and Ordar also mandatad the formulation of ! rasaarch da,1gn which 
would be ~ gu1de to conducting a~haaolag1cal 1nvast1gat1ons undar the CDUA 
permit. The curr•nt rasaarch dtsign calls for archaeological monitoring of 
so1l-coverld areas after 1n1t1al grading and grubbing. Because wa now know that 
lava tubes with significant remains could bt in the araa, Wt will require that all 
construction activities entailing grading and grubbing ba monitored in case a lava 
tube is accidentall~ collapsed or opened. This would eliminate the need for an~ 
1nspect1ons after the ground disturbing activities have t~ken place. 
The research design also cells for consultations to occur with the State's Historic 
Site' Sutlon (now the Historic Preservation Division) after e11ch of the three 
major tasks described in the research design (Background Preparation-Predictions, 
Archaeological Surface Survey and Archaeological 14onltor1ng), We note that no such 
consultation o~currwd before or after the survey of the Geothe~l Well Site # 2 
and stress that such a consultation 1s of part1cu1ar importance because of the 
problems 1nnerent 1n 1dent1fy1ng lava tubes 1n the area. Please be sure that the 
person h1rea to ao tne aod1t1onal surveys contact• our off1ca for tn1• con•u1tat1on 
before go1ng lnto the f1eld. 
Although our forthtom1ng letter will discuss the following 1n more detail, we would 
like ta make two points coneern1ng the kinds of 1nformat1on we will be expecting in 
future survey reports: 
1. In addition tc more spec1f1c descriptions of survey methods, a mop should be 
included.~1ch shows the ar.a surveyed and, 1f appropriote, the distribution of 
the survey sweeps. It would also be helpful 1f each survey could be depleted 
on an overall base map which showed all areas thot had been surveyed 
previously. 
2. A map should depict, to the extent possible, the distribution of different 1GVG 
flow surfaces underlying the ilrti15 surveyed. If the field crew tould be 
prov1dad with aer1a1 photogr~phs, it wau1d help make th1s task cons1derably 
aas1~r. It could Al'o prove u1aful 1n 1dent1f1ng anomo11es 1n the 1andscape or 
vogotat1on wh1eh cou!d, in turn. serve as pred1etlve cluas to the location of 
lava tubes or other indicators of past human use 1n the area. 
.- .SENT BY:Xerox Teleccpier ?021 il0-12-50 4:asP~ ih!STOR!G PRESERV D!V., 
Mr. Alan ICewada 
October 12, 1990 
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We hope that this w111 provide you ~o~1th enough information to make at lea5t 
tentative arrangements for the archaelogical work needed 1n areas tnat may be 
effected by your propo$~d development plans. The f1na1 report of our ttudv on lava 
tubes on Campbell Estmte Land will include, 1n the concluding rectommendat1ons, tht 
guidelines we are developing for all geothermal projects or other devtlopments 
which take place 1n areas where lave tubes could be present. We expect this report 
to be ready for general d1str1but1on within the next two weeks. 
s;ti~ 
DON HIBBAaD, Director 
Historic Preservation Program 
ec. Sus Ono, Offlco of th• &ovanor 
Manabu Tagomor1, Division of water Resource Management 
State of Hawaii 
Department of Land and Natural Resources 
Division of Water Resource Management 
Honolulu, Hawaii 
OCT I I 1990 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: 
FROM: 
SUBJECT: 
Mr. Michael Buck, Administrator 
Division of Forestry and Wildlife 
Manabu Tagomori, Deputy Director 
'thological and 
acific Geothermal 
Transmitted for your review and files is an October 4, 1990 letter from 
True Geothermal Energy Company responding to your Division's comments on 
the Company's ornithological and botanical surveys. 
The Division of Water Resource Management has no objections to the 
Company's proposed semi-annual bird surveys or quarterly botanical monitoring 
for areas proposed for development. We would appreciate your reviewing the 
plans, when they are submitted. 
Please provide us a file copy of any correspondence concerning the 
above. Should you have any questions, please contact me directly at Ext. 
87533. 
Thank you for your continued assistance. 
DN:mh 
Attach. 
.. 
TRUE GEOTHERMAL ENERGVE00Nr~NY 
CENTRAL PACIFIC PLAZA 0 •1· ') • 0 felephone No.: 808-528-3496 
October 4, 1990 
Mr. Manabu Tagomori 
Deputy Director 
' L. • fAX No.: 808-526-1772 
220 South King Street 
Suite 868 
Honolulu, HI 96813 
o.ji'J. ~ --;//._ rER & 
L k' ~l-Ui'r·iENT 
Department of Land and Natural Resources 
State of Hawaii 
Kalanimoku Building, Room 227 
1151 Punchbowl Street 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 
Subject: Response to Letter Dated September 28, 1990 
from Michael G. Buck 
Dear Mr. Tagomori, 
We have received and reviewed the 
and circulated it among the appro 
. After their respective reviews, 1 
Lamoureux (botanical consultant) 
(ornithological consultant) to re 
recommendations. 
above referenced letter 
r.iate scLmtists concerned. 
have.spoken with Dr. Charles 
nd Mr. Jack Jefferies 
eive their comments and 
In regard to the ozHitholog~ail. eM's in the depart'me~;J.j:.'s 
letter, Mr. Jack JefferieSJh~ mf!nqed that follow-up~~ield 
investigations be conducted eve six (6) months. In thatc 
manner, a survey of birds may b done to account for any 
possible differences in bird in entories and populations due to 
seasonal variations and influen es. At the same time, follow-
up monitoring of the Hawaiian H k's nest in the vicinity of 
proposed drill site number 2 may be done to determine if the 
nest is used again. 
Mr. Jefferie'srecommendations are based upon his experience 
with the federal program at the Hakalau Forest National 
Wildlife Refuge Bird Survey and the state program to monitor 
and count the Hawaiian Palila during its breeding and non-
breeding seasons. The surveys to inventory the birds at the 
various well sites will be done at various sampling areas at 
sites proposed for use. 
Secondly, in regard to the botanical comments, Dr. Lamoureux 
has discussed them personally with Dr. Carolyn Corn of your 
department. The reason for the lack of the identification of 
the plant cyrtandra to the species level, was due to the 
impossibility of identification without the plant being in a 
flowering state. Dr. Lamoureux will ·conduct periodic quarterly 
monitoring of the areas proposed for development and he can 
at that time seek to further identify the species of cyrtandra. 
Mr. Manabu Tagomori 
October 4, 1990 
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Thirdly, a map is being prepared by Mr. Nobu Santo of 
Island Survey, Inc. which will show on one map, all of the 
drill or well sites that have been surveyed and considered 
for development. The map should be completed within one 
week and will be fowarded to you under separate cover. 
The discovery of the plants Tetraplasandra Hawaiiensis 
and Bobea Timonioides, have been recorded and mapped in an 
earlier report submitted to your department as part of the 
regulatory procedure for approval of drill or well site 
number 1. The overall map referred to earlier, will show 
the drill or well sites in relation to each other and thus 
placement of the plants will be made easier. 
Lastly, a weed monitoring and biological management plan has 
been submitted to your department for review and acceptance. 
As soon as acceptance has been verified, implementing 
measures will be undertaken to respond to your concerns 
in the last paragraph of your department's letter. 
Thank you for your assistance and recommendations concerning 
our reports. Should you have any questions please do not 
hesitate to call us at 528-3496. 
Very truly yours, 
ENERGY COMPANY 
~ 
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'• JOHN WAIHirt: fttiU.IAM W. PAr¥. CI1AIR,..flltoN 
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STATE OF HAWAII 
DePARTMENT OF LANO AND NATURAL RESOURCES 
Dl'f'IIION OF FO .. UITA't ~0 ~llDLIFE 
11S1 PUNCHBOWl STREET 
WOHOl.Ulil. HAWAII tM'I:I 
September 28, 1990 
True/Mid-Pacific Geothermal 
Central Pacific Plaza 
220 South King Street 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 
Dear Sirs: 
IXf'UTII.a 
"CJTt1 W, A11Ut! 
MANABUT~AI 
IIIUSIEU. N. fUI(UMOTO 
AQU~Ul TUAf D(Yf.\ONIN1 
PAQG,AA$11 
AOUAflt. llll.fiOUIIIU::lCII 
CONSERVATION ,tHO 
,...,~~floiiii•I'Y"'- •'"'""'M 
COf!ISff;VATICN liN~ 
lltEOOURCES Etd'Of!IC!Nf.NT 
CONVfY~!I 
f'OPL$1'1l1 .t.Nb WilDliFE 
I-AHO !IM,._M~! 
SlAT! MISfOflllC ~EatiW'ATIOfll 
~HAlf P.t.JIIK$ 
WAUl!\ At:90UACU lolAioiAC.ew:t.rr 
This provides comments on the Ornithological and Botanical 
Surveys for True/Mid-Pacific Geothermal Venture's Well Site f2 
and Alternate Well Sites f2 and 3, located in Puna on the Island 
of Hawaii. The Division of Water Resource Management cf our 
Department has asked us to respond directly to you. 
The crnitholoqical reports provide thorough and complete 
documentation ot the surveys made and are acceptable as far as 
they go. However, as only ~ days were spent in August-septeMber 
at well site number 2 and one day at alternate sites limited to 
narrow time trames and seasons ot tne year. It is possiDle that 
other species may De present during other periOds, or revealed 
with ~ore frequent surveys. Monitoring snould encompass at least 
tne mid-summer and mid-winter periOds (preferably, quarterly) at 
each site. The aajor impact or the development of these sites 
may be on the Hawaiian hawk. Inventories of nest tree sites 
before development to prevent their destruction, and monitoring 
of known nesting tree sites before, during and after development 
should be an integral part of the project. The scope of these 
surveys ahould include the sites pro~er and an appropriate zone 
around each •. The monitoring should 1nclude a determination of 
the effects of noise and disturbance on the annual cycle of the 
hawk. 
Comments on the "Botanical Survey for the Proposed Well Site j2" by Dr. Charles Lamoureux (August, 1990} were addressed in an 
earlier memorandum dated September 21, 1990. 
Comments follow for the "Botanical Survey of Proposed 
Alternate Well Sites 2 and 3 and the PropOsed Roads Leading to 
these sites from Nell site 1" by Charles H. Lamoureux, w. Arthur 
Whistler and Clyde T. IDada (January, 1990). The survey was made 
by botanists' familiar with the Hawaiian flora and includes the 
plant species seen on the survey. However, an adequate map is 
needed to clarify which areas were surveyed, Cth~ proposed roads 
1~1~s;~~ e~:38 808 525 ~772 
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and propo5ed alternate well sites 2 and 3) 1 existing roads, locations where rare plants (Tetraplasanora nawa11ensis and Bobea 
timcnioides) are known to exist, and tne Proposed Well Site 12 
surveyed in August 1990. This botanical survey records 57% 
native species compared to 71% native species for Proposed Well 
Site f2 (August, 1990). Also a seemingly conflicting statement 
on rare plants (Bobea timonioides and Tetraplasandra haW~iiensis) 
not being founa in these surveys, but encountered along the road 
leading tram the edge of the property to Well Site 1 hopefully 
can be clarified through a map. Introduced weeds can be expected 
to increase as a consequence of opening up the forest as 
construction occurs. Incorporation of the botanical survey 
recommendations, weed monitoring and control should be practicea 
by the applicant. 
If you have any questions, please contact Ron Walker 
(ornithology) or Carolyn corn (botany) at 548-8850. 
~~ 
MICHAEL G. BUCK 
Administrator 
cc: Division of Water ResourcQ Management 
JOHN WAIHEE 
GOVERNOR Of iiAWA•I 
" I 
'-.: '...j. 
A\1):53 
STATE OF HAWAII 
DEPARTMENT OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES 
c"~ & 
'i.'( ·,.j. ~]f" -.,"-] / . ;\ tK,""' ~!VISION OF FORESTRY AND WILDLIFE 
'-;:,-- .- . : f'c•.i~t_f't T 1151 PUNCHBOWL STREET ,~.XLJ l;·,~ '-< ,.'+>n I HONOLULU. HAWAII 96813 
September 28, 1990 
True/Mid-Pacific Geothermal 
Central Pacific Plaza 
220 South King Street 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 
Dear Sirs: 
WILLIAM W. PATY, CHAIRPERSOI>I 
a0Afl0 Of l.A'"D AND NATURAL RESOURCES 
DEPUTIES 
KEITH W. AHUE 
MANABU TAGOMORI 
RUSSELL N. FUKUMOTO 
AQUACULTURE DEVELOPMENT 
PROGRAM 
AQUATIC RESOURCES 
CONSERVATION AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS 
CONSERVATION AND 
RESOURCES ENFORCEMENl 
CONVEYANCES 
FORESTRY AND WILDLIFE 
LAND MANAGEMENT 
STATE HISTORIC PRESERVATION 
STATE PARKS 
WATER RESOURCES MANAGEMENT 
This provides comments on the Ornithological and Botanical 
Surveys for True/Mid-Pacific Geothermal Venture's Well Site #2 
and Alternate Well Sites #2 and 3, located in Puna on the Island 
of Hawaii. The Division of Water Resource Management of our 
Department has asked us to respond directly to you. 
The ornithological reports provide thorough and complete 
documentation of the surveys made and are acceptable as far as 
they go. However, as only 6 days were spent in August-September 
at well site number 2 and one day at alternate sites limited to 
narrow time frames and seasons of the year. It is possible that 
other species may be present during other periods, or revealed 
with more frequent surveys. Monitoring should encompass at least 
the mid-summer and mid-winter periods (preferably, quarterly) at 
each site. The major impact of the development of these sites 
may be on the Hawaiian hawk. Inventories of nest tree sites 
before development to prevent their destruction, and monitoring 
of known nesting tree sites before, during and after development 
should be an integral part of the project. The scope of these 
surveys should include the sites proper and an appropriate zone 
around each. The monitoring should include a determination of 
the effects of noise and disturbance on the annual cycle of the 
hawk. 
Comments on the "Botanical Survey for the Proposed Well Site 
#2 11 by Dr. Charles Lamoureux (August, 1990) were addressed in an 
earlier memorandum dated September 21, 1990. 
Comments follow for the "Botanical Survey of Proposed 
Alternate Well Sites 2 and 3 and the Proposed Roads Leading to 
these sites from Well site 1" by Charles H. Lamoureux, W. Arthur 
Whistler and Clyde T. Imada (January, 1990). The survey was made 
by botanists' familiar with the Hawaiian flora and includes the 
plant species seen on the survey. However, an adequate map is 
needed to clarify which areas were surveyed, (the proposed roads 
True/Mid-Pacific Geothermal 
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and proposed alternate well sites 2 and 3), existing roads, 
locations where rare plants (Tetraplasandra hawaiiensis and Bobea 
timonioides) are known to exist, and the Proposed Well Site #2 
surveyed in August 1990. This botanical survey records 57% 
native species compared to 71% native species for Proposed Well 
Site #2 (August, 1990). Also a seemingly conflicting statement 
on rare plants (Bobea timonioides and Tetraplasandra hawaiiensis) 
not being found in these surveys, but encountered along the road 
leading from the edge of the property to Well site 1 hopefully 
can be clarified through a map. Introduced weeds can be expected 
to increase as a consequence of opening up the forest as 
construction occurs. Incorporation of the botanical survey 
recommendations, weed monitoring and control should be practiced 
by the applicant. 
If you have any questions, please contact Ron Walker 
(ornithology) or Carolyn Corn (botany) at 548-8850. 
~~~ 
MICHAEL G. BUCK 
Administrator 
cc: Division of Water Resource Management 
DEPARIMENT OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOOOCES 
DIVISIOO OF FORESTRY 00 \WJI.f>f:IhJ ' J : J J 
September 21, 1990 
MEMJRANDUM 
TO: 
FRCM: 
SUBJOCT: 
Manabu Tagamori, Deputy Director 
Commission of water Resources 
Michael G. Buck, Administrator Of'lt_J~ P U 
Botanical Survey of the Proposed Well Site for True/Mid-Pacific 
Geothermal venture Located at Puna, Hawaii 
In response to your memorandum on the above subject dated September 5, 
1990, the Botanical Survey for the Proposed Well Site *2 (400 x 400 foot area) 
was reviewed. 
This well site was surveyed by a competent botanist. It reportedly has a 
71% native plant composition with 40 of 73 plant taxa (55%) endemic to the 
· Hawaiian Islands. N:l endangered or candidate plants proposed for listing as 
endangered were found in the survey area. However, one cyrtandra was not 
identified to species. This cyrtandra, if possible, should be identified to 
the species level. (It could be a rare cyrtandra, £· giffardii, known from 
the wet forest near Kilauea, which is a category 1 u.s. Fish & Wildlife 
Service plant taxon under review for listing as a threatened or endangered 
species.) NO information is given in this report to indicate the abundance of 
this Cyrtandra sp. or any other species. 
NO mention is made in this report why the well site is within the 
forest rather than on the nearby 1961 lava flow, which biologically would 
support fewer species and create less biological impact. 
Identification of the eyrtandra sp. 
plant taxon should clarify ambiguities. 
an area with fewer native species should 
and abundance ratings for each listed 
The location of the well site within 
also be considered. 
The report offers good recommendations that should reduce the size of the 
impact of the well site upon the surrounding flora and fauna. 
I 
DEPARIMENT OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOO!CES 
,. . I · ') 3 
,I . J 
DIVISION OF FORESTRY AND .WrLbLIFE 
September 21, 1990 .. ,.;\iER&~ ;.i. 't " ~)< • --\11 
•
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MEMORANDUM 
TO: 
FRCM: 
SUBJECT: 
Manabu Tagamori, Deputy Director 
Commission of Water Resources 
Michael G. Buck, Administrator [)y(1{1./t:_C(J p a~A 
Botanical Survey of the Proposed well Site for True/Mid-Pacific 
Geothermal Venture Located at Puna, Hawaii 
In response to your memorandum on the above subject dated September 5, 
1990, the Botanical survey for the Proposed Well Site #2 {400 x 400 foot area) 
was reviewed. 
This well site was surveyed by a competent botanist. It reportedly has a 
71% native plant composition with 40 of 73 plant taxa (55%) endemic to the 
Hawaiian Islands. No endangered or candidate plants proposed for listing as 
endangered were found in the survey area. However, one cyrtandra was not 
identified to species. This cyrtandra, if possible, should be identified to 
the species level. (It could be a rare cyrtandra, C. giffardii, known from 
the wet forest near Kilauea, which is a Category 1 u.s. Fish & Wildlife 
Service plant taxon under review for listing as a threatened or endangered 
species.) No information is given in this report to indicate the abundance of 
this Cyrtandra sp. or any other species. 
No mention is made in this report why the well site is within the 
forest rather than on the nearby 1961 lava flow, which biologically would 
support fewer species and create less biological impact. 
Identification of the Cyrtandra sp. 
plant taxon should clarify ambiguities. 
an area with fewer native species should 
and abundance ratings for each listed 
The location of the well site within 
also be considered. 
The report offers good recommendations that should reduce the size of the 
impact of the well site upon the surrounding flora and fauna. 
State of Hawaii 
Department of Land and Natural Resources 
Division of Water Resource Management 
Honolulu, Hawaii 
SEP I 9 1990 
MEMORANDUM ·· 
TO: Michael Buck, Administrator J • / ) 
Division of Forestry and Wildlife / \ _ __..,/ ,;-
/ (iti\..,-~-
FROM: Manabu Tagomori, Deputy Director_ , 
SUBJECT: Hawaiian Hawk Nesting Activities at Tru /Mid-Pacific 
Geothermal Venture's Proposed Well Site # 2, Hawaii 
Transmitted for your review and approval is a follow-up report on 
the Hawaiian Hawk's nesting activities at the proposed Well Site # 2 for 
True/Mid-Pacific Geothermal Venture (Applicant). This report should be 
reviewed in conjunction with Applicant's other ornithological survey 
transmitted on 9/18/90. 
We ask that you review this supplemental report and reply directly to 
the Applicant. Please provide the Division of Water Resource Management a 
copy for our files. Should you have any questions, please contact me 
directly at Ext. 87533. 
DN:mh 
Encl. 
State of Hawaii 
Department of Land and Natural Resources 
Division of Water Resource Management 
Honolulu, Hawaii 
SEP I 8 1990 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: 
FROM: 
SUBJECT: 
Don Hibbard, Director 
Historic Preservation Program 
Manabu Tagomori, Deputy Directo 
Archaelogical Surveys of the Proposed Geothermal Well 
Sites for True/Mid-Pacific Geothermal Venture 
Transmitted herewith for your review and approval are the Archaeological Surveys 
submitted by True/Mid-Pacific Geothermal Venture (Applicant) for its proposed Geothennal 
Well Sites # 2, and Alternate Well Sites # 2 and # 3. Maps within the separate reports 
identify the locations of the proposed drill sites in relation to the current site of True/Mid-
. Pacific geothermal well Al-l. 
These surveys were prepared in compliance with the Board's Decision and Order (D/0) 
of April 11, 1986, and submitted to the Department for approval. As such, we respectfully 
request your review of the enclosed documents and a direct reply to the Applicant of your 
approval and/or comments. 
Please provide the Division of Water Resource Management a file copy of any 
correspondence concerning the above surveys. Should you have any questions, please contact 
me directly at Ext. 87533. 
Thank you for your continued assistance. 
DN:mh 
Encl. 
State of Hawaii 
Department of Land and Natural Resources 
Division of Water Resource Management 
Honolulu, Hawaii 
SE:P I 8 1990 
MEMORANDUM 
··; / ) TO: 
FROM: 
Michael Buck, Administrator 
Division of Forestry and Wildlife / ... ?" ... -- -·. I ~ . I -~ ___ .__, 
Manabu Tagomori, Deputy Director L :--CC l ,.------
' SUBJECT: Ornithological and Botanical Surveys for · rue/Mid-Pacific 
Geothermal Venture's Well Site # 2 and -Well--sites· 
-# 2]and Alternate Well Sites # 2 and # 3 Located at Puna. Hawaii 
Transmitted for your review and approval is the ornithological survey of the 
proposed Well Site # 2 for True/Mid-Pacific Geothermal Venture (Applicant). This report 
is required by the Board's Decision and Order (D/0) of April 11, 1986, and should be 
reviewed in conjunction with the Applicant's botanical survey transmitted to your division 
on 9/5/90. (For your information, Applicant has indicated that a supplemental 
ornithological report for Well Site # 2 will be submitted shortly.) 
In addition, Applicant has submitted separate ornithological and botanical surveys 
for Alternate Well Sites # 2 and # 3 for your review and approval. The study area of the 
alternate well sites are identified on the enclosed maps. 
Pursuant to the Board's D/0, these surveys must be submitted to the Department 
for approval prior to commencement of any clearing activities. As such, we respectfully 
request your review of the submitted documents and a direct reply to the Applicant of 
your approval and/or comments. 
Please provide the Division of Water Resource Management a file copy of any 
correspondence concerning the above surveys. Should you have any questions, please 
contact me directly at Ext. 87533. 
Thank you for your continued assistance. 
DN:mh 
Encl. 
JOHN WAIHEE 
GOV~RNOR OF HA.Willl 
STATE OF HAWAII 
DEPARTMENT OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES 
Mr. Allan G. Kawada 
True Geothermal Energy Company 
Central Pacific Plaza 
220 South King Street, Suite 868 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 
Dear Mr. Kawada: 
P. 0. BOX 621 
HONOLULU, ~lAWAII 96809 
SEP I 3 1990 
WILLIAM W. PATY, CHAIRPERSON 
BOARO OF LAND A.NO NATURAl RESOURCES 
O~PUTIES 
1m rH W. AHUE; 
MANABU TAGOMORI 
RUSSELL N. FUKUMOTO 
AQUACULTURE DEVELOPMENT 
PROGRAM 
AQUATIC RESOURCES 
CONSERVATION AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS 
CONSERVATION AND 
RESOURCES ENFORCEMENT 
CONVEYANCES 
FORESTRY AND WILDLIFE 
LAND MANAGEMENT 
STATE PARKS 
WATER AND LAND DEVELOPMENT 
This is to acknowledge the receipt of the Botanical, Ornithological and Archaeological 
Surveys, and Metes and Bounds Descriptions for True/Mid-Pacific Geothermal Venture's 
proposed Well Site # 2 and Alternate Well Sites # 2 and # 3. 
The submitted documents will be reviewed by our Department and notification 
provided upon completion of our evaluation. Please be advised that no clearing activities 
shall commence prior to approval of the above surveys. Should you have any questions, 
please contact me at 548-7533. 
incerely, // 
t (:c?3]' 
U TAGOMORI 
DN:mh 
TRUE GEOTHERMAL ENERGY CoMPA~tVElVEo 
CENTRAL PACIFIC PLAZA 1, r t,eiiJPII:>oe ~ rj3Qil~5(6~jl496 
.) [ f"A>IIll> Billl~'<}6o17U I 
220 South Kmg Street 
Suite 868 
Honolulu, HI 96813 
UiV. lk WI\ TER &. 
September 13, 1990 
Mr. Manabu Tagomori 
Deputy Director 
LAN) L~, ._:..GPMENT 
Department of Land and Natural Resources 
State of Hawaii 
Kalanimoku Building, Room 227 
1151 Punchbowl Street 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 
Subject: Status Report of Hawaiian Hawk Nesting Activities at 
Proposed Drill Site Number Two (2) 
Dear Mr. Tagomori, 
Enclosed is a 
and approval. 
16, 1990 sent 
discussed. 
copy of 
In the 
to you, 
the above described report for your review 
earlier ornithological report dated August 
the sightin of a hawaiian hawk's nest was 
Subsequent to the sighting of the est, follow up investigations 
concerning the status of the nest nd fledgling hawk were 
conducted. The epgl osed q;p~i).;· i '1US,i?_.Ejs the findings of those 
investigations and a recommTd~ o ... ~s~.'?, .. ~.'?.l~_ow~uP, a_c;~~.:':~~Jes. 
If in the future, Mr. Jack Jeff 
investigations be conducted, Tr 
have those investigations comple 
you. In the meantime, this wil 
the hawk's nest. 
ey finds it advisable that further 
e Geothermal Energy Company will 
ed and those reports submitted to 
serve as a final report to you on 
Should you have any questions please feel free to call our office 
at 528-3496. 
,Jl\Y trul yours, ( 
T,~E G. -1~ ENERGY 
I !(~f/l~L/t(((kf_ 
• I I ·; ~I I tl.) t't( /lA larl-1<z,• Kawada 
J <GK/~cp 
_; 
COMPANY 
A STATUS REPORT 
OF 
HAWAIIAN HAWK NESTING ACTIVITIES 
AT THE 
PROPOSED WELL SITE #2 
DLNR DESIGNATED GEOTHERMAL RESOURCE SUBZONE 
KILAUEA MIDDLE EAST RIFT ZONE 
PUNA DISTRICT 
ISLAND OF HAWAII 
SEPTEMBER 8, 1990 
BY 
JACK JEFFREY 
PREPARED FOR: 
TRUE/MID PACIFIC GEOTHERMAL VENTURE 
INTRODUCTION 
On August 11, 1990 during an ornithological survey at 
the True/Mid F10cific Geotherm10l Venture proposed well site 
#2, a Hawaiian hawk (~~~~~ §~l!~~~!~§) nest with a nestling 
was found approximately 430 feet from the proposed well pad 
clearing. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the State of 
Hawaii have listed the Hawaiian hawk as an endangered 
species. Future development in this area could be impacted 
by the presence of this endangered avian species and its nest 
in such close proximity to the proposed well site. This 
report summarizes the results of observations at the nest on 
August 12, 19 and 25 and September 2, 1990. 
METHODS 
Observations of 1 - 3 hours each were made using 8 x 30 
Zeiss binoculars from a natural blind approximately 90 feet 
from the active Hawaiian hawk's nest. Thick staghorn fern 
and other vegetation kept the observer hidden from view of 
the nesting hawks. Presence or absence of tbe nestling in 
the nest, interactions between adults and the nestling and 
behaviors of the young bird were noted. 
FINDINGS 
The nest was found on August 11, 1990 during an initi10l 
avian survey of the proposed well site area. The nestling 
was first heard, then seen calling from a perch approximately 
50 feet from the nest. 
During the second day of the survey, August 12, the 
nestling was seen on the nest at which time an adult was 
observed bringing food to the nestling. During 3 subsequent 
observation days, totalling nine hours at the nest, no 
parents were seen. The juvenile hawk was never seen again on 
the nest after August 12 but was continually observed perched 
within 50 -100 feet of the nest. A favored perch was 75 feet 
north of the nest, 35 feet above the ground, on a dead branch 
in a large ohia tree. The fledgling spent over 50% of the 
observed time at this perch and divided the remainder of its 
observed time almost equally among three other perches at 50 
- 100 feet from the nest. The fledgling called 
intermittently with bouts of calling sometimes lasting 8 - 10 
minutes and calls 5 - 10 seconds apart. These calls 
1 
presumably were made to attract the attention of the 3.dults 
for feeding. 
Numerous helicopter flights over the nest site were 
noted <1-3 per hour) and generators at the drilling rig 3500 
feet away could be heard continuously. The nestling showed 
no apparent behavioral abnormalities or short-term effects 
resulting from these low level sounds. 
On September 2, 1990 no hawks were seen or heard in the 
nest area during three hours of observation. The fledgling 
had most likely left the nest area prior to this date. 
DISCUSSION 
Although no Hawaiian hawks nests have been previously 
found in the middle east rift zone, the presence of this nest 
is not unique as other Hawaiian hawk nests have been found 
nearby in other parts of the Puna District <Griffin 1985, 
Jeffrey 1986, Scott et al 1986). 
Hawaiian Hawks will nest in a variety of habitats 
although habitat preferences have not been substantiated. 
Griffin <1985) noted Hawaiian hawks nestir;g in margir.al 
forests in or near agricultural areas, in exotic forests as 
well as in native forests. A preference for large trees to 
support their relatively large nests was also noted. 
Numerous large ohia trees for use as possible nest sices plus 
high density of prey species (small birds) make many of the 
Puna native forest areas very suitable Hawaiian hawk habitat. 
Hawaiian hawks begin breeding in March/April with most 
eggs hatching in June. Nestlings fledge 8-9 weeks afcer 
hatching with most fledging in August but remaining in the 
natal territory up to a year <Griffin 1985l. The age and 
timing of fledging of the nestling at well site #2 was 
consistent with this behavior as it had fledged and left the 
nest area by the end of August. 
Human disturbance and habitat destruction are two 
suspected major causes of historic Hawaiian hawk population 
decline. These birds are most vulnerable during the nesting 
period. Human activities very close to the nest and other 
human disturbances may cause abandonment of eggs or nestlings 
by the parents (Hawaiian Hawk Recovery Plan, Griffin 1985, 
Scott et al. 1986). 
Noise levels at the nest site were intermittently high. 
Tour helicopters visiting the most recent Kilauea eruption 
consistently flew a~ low altitudes over or near the nest 
2 
site. Fly-ever rates varied from 1-3 per hour during 
observation periods. These helicopters most iikely have been 
flying over the nest site prior to and during the occupation 
of the present nest. Also, drilling operations were underway 
on August 11, and during other observations. The sounds of 
generating equipment at the drill rig 3500 feet away were 
consistantly audible although muffled by distance and forest. 
No abnormal behaviors were noted at this nest and it is 
suspected that the birds had become habituated to these noise 
conditions. Observations made at two other Hawaiian hawk 
nests in the Puna area when helicopter activit? was present 
showed short-term agitation and apparent nervousness when 
over flights were close by. At one nest adjacent to a papaya 
field <300 feet), bulldozing operations and field workers 
worked continuously throughout the nesting period causing 
only minor agitation in the adults and young. Both nests 
were successful <pers. obs.), 
Workers at the drill rig at well site #l report having 
seen hawks on many occasions perched in trees at the edge of 
the well site clearing as well as flying near the rigs during 
day time drilling operations. 
COMMENTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Some data indicate that Hawaiian hawks subjected to 
intermittent law levels of noise and minor disturbances may 
become sufficiently habituated to these disturbances to be 
able to produce a successful nest <pers. obs.) Although the 
effect of long-term high levels of noise and disturbance are 
not well known, they are suspected of having detrimental 
impact <i.e. through egg or nestling abandonment.) Griffin 
1985 and The Hawaiian Hawk Recovery Plan 1984. > 
Hawaiian hawks are known to re-use nests during 
subsequent nestings but may not nest every year due to the 
prolonged post-fledgling period <Griffin 1985>. 
It is recommended that the nest at the proposed well 
site #2 be monitored during the March/April 1991 breeding 
period to determine if renesting is occurring. If the nest 
is reactivated, then noise levels and disturbance should be 
kept to a minimum at the well site adjacent to the nest until 
the nestling<s> have fledged. Observations should be made 
intermittently to determine the nest/nestling status. 
Although succes3ful nests have been found in small 
forested kipukas in agriculturally cleared areas, clearing 
around active nests is known to cause abandonment <Griffin 
3 
1985). It is recommended that a non-cleared forest buffer of 
at least 400 feet, and more if possible, be maintained 
around any Hawaiian hawk nests found. This distance should 
not be construed as on optimal buffer zone. Data are limited 
and more information is needed before the optimal buffer zone 
distance can de determined. If the nest is active, clearing 
or disturbance within 1000 feet should be curtailed or 
minimized until the nestlings have fledged. 
All subsequent proposed well sites should be checked 
thoroughly for Hawaiian hawk nests. Due to terrain and thick 
vegetation of the area, it may be close to impossible to find 
all nests. Surveys made during late July through early 
August will increase the chances of finding active nests 
because of the intermittent loud calling of the nestling, 
keying the observer to the nest position. 
Careful planning and cooperation between developers and 
biologists and appropriate detailed monitoring within the 
development area will generate data useful for future 
planning. 
4 
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MEASURED 
HAWAIIAN 
AT WELL 
LOCATION OF 
HAWK NEST 
SITE #2 
ACCESS ROAD ..::::1 
Mr. Manabu Tagomori 
Deputy Director 
CENTRAL PACIFIS OL~ p 7 p <I : ~2 I 
Department of Land and Natural Resources 
Kalanimoku Building, Room 227 
1151 Punchbowl Street 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 
Subject: Reports on the Archaeological Reconnaissance Survey 
and Ornithological Assessment of Drill Site 2 in the 
Kilauea Middle East Rift Zone (KMERZ) 
Dear Mr. Tagomori, 
Enclosed are copies of the above referenced reports for your review 
and acceptance. The reports and surveys are being submitted in 
compliance with the requirement in the Decision and Order of the 
Board of Land and Natural Resource dated April 11, 1986. 
On August 30, 1990, the report on the botanical survey was 
submitted to your department for r view and acceptance. 
No clearing or grubbing willtbf,,o~J u,;:g_~~ .t?e neces,~ary pefmits 
have been granted by the County f~awa1.1. an<:itrflt:iT t:h'I:\"'Y~~rts 
submitted to your department hav been approved and accept:ed. 
Other archaeological, botanical tnd ornithological reports have 
been submit:ted to your depart:menJ concerning alt:ernate drill sites 
number 2 & 3. These report:s ar~·separate and apart from the 
reports being submitted under this letter since they concern a 
different location. 
Should you have any questions please call our office at: 528-3496. 
Very Truly ~6urs, 
TR~.~ ,GEO·:f.· ~fikyiA. L ENljrRGY 
.1/.;Jft,.· ·.· " i / 7; 1 I ilA'I A 
j U;j'V ~,<· ·-rY :/" ?11_ Alir~n p": Kciwada -
v AGK/gcp 
COMPANY 
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL CONSULTANTS 
of 
JOSEPH KENNEDY 
Archaeologist 
Mr. Alan Kawada 
HAWAII 
59-624 Pupukea Rd. 
Haleiwa, Hawaii 96712 
(808) 638-7 442 
True Mid Pacific Geothermal 
central Pacific Plaza Suite 868 
220 South King 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 September 6, 1990 
Dear Mr. Kawada: 
INTRODUCTION ANC PHYSICAL SETTING 
At the request of your office, Archaeological 
Consultants of Hawaii, Inc. has conducted an inventory survey 
at the site of the proposed Kilauea Middle East Rift Zone 
(l<MERZ), Well site t2, TMK: 1-2-10:3. This proposed well 
site is located in the Wao Kale o Puna Natural Area Reserve, 
Island of Hawaii (see maps #land 2). 
The subject property features an extremely rugged 
topography and an unusually thick ve~etatative profile which 
combine to present some of the most dlfficult survey areas in 
the state. A thick mat of stony muck rests on mostly recent 
a' a and is covered with very dense ul uhe, 'ie' ie, hapu 'u, 
guava, ohi'a and a number of additional plants, vines and 
grasses. The reader may wish to refer to the numerous 
and recently completed botanical studies of this area for a 
more complete listing. 
PURPOSZ o:r WORX 
A variety of archaeological sites may be expected in the 
vast forest lands where TrUe/Mid-Pacific Geothermal Venture 
will be conducting its geothermal exploration activities. 
Although the sites' distribution generally will be sparse and 
although most project activities may well miss the sites, it 
important to have adequate plans to identify historic sites, 
so the sites can be avoided or appropriately mitigated 
Special identification problems exist in forest lands, and 
for this reason an archaeological research design for 
archaeological survey methods was required under CDUA HA-1830 
as part of an archaeological plan. 
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Archaeological Consultants of Hawaii, Inc. 
59·624 Pupukea Rd. 
Haleiwa, Hawaii 96712 
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PREHISTORIC AND EARLY HISTORIC LAND USB IN THE PROJECT AREA 
AND ANTICIPATED HISTORIC SITES 
Historic and archaeological research in this area as 
well in other similar environmental zones on Hawaii Island, 
indicate that prehistorically such areas were used for: 
1. Forest product exploitation. Bird feathers, timber, 
vines.!. etc. were collected in the forests at or near 
works tes, and campsites were nearby. These sites 
should be scattered around much of the project area, 
in low densities for any one point in prehistor¥· 
2. Burial. These sites are expected to be focused 1n 
certain areas. 
3.Major inland trails across many ahupua'a and 
associated campsites, These sites should be focused in 
linear corridors. 
4.Agriculture in the seaward-most reaches. These sites 
may tend to be fairly dense but they will again be in 
a small part of the proj act area, in the seaward 
portions. 
Archaeoloqically, the sites should have the following 
character1stics: 
1. Forest exploitation sites. Probably there will be no 
surface stone archi tectura (huts and shelters likely 
were simply pole and thatch). Some campsites will be 
in caves. Each site may be a small scatter of flaked 
stone 1 broken tools, food remains (bone, shell), and fireplts. If repeated use occurred, then the density 
of remains would be greater. 
such campaites are documented in caves in forest 
areas. such cava campsites have yielded a great deal 
of imfortant information on the age of use of an area, 
on b rds and plants collected. etc. Campsites and 
exploitation sites have yet to be documented in open-
air context, and in such cases, they are expected to 
primarily be subsurface, buried sites. 
:z.aurials. Burials in forest areas have been identified 
in two forms --burials in caves (often caves also used 
as campsites) and in stone platforms and pavings on 
cinder cones. These sites contain important 
information on age of permanent occupation in an area, 
on social organization, on health, on demogra~hy. 
Additionally, they are highly significant SJ.tes 
culturally for native Hawaiians. 
1 ~,: 5'3 
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3. Trails. Trails in forest areas are expected to be 
extremely difficult t o identify, aa worn paths and 
cuts through the forest will have been covered over by 
later sediments and by forest regrowth. on bare a'a 
flows, there will be some visible features ~~ e.g., 
crushed paths, stepping stones. Campsites along th<il 
trails should have firepits, food remains, and some 
scattered artifacts. Some campsites may have been in 
caves, but others will have been open-air camps, and 
may have no surface architecture anct be buried like 
the forest exploitation camps. Trails and their 
associatad campsites can tell us a great deal about 
the nature of different time periods of travel across 
regions. Trails also provide information on i tams 
being carried or exchanged. 
4. A9'ricul tural si tss. These sites commonly have some 
klnd of !ltone-work --small oval clearings lined with 
stones, small terrace lines, walls, etc. These sites 
contain important chronological information on 
permanent settlement of an area, population expansion, 
and agricultural expansion. 
SI~I IDENTIFICATION PROBLEMS 
Common archaeological surface survey (labelled 
reconnaissance survey, intensive survey, etc.) can identify 
cave sites used for forest exploitation anci;or burial, can 
identify agricultural sites, and can identify trails on bare 
a' a flows. However, cave 1 i tes are only expected in older 
pahoehoe areas, not on a'a flows and not in recent pahoehoe 
areas. Platform and paving burial sites are expected to be 
restricted to cinder cones. Agricultural sites will be at 
lower, seaward elevations in areas with soil. This means that 
a'a flows and recent pahoehoe flows are not expected to 
include sites unless there is a visible trail remnant. 
The open-air sites in forest areas -- trail sites (and there 
assoc1ated camps) and forest exploitation sites () not in 
caves -- will likely be sUbsurface. They will also be small. 
Common surface survey will not be able to identify these 
sites when they are subsurface. These sites are expected in 
soil areas within kipuka, and on old pahoehoe flows, and on 
older a'a flows lacking rough surfaces. 
A. Kawada 
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Thase sites may be surface remains on bare lava in kipuka, on 
old pahoehoe flows and on older a' a flows lacking rough 
surfaces and in such a case common surface sux:vey could 
identify them; but it appears unlikely that these sites will 
be found on the surface. 
They are not anticipated on rough a'a flows (except rare 
trails) or on recent pahoehoe or a'a flows. The above 
problems indicate two special conditions for site 
identification; 
1. Some areas appear not to need survey. --e.g., rough a'a 
flows and recent lava flows (post 1980 flows whether pahoehoe 
or a'a) these areas need to be identified and be clearly 
marked off as areas needing no archaeological work. 
2. Soil 
related 
devised 
areas may contain subsurface exploitation and trail 
sites. Special archaeological afproaches need to be 
for these areas to try and ident fy these sites. 
BACKGROUND PREPARATIONI FINDINGS 
1. ~ ~ histor~~ ~archaeological literatur~. The 
historic-rr5Srature (Holmes 1995) shows no recorded tra~ls in 
the project area. The Wilkes route of 1940 (see map number 3) 
passes to the south of the project area and the Kaimu Trail, 
approximately .75km to the south skirts south of Heiheiahulu. 
The existence of the existin~ Kaimu Trail lowers the 
probability of an additional tra~l passing through the study 
area but increases the possibility that the area was accessed 
prehistorically. 
Previous archaeological surveys done in the general area 
include Bonk (1990) Haun and Rosendahl {1985), Bonk did not 
located cultural materials, Haun and Rosendahl identified 
possible prehistoric Hawaiian burial structures and remnant 
cultigens of ki, and kukui. The structures were located on 
the southeast summit of Heiheiahulu located to the southeast 
ot the project area. 
2, Identiticatioo ~ glder bare pahoe~%a Uows I a2il 
cgvered pahgehoe Ailli A!..B. ows 1 kipuka Aru1. c er cones ~ 
tna ~rotect area. Holmes' (1985) map ot lava tlows (see map 
#4)nd cates that the project area is at the north extreme 
ot an 1800's now with a 750 to 1,000 BP flow north of the 
site. A recent 1961 flow occurred approximately 1 km to the 
west of the site. There is just one cinder cone in the 
vicinity which is located well outside the project area to 
the north. 
A. Kawada 
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3. Identification ot cultigens. No aerial photographs 
were made available to us and hence we cannot offer any 
aerial interpretations of vegetation areas. However, we did 
not Qbserve any cultivated plants such as banana,. ti, or 
kukui in the research area. 
ARCKA!OLOG%CAL SURFACE SURVBY: 7INDINGS 
1. Caves. The pahoehoe portions Qf the subject 
property featured numerous inflated dome type caves - in 
every case, these were found to be very shallow and devoid of 
any cultural indications. The property also features a number 
of cracks. The smallest being <:~ne foot wide, three feat long 
and two hat deep, The largest is roughly 100 feet lonq, 
twenty feet wide with depths ranging between 25 and 40 feet. 
Thera is a cave entrance at the bottom of the largest crack, 
however, the area is ~ unstable, with loose, rotting, rock 
and debris making even a rappelling exercise treacherous 
to the point of foolishness. There were no cinder cones 
within the project area. 
2. Kipuka Pahoehoe. There are no kipuka included 
within the boundaries of the subject property. 
3. Trails, The Kaimu trail and the Wilkes expedition 
trail passed east-west approximately 3/4 to lkm to the south 
of the project area. The proximity of the Hawaiian trail 
suggests that an additional trail paralleling this one would 
be unlikely. However, the proximity may have increased the 
likelihood of prshistorio access to the project arsa. 
4. Reeonna.issance survey: Methodology. A walkthrough 
reconnaissance survey was completed for the proposed well 
site #2. survey control was provided by Island survey[ Hila, 
Hawaii. Control points to which mapping data m qht be 
directly referenced were in place along the approximately 
3, 022 feet of proposed roadway, as well as at the four 
corners ot the proposed well site. A survey team consisting 
of two individuals made a serios of controlled mauka/makai 
sweeps across the subject property and added a 200 ~utfer 
along the eouth, east and west boarders (the northern boarder 
is the existing roadway. 
A. Kawada 
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J'INDINGS 
No cultural indicators were located within the 
boundaries or surveyed buffer zone around the proposed Well 
Site *2. Survey crew encountered a forest of relatively young 
Hapu'u, Ohia, Waiwi, on both pahoehoe and a'a flows. Ground 
visibility was limited by thick fern and root accumulations 
as .,..ell u the remaininq uncleared vegetation. Visible 
ground areas occurred at outcrops of a'a and areas of poorly 
drained black humus kept free of vegetation by frequent 
disturbances of feral pfgs. Within the wall site and buffer 
zona, direct visual contact with the ground surface or any 
existing archaeoloqical site features might have been 
possible only with extensive c:Hsturbances of the overlying 
vegetative and humic layer. Denudation of this sort is not a 
viable option durinq the initial stage of research. The 
s.,..eep method where team members methodically walk in 
!ormation from one side of the study area to another, was 
utilized for all areas where visual contact could be 
maintained with at least some of the ground surface. 
The remaining 90% of the study area was completely covered 
with a thick, matted layer of uluhe roots (staqhorn tern), 
and humus material up to three feet thick, overlain by .5 to 
2 meters of active ulele growth. In this area a series of 
transects were ~ushed through the cover in an attempt to 
identify any evidence of human modification of the landscape. 
Transects extended in a northsouth direction and an ea1twest 
direction. 
J'INDINGS 
No cultural indicators .,..ere located within the well site 
impact area. There ware no sightinqs of any cultiqens such 
as ki, banana, kukui, within the well site area. 
DISCOSSION AN~ RZCOMMBNOATIONS 
The prediction and identification of temporary forest 
shelter sites used hundreds of laars ago by small groups 1uch 
as bird feather collectors wil be extremely difticult. The 
illusive temporary camp sites in this uplana forest area can 
be expected to be either buried, random, or so lacking in 
diagnostic materials that archaeological identification and 
data recovery may be impossible or impractical unless camp 
sites used seasonally over many years are encountered, 
HYJ?Othetically, two types of campsites may be possible in 
th~s area, a short term, one-time-used camp site or campsites 
.,..hich were set up along established travel routes and used 
year after year. 
A. Kawada 
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Because no campsites have been identified to date in upland 
forests, our predictive model continues to be based on a 
shallow data base. 
Arcnaeoloqical ~n~o~ng .QI_ soil covered oreu after 
Initi!l grading .Allll g ubin • As a special effort to try and 
dent fy subsurface rema ns of trail and forest exploitation 
campsites and forest exploitation working areas, this 
monitoring shall occur. It shall only be done in soil areas. 
The cuts made during grubbing and grading will be inspected 
to see if these sites can be identified. 
The highest likelihood for locating and identifying 
campsites in the project area will be during the monitoring 
of vegetation clearing and earth moving. The presence of 
features such as developed stratigraphic layers, perishable 
midden accumulations (charcoal and lith~c debris) and 
foundation outlines, should they exist within the project 
area, will best be tested during this next phase. In this 
case, standard excavation methods will be applied, 
If there are any questions regarding this report, please 
feel free to contact us. 
Bonk, w. J. 
1990 
1988 
Holmes, T. 
1982 
Haun, A. 
Rosendahl, 
1985 
Kennedy, J. 
1982 
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MEMORANDUM 
TO: 
FROM: 
SUBJECT: 
Michael Buck, Administrator 
Division of Forestry and Wildlife 
Manabu Tagomori, Deputy Directot 
Botanical Survey of the Proposed Well 'te for True/Mid-
Pacific Geothermal Venture Located at P a Hawaii 
WILLIAM W. PATY, CHAIRPERSON 
SOARD OF LAND AND NATURAl RESOURCES 
DFPUTIES 
KF.tn t W. A,HUE 
MANABU lAGOMORI 
RUSSELL N. FUKUMOTO 
AOVACUL lURE DEVELOPMENT 
PROGRAM 
AQUATIC RESOURCES 
CONSERVATION AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS 
CONSERVATION AND 
RESOURCES ENFORCEMENT 
CONVEYANCES 
FORESTRY AND WILDLIFE 
LAND MANAGEMENT 
STATE PARKS 
WATER AND LAND DEVELOPMENT 
Transmitted herewith for your review and approval is a report covering the botanical 
survey for the new well site selected by True/Mid-Pacific Geothermal Venture (Applicant). 
The study area and proposed well site are located within the Kilauea Middle East Rift 
Geothermal Resource Subzone and are shown on the enclosed maps. 
Pursuant to the Board of Land and Natural Resources' Decision and Order (D/0) of 
April 11, 1986, a Biological Survey (of which the Botanical Survey is a part) must be 
submitted to the Department for approval. As such, we respectfully request a review of the 
submitted document and a direct reply to the Applicant of your approval and/or comments. 
The Department has been informed by the Applicant that the fauna portion of the 
Biological Survey will be submitted shortly in fufillrnent of the D/0 condition. Please provide 
the Division of Water Resource Management a file copy of any correspondence concerning the 
above. 
Thank you for your continued assistance. Should you have any questions, please 
contact me directly at Ext. 87533. 
DN:mh 
Enclosure 
TRUE GEOTHERMAL ENERGY COMPANY 
Mr. Manabu Tagomori 
Deputy Director 
CENTRAL PACIFIC PLAZA 
August 27, 1990 
Department of Land and Natural Resources 
State of Hawaii 
1151 Punchbowl Street, Room 224 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813 
Dear Mr. Tagomori, 
Telephone No. 808-528-3496 
FAX No.: 808-526-1772 
220 South Kmg Street 
SUite 868 
Honolulu. HI 96813 
Enclosed is a survey for your information and review. If you 
have any questions regarding this matter please call our office. 
Sincerely, 
1 
<. -' Gld~~~{ ~--~/ 
Secret~ t.o. ~J.J an &awad..ft ~ Ji 
BOTANICAL SURVEY 
OF PROPOSED NEW WELL SITE :11: 2 
BLNR DESIGNATED GEOTHERMAL RESOURCE SUBZON 
MIDDLE EAST RIFT ZONE OF KILAUEA, 
PUNA DISTRICT, ISLAND OF HAWAI'l 
August 1990 
by 
Charles H. Lamoureux 
PREPARED FOR: 
TRUE GEOTHERMAL ENERGY COMPANY 
and 
MID-PACIFIC GEOTHERMAL, INC. 
INTRODUCTION 
On 12 August 1990 a botanical survey was conducted of the prop sed new 
Well Site adjacent to the access road to Well Site I. 
METHODOlOGY 
The new Well Site is proposed to occupy an area of between 3. and 4 
acres located within a marked 400 X 400 foot area immediately adjacen to and 
I • 
south of the present road leading from the property boundary to We11 S te 1. 
At the proposed new well site I examined an area of approximate y 800 X 
800 feet within which the marked 400 x 400 foot well site was was loca ed. 
RESUlTS 
1. FLORA 
All species of vascular plants observed are listed in TABLE l. A1total 
of 73 species and varieties were found, of which 52 (71%) were nat ve, (40 
endemic to the Hawaiian Islands; 12 indigenous, native in Haw i'i and 
elsewhere), and 21 (29%) were species introduced to Hawai 'i by huma s (I by 
the Polynesian settlers, 28 since European contact). 
Although a special search was made for the three candidate pla ts 1 which 
were formerly proposed for listing as endangered species (U.S. ish and 
Wildlife Service, 1980), and which have been reported from the East ift Zone 
of Kilauea, (Bobea timonioides, Tetraplasandra hawaiiensis, Ad no horu~ 
perie~), none was encountered in this survey, and no other plants ur,rently 
' 
1 i sted or proposed for listing as endangered wet·e found in the survey d area. 
is 
known to occur in Puna. Furthermore, most of the large 'ohi 'a tre s lin the 
area belong to the variety macrqphvlla which has bark that regularly eels off 
1n large strips, and consequently does not develop the thick coating f'mossas 
and liverworts that forms the substrate on which A. periens grows. 
3 
Both tile B.2b.u and the Tetrapl asandra were encountered along the road 
leading from the edge of the property to Well Site 1 {Lamoureux et al., 
1987). I They grow widely through Puna forests as scattered indivi u.ls but 
were not found in the areas proposed for clearing 1n the current ph 
project. It should be noted that the new "Manual of the 
Hawai'i", (Wagner, Herbst & Sohn1er, 1990), reevaluates 
flowering plants which were earlier proposed for listing as endange 
on the most recent information available on distribution, 
taxonomic classification. On this basis T a lasandra h 
considered to be endangered, threatened, or even rare. 
listed as rare, but not threatened or endanger~d. 
l. VEGETATION 
and 
is not 
The vegetation in the Puna Geothermal Area has previously been apped and 
described (Char & Lamoureux, l985a, 198Sb). The site surveyed h 
"ohia·a(2) forest" as described and mapped in those reports. This f 
was described in earlfer reports as "Wet 'ohi'a forest with native s 
exotic shrubs", and delimited on the vegetation maps in Char and 
(1985a) as "ohia-a(2)". This forest is dominated by (three 
varieties of Metrosideros col1ina, but primarily the variety g la), 
which forms the canopy layer. Trees are mature, ranging from 20 to 6 feet in 
height. In a few places the canopy is closed (>60% cover) with mo t or all 
trees healthy, in most places the canopy is more open, and in many pl ees most 
of the canopy trees are dead or declining and dying. In other words here are 
patches of 'ohi'a dieback 1n the forest. The subcanopy is in most 
places by introduced species, primarily strawberry guava (Psjdium 
cattl ei anum). The major native subcanopy tree is kopiko ( cbotria 
4 
hawaiiensjs), with occasional hame (Ant1desma platyphyllum), and a I ew~ kawa'u 
(IJex anomala}, olomea (flrrottetia sandw1censls) and pilo (CoprosmA • 
The dominant shrub throughout the area is the introduced wee y Malabar 
melastome (Melastpma malabathricum), but some native shrubs are al present 
in relatively small numbers, including kanawao (Brou~ , mamaki 
(f1pturus hawa11ensis), 'ohelo (Vacc1nium cahcinum), 
and cvrtandra so., (the latter primarily in the numerous cracks 
which occur at this site). The introduced thimbleberry (,.R,.,ub..,u'-'ls~ro~k.Ef!U.JCl!.ll 
a fairly common but relatively inconspicuous small shrub. Tree fern , (hapu'u 
{Cibotium ghucum} and hapu'u 'i'i {CiboHym chamissoi}) are common. The more 
conspicuous ground ferns are two swordferns, the introduced ~N~U-!!~1.ll 
multiflora (more common) and the native N. exa]tata (less co 
introduced woodferns, Christl!lla deotata and C. parasitiq, and t endemic 
ho'i'o Dipla2;um sandwicbjanym. 
In more closed parts of the forest the trees, tree ferns, a d: shrubs 
support dense masses of epiphytes, including many ferns (listed in able I), 
mosses and liverworts. In rore open places there are extensive p tdhes of 
u1uhe ferns (Dicranopteris emargintii and D. linearis) 3 to 10 feet 
Signs of feral pig activity were found throughout the area. 
where pigs have rooted, and in small open wet areas where they have 
are a number of introduced weeds which are usually not 1$turbed 
forest. These include a fern (Athyri ops is .iapon i ca), Hi 1 ograss 
conjugatum), a sedge (Cyperus haspan), waterpurselane (,.Lu...,d...,w""i::;o...:..:h~""'"""-'l-..._,_.. 
St.Johnswort (Hypericum mutilum), and fireweed (Er chtites valerian 
3. ENDANGERED SPECIES 
No endangered plants (either spl!cies already listed or species proposed 
for listing) were found in any of the areas surveyed. 
5 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. The area now contains a large population of introduced wo y' shrubs 
and trees, particularly Malabar melastome and strawberry guava, w tl'l a few 
common guava. It h unlikely that construction activities will a\le much 
; 
effect on their abundance or distribution. However, there are sev al other 
I 
weeds that could increase in nu.bers and become more widely distri ted as a 
consequence of openinq up the forest as construction occurs. Thes are the 
species currently as soc 1 a ted with disturbed areas, primarily those di ~turbed 
by pigs. Other weeds, not now in the area, could also enter. To avo 
recommend that: 
this we 
I 
a, site clearing methods should be planned to involve s 'little 
disturbance as possible beyond the edge of the clearing. his might 
include using soil and rocks from high points to fill in ow spots 
rather than bulldozing them into ridges at the sides of the clearing. 
Trees should be felled toward the center rather than the ed es'of the 
well site in order to minimile cleared but unused areas whi h support 
weeds. 
b. the well site be monitored for weeds, and that appropr' ate weed 
control methods be used on all cleared areas, in keeping wHh the 
proposed weed monitoring/control program. 
2. Our observat1 ons suggest that unused open areas at the e ges of a 
clearing are prime sHes for weed colonization. Most weedy specie require 
high light Intensities to grow well, and such sites are open to full sunlight. 
If such areas are kept shaded they are less likely to be colonized 
Thus as area cleared should be as small as possible consistent 
function of the site, and unused, unsurfaced areas at margins of th clearing 
should be as small as possible. During construction 1f trees a e simply 
6 
bulldoled aside and, with other vegetation, rocks, and so11 are p11 up 1nto 
ridges at the edge of the cleaaring. these rubble piles will soon fOVered 
with weeds. Such areas should be kept to a minimum. 
3. Some tree ferns (hapu'u and hapu'u-'i'l) will have to b removed 
during construction. If feasible, the top foot or two of each f rn ste11, 
containing the apical bud, should be retained and replanted along existing 
road margins or at the edge of this clearing. This would help meet he state 
requirement that any landscaping be done with native speci 
importantly, it would provide a quick source of shade on rubble pile 
margins, which should reduce the weed problem, 
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TABLE 1. PLANT SPECIES CHECKLIST 
Families are arranged alphabetically within each of three grou 
and Fern Allies, Monocotyledons, and Dicotyledons. Taxon~ and nome elrture 
of the Ferns and Fern Allies follow Lamoureux's unpublished checklis of 
Hawaiian ferns; taxonomy and nomenclature of the flowering plants 
(Monocotyledons and Dicotyledons) follow St. John (1973) except wher more 
commonly accepted names are listed. Hawaiian names used in the check is~ are 
in accordance with Porter (1972) or St. John (1973). For each specie the 
following information is provided: 
1. Scientific name with author citation. 
2. Common English or Hawaiian name, when known. 
I 
3. Biogeographic status of the species. The following symbols retused: 
E = endemic - native to the Hawaiian Islands only, not oc 
naturally elsewhere. 
I a indigenous ~ native to the Hawaiian Islands and also 
more other geographic areas. 
P ~ Polynesian ~ plants of Polynesian introduction; all 
one or 
plants brought by the Polynesian immigrants prior to ntact 
with the Western world. 
X ~ exotic or introduced • not native to the Hawaiian Isl 
brought here intentionally or accidentally by humans 
Western contact. 
FAMILY $lATUS 
Pf~RIOOPIIYTES 
ASPLINIACEAE 
ATHYRIAC!AI' 
X 
E 
DICKSONIACEAE 
E 
E 
ELA,HO&LOSSACEAE 
TABLE 1, PLAHT CHECKLIST: NEW WILL liTE 2 AND ITS ACCISS ~-
BOTANICAL NAill 
A&plenl..., lobul•t"" Kett. 
Athyriopsis J1j1011lt8 (Thunb.J Chi~ 
Olplul~ S«dwichianuoa (Pte#l) Olelo 
Cit>Qtlua dternissol Kaul f. 
CibotlUI gloUG<ID (J. Sol.) Hook, 'AMI. 
E Elapl\otlMSLMII alatl<n ~aud, var, patVI&qU_.., (SkoU$b,) Ands, & Ctosl>)l 
E UaP\ottots\A ctllslliffoliw C&aud.) And. I crosby 
GLOIC~ENIACEAE 
E 
I 
GRAMMITACEAE 
E 
i 
E 
! 
E 
HYMENOPHYLLACEAE 
Dl<rilflClpttrla -t11inato (Brook.) Rob. 
Dicrtnopt&ris lio>earis (8Uffl,) Underw. 
Adtnophorus h.,...,....ophylloides (Ktulf.) Kook. & Grev, 
Adenophorus pinnotifidt.IG Gaud. 
.l~oruc tamal"htinut (bulf.) Hoc*.. & Gr'W. ver. tamariscin~.~s 
AdMophorus ttipinMtifidut Gaud. 
Graamltis tenello Kou\f. 
I Collistopteris boldwinii (Eaton) cope!. 
E Moocdi<AB recuniUD (Gaud.) Cope!. 
E Sllhaeroc!OJ>IUII lonoeolotuo <Hook. & Arn,) Capel. 
E SphaerOQ i oniL111 obtus.,. (Hoole. & lrn. l Copel. 
E Va~nbosohla tYrtotheca (Nilltbt,) Coptl. 
E V&l'ldMboschia davaLUoi<*; (Goud.) copol. 
lYCOPctl!AC!A! 
~ lycopodilJII phyllaMhllll Kook. & Am. 
NEPHROLEPlDACEAE 
l Nep!lroltpio cordifolia <~.) Pre$l 
Nophrol*Pi• exaltata {l,) Schott 
X N6phrolepi& MUltiflorA (Roxb.) Jarrett ex Morton 
OPM!OOLOSSACEAE 
! Ophiogloss"" pendullolll L. "~'· falcatun (Pretll C\ou .. n 
POI.YPOOIACEAE 
I Pl~l)llltiG t~l.flber51i""" Kaulf, 
PSILOTACEAE 
I Ps ilot\111 Coql\ll'lllt.,. Sw. 
T~E~TPT£R10AtiA! 
M 
M 
E 
Psllot"" COOf!>\anat\111 x nuct.Jt 
P~il9ti.IWI ~ (l.) leouv. 
Christel to dentota (Forak,) 8rownoey & Jer-v 
Chrl&tolla para•ltlea !l,) Levl. 
P~topteri5 sandwicensi' (Brack,) Holtt. 
PIQt: 8 
pt 1 ipi I ·l~rUnlltMIM, •anal i 11 
' I 
hDp!J1U• il j. 
hopu'll 
.... ~ •• la, hO*·•·~I 
'ekAha· la, hoe·~·Maui 
' 
' pai, pa a! ·hun. 
kolokol, "*hlna-lua 
hina 
-II' I 
' I 
ni •:ani• U1 ~upukupu, 'olo:lipukupL: 
n\lani' , kup.~t(yPU, par.lOho 
hairy so~. fetn 
p<JapUO· 
aiOII', pt 
hylorid 
ftrn 
, Oftk.fern 
GROUP FAMILY STATU$ 
MCNOCOTYLEOOIIS 
i;YP~R~CIAE 
X 
I 
X 
M 
• 
ORCHIDACEAE 
X 
X 
PANDANACEAE 
E 
21 NG l BERACEAE 
p 
011;01TLEPON$ 
APOC't'WAC£AE 
E 
AQUI FOLIACfAE 
E 
CELASlRACEAE 
e 
COMPOS IT AE 
I 
X 
X 
X 
ERICACEAE 
E 
EUP~OU!ACEAE 
E 
GESNERIACfA£ 
E 
E 
L08fL14CEAE 
I 
E 
LOGANIAC!AI 
X 
TASLE 1. PLANT CHECKLIST: NEW ~LL S!Ti 2 AND ITS AI;C[SS ROAD. 
IIOTANICAI. ~ 
CyP<r..,. hoapan L. 
Machaertna ~rtso~lde• (Caud.) K11~ ••P· meyenii (Kunthl KoyaMa 
Pycreus polystachy"" (Rottb.) leauv. 
Axonopua afflnlo Chaot 
Opltomenuo C0Mp05ltut (L,) Jeouv. 
Patp.llll eonJut•t ... &or; • 
Arundina bonb.Jsaefolio (Raxb.) Ltl\dl, 
SpathOQtottis plicate Bl. 
Frcyoinetia ar~rea Goud. 
Zingiber reN!i>et (l.) Roseoot 
lle~ -~~La Hook. & Arn. 
Perrottetia sandwicen5is Gray var. swhdwice~ls 
Ad~tomma Lave~i• <L.) Ktie. 
A;erottll houttOI'Ii81'1U11 ~ill, 
crassocephatum crepldioi~ (8cnl~.) S. Moore 
erechtites valerienecfolla <WQlfl ~. 
Cyrtondra poludc>e GaUd. 
Cyrtandra sp. 
clormcntia porvlflort Gtud. ex Gray 
Clernontia hawoiiensic CNillobr.) Rook 
Buddleja esiettce Lour~ 
narrow• ear earpetgrasG 
mou•u·M lo.l Milo sr••• 
~& ··~·ld 
Philipp"" 5round orohid 
lie•ie 
•awa,U. kua hiwi 
IMi te 
kowa 1Y 
olo.nea 
hoo. 
•oha·ke 
butterf ah. huelo-' il1 o 
GRWP FAHILY STATUS 
LYTMRACEAE 
X 
lllLASTCMATACIAE 
X 
IIY R T AC<AE 
E 
E 
e 
X 
X 
OIIAGAACEAE 
I 
X 
PIPEAACEAE 
E 
e 
ROSACEAE 
X 
SAXIFRAGACEAE 
E 
UII;T I CACEAE 
E 
1A8LE 1. PLANT CKECKLIST: .eW WEll SITE 2 AND ITS ACCESS ROAD. 
BOTANICAL NAHE 
M6~r0$;dere& cell ina (J.R. I G. Forst.) Groy var, 
Ketrosideroo eo1Lfna (J.R, & G. Forot.l Grey var. 
Metrooideroo oolllno (J,R. & G. Forst.) Gr6y vor. 
P$ldlum eattlelanum Sabine formo Clttlolonum 
Poldlun guaJ•~ ~. 
L~igla oetivulvis (Jocq.) Raven 
Ludwlgle patustri• (l.) Ell. 
Peperomia cookione c. De. 
Poperomlt hypoleuco Miq. vor. hypoleuca 
aubus rosaefolius Sm. 
Coprosma men:&ie!iii Groy 
Copr'OfMil ochta.:ea w. ol ;ver 
ttabtrrfftla Clevl.) Rock 
i11<ona (Lovl. > Rock 
010crophyllo Rock 
~t~o(ria ~owalie0$i~ (Gray) fosb. va~. ~aweiiensis 
lrouet.isia arguta Gaud. 
c 
' • 
' cuphea, puakamoli 
'ohi •a· ehua 
•ohi 'a· ehup 
'ohi ••• ehUII 
Page: 1 J 
•tfa~be ry ~u~ve, waiaw;·'u:ua 
•uava, uowft 
ka~le, primrose willow 
water ruelcarw 
•ale'al ·wa~·nu\ 
'ule 1al ·wui·nul 
pilo, k pe 
pilo, k pe 
kopfko 
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MEMORANDUM 
TO: 
FROM: 
SUBJECT: 
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STATE OF HAWAII 
& DEPARTMENT OF LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES 
;· ;c';::N ~ STATE HISTORIC PRESERVATION DIVISION 
33 SOUTH KING STREET, 6TH FLOOR 
HONOLULU. HAWAII 96813 
January 7, 1990 
Manabu Tagomori, Deputy Director 
commission on Water Resource Management 
WILLIAM W. PATY, CHAIRPERSON 
BOARD OF LA.ND AND NATURAL RESOURCES 
DEPUTIES 
KEITH W. AHUE 
MANABU TAGOMORI 
RUSSELL N. FUKUMOTO 
AQUACULTURE DEVELOPMENT 
PROGRAM 
AQUATIC RESOURCES 
CONS!ORVATION AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS 
CONSERVATION AND 
RESOURCES ENFORCEMENT 
CmNEYANCES 
FORESTRY AND WILDLIFE 
HISTORIC PRESERVATION 
PROGRAM 
LAND MANAGEMENT 
STATE PARKS 
WATER RESOURCE MANAC.t·!~l''" 
Don Hibbard, Director, Historic Preservation Program 
Historic Preservation Review of True Geothermal 
company Proposed Well Site lt2 (KMERZ) 
Former Puna Forest Reserve, Puna, Hawaii 
TMK: 1-2-10: 3 
HISTORIC PRESERVATION PROGRAM CONCERNS: 
Attached for your review and comment is our summary of the major 
points agreed upon at our December 27, 1990 meeting with 
representatives of True Geothermal Energy company. we have also 
addressed what we feel were some misunderstandings about our 
review process in general and how it is being applied to this 
project. 
Please contact either Holly McEdlowney (587-0008) or Ross Cordy 
(587-0012) if you have any questions regarding the review or wish 
to suggest any changes before final processing by the Department. 
